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Introduction
[n 1995, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (Board) reported to Congress as fiJllows:

"fn each of its.flrstfimr annuaf rcports, Ihe Hoard recognized the mosl important
and far-reaching problem atlecting the safety of DOE [Deparlment (!/I-:nergy[
d0/~nse nuclearfilcilitie.\' is the difliculty in allracting and retaining personnel who
are technically quali/ied 10 provide Ihe management, direction, and guidance
essenlialfor sa/~ operaiion oj'DO!\ defense nuclearfbellilies. fl remains Ihe most
criliced problem loday. '"
[n establishing the Board, in 1988, Congress indicated that it was well aware of this problem. Thus,
the Senate Conference RepOlt that accompanied the Board's enabling legislation stated:

''/hcBo(rjAi,\'cXIN.cLed to !~!!!.\:e.lhcjsvel (!Dct'hU!.cgl expet!i,yejtUhe /)qp'.!t!I:!!C[I{
suhstaul/q!Iy~_._._.

"2

[Emphasis added]

While improvements of an incremental nature have been made by the DOE as a result of Bonnl
actions, they are very fill' t!'om having c1l<mged the level of technical expertise "substantially" In all
DOE organizations responsible for san'lty of defense nuclear facilities, there remains a serious lack of
sutlicient numbers of DOE personnel wbo are technically qualified. This applies at Headquarters and
in the field in both line and oversight org~lIlizations, Moreover, as discussed below, the prospects of
improvement appear dim unless the Secretary and senior DOE managers make a firm commitment
to solve the problem and give personal, priority attention to following through on that commitment.
The focus of this report is on two insepamble matters: (I) the number of DOE technical personnel
who are Illlly qualified for their safety responsibilities and (2) safety at defense nuclear facilities,
There is no representation in this report that DOE does not have adequate numbers of personnel
assigned to DOE organizations responsible for safety at these facilities, The Board has no direct
responsibility to determine the adeqwlcy of the total numbers in these organizations -- only that there
be enough who are fully qualified technically to assure safety, The Board's responsibility does not
extend to other matters except where such matters all'ect safety. Thus, for example, it ineludes
reliability insoflu' as it affects safety, but not beyond.
The report does not discuss the possible future of tile DOE about whieh there has been conjecture,
Irrespective of what changes mayor m<lY not be made, there is one imperative requirement; it is that
the government should have among its employees the technical and managerial expertise capable of
<lssuring protection of public and worker he,tlth and safety <It its defense nucle<lr l11cilities and that it
be suitably organized to do so, This need exists today and is not being met in the full degree needed.
This problem requires correction urgently; the imperatives of safety will not wait on other
organizational arrangements.
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There is, however, one possible change that requires a brief discussion in the context of safety -namely regulation. A DOE advisory committee recently recommended to the Secretary that its
defense nuclear facilities be subjected to a greater degree of external regulation than now applies to
them.' Implementation of this recOllll11endation would not alter the need for DOE to bllild up the thll
"in-house" technical capability that is called t()r in this report.
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Background
The technical personnel problem described in this report has persisted gencrally for several decades
throughout the nuelear prognuns of DOE and its predecessor organiz<ltions, the Encrgy Research and
Development Administration (ERDA), and the Atomic Energy Commission (ARC). Attention has
been called to the problem repeatedly -- most intensively in the aftermath of the nuclear accidents at
Three Mile Island and Chernobyl The roots ofthe problem are deep-seated; so much so tlmt they
go back to the very origins of the ARC,
The AEC was "born decentralized," matching the strong convictions of its first chairman, David
Lilienth,tl. It had ,\ very small headquarters organization ,md large government organizutions in thc
field, at sites like Oak Ridge, Richland, and Savannah River, The technical aspects of programs and
activities were, f()I' the most part, h,mdled by the AFC's laboratories and industrial contractors,
Government organizations coolined their activities mostly to contractual, budgetary, and
administrative matters. 'I'he tradition of this division of fLlllctions has tended to endure, with a few
signilicant exceptions, through the decades to the present.
As a result of this division of functions, the succeeding government orgunizations in AEC, ERDA,
and DOE did not build up the cadres of strong technical capability "in-house" to the degree needed
to provide effective technical line management direction and gllidance, Lacking this essential
capability, the DOR has not performed effectively as a knowledgeable and "denlilnding cllstomer"
(Appendix A) for the tecbnical aspects of labonttory and contractor pcrfonnaneo.
This deficiency in capability is especially important regarding tile protection of public Hnd worker
health und safety at defense nuclear facilities und activities Two successive Sccretaries of Energy
huve acknowledged their pcrsonalresponsibility that such protection be pl'Ovided.",l Yet the DOE
organizations to which safety authorities have been delegated, in both Headquarters and field, do not
have sufficient resources of technical personnel to excrcise such authorities effectively. This
deliciency has been consistently cited in comprehensive studies of DOE performance (Appendix B).
For eXHmplc, in a 1987 report, a committee of the National Research Council stated:
'''/lie committee concludes thol the Department, both al headquarlers and in itsfidd
organizatiol!S, has relied almost entirely on its contmctors 10 ident!!J1 ,w!!e(v concerns
and to recommend appropriale actions, in part because the imbalance in technical
,'apabilitie,I' and experience be/ween the cOlltraclors and J)OE sk!!! is OJ'.''lift/cienl
magnitude to preclude J)OFji'lJm comprehensive DOE involvemenl in Ihe operation
tillhe prodllclion reactors, 7he ~omll1illee recommendl' that Ihe Deparlment acquire
andproperly assign the resources and talenl necessw:y 10 ensure that sqle operation
is being attained. "(,

The tn~\l\ageriHI approach by DOE that was called for in this recommendation is opposed by
individuals within DOE and its laboratorics and contractors, The opposition is so intluential and has
3

persistcd so long that it requires discussion. In tl1e most fi.ll1dament"l terms, those who objcct to
government direction, guidancc, and oversight, appear to desire a laissez.!bin: relationship between
the government and laboratories and eontnlctors. They discount the wlue of the government
providing technical direction, guidance, and oversight tor organizations comprised of highly
competent, carefully chosen protessionals The objections to such government activity take sevcral
!bnns and "re based on misconceived convictions that (I) it tends to stille imagination Hnd initiative;
(2) it is counterproductive to have the ,letions of bright professionals (i.e., contractor and laboratory)
questioned by those of presumably lesser intellectual endowments and experience (i.e., in
government); and (3) it is uneconomical.
Those who object emphasize the overall safety record of DOl:<:'s nuclear weapons program to date,
but they fail to note that the program has operated for decades with restrictions on the release of
information. Thus, the public was seldolll made aware of safety-related problems encountered or of
conditions inimical to safety that ought not to have been ,lllowed to exist. For example, there have
been major tires at DOE plutonium processing ti\cilities.' Some of these events have either gone
unreported to the public, or have been exphlined in signi!Jc,lntly less detail than would have been
reqllired ifthe veil of secrecy had been removed. One could speculate that these accidents could have
had a signitlcant impact upon the l\uelear weapons program had they been fully examined with
complete objectivity and il}JhJ:tJ).l,Iblie dQ.IJl,\i n
Safety-related problems have persisted into the 1990s. For example, the Board's Stan' has made
several earetld reviews of the technical procedures being used by contractor personnel at Pantex in
disassembling nuclear weapons. The procedures, while based on those provided by the weapons
laboratoly personnel, who are the technical experts for weapon operations, were being changed by
personnel at Pantex with<!-\.lthayWg the ,,-h'lnge"'L@vi"-'tYedan,L(\12Illicve(lb~J!lCWe.ilPol)sJ<!borat~"ry·
This is unacceptable in a nuclear program As the Board stated in Recommendation 93-1, Siandard",
Ulilizalion in nefense Nuclear Nlcililies,' "There are certain basic principles that apply to the
handling of nuclear materials regardless of their Ilmn" One of these "basic principles" is that all
changes to safety-significant proccdures should be thoroughly rcviewed and approved by the
designated technical authority. Moreover, many reports sent by the Board to DOE regarding the
nuclear weapons program provide vivid examples that arc counter to the opinion that highly-qualitled
professionals, no matter how well-intentioned and dedicated, can be allowed to conduct nuclear
weapons operations without independent, teehnieally-qualitied checks on the processes and
procedures involved. The salety of activities involving nuclear weapons requires the government to
act as a demanding customer, fully-qualit1ed technically to assure that nuclear safety of the highest
order is being achieved.
In 1988 the Secretaly recognized the pitfalls ofletting the contractors and laboratories operate as they
had been ,md began to tuke corrective action Reacting to the report issued by the NatiomlJ Researeh
Council," DOE !cmned the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Facility Safety (ACNFS). Tile goal of
the ACNFS was to provide ,l degree of independent safety oversight wit]lin. the Department.
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Moreover, in that S,Ulle year, Congress a]so took action and passed legislation that established the
Board to providee.>;tet:nal safety oversight of the DOE's defense nllclear facilities and activities.
The Board began operation in late 1989, with the aforementioned admonition fhnll Congress
regarding raising the level oftechnical expertise within DOE. While subsequent actions by the Board
and DOE have rl'sulted in some improvements, they have been neither comprehensive nor suf11ciently
eirective at promoting the safety culture changes neeessaIy at DOE activities. The singlc most
important salety problem at defense nuclcar J;lcilities is the lack of suiIicient numbers of technicallyqualii1ed DnE personnel -- both at Headquarters and in thc field.
It is important to take note of a signitic~lI1t and potentially instructive exception to all of the foregoing,
namely, the naval nuclear propulsion program (also known as Naval Reactors, or NR). Since 1949,
this program h,IS been ajoint em,rt by DOE (or its predeccssors) and the Navy. A distinguishing
attribute of NR is its strong headquarters org,lllization that is comprised of civilians and a limited
number of military personnel -- all of whom arc line managers responsible and accountablc to the
program mamlgel'. Thcy are led by a nuclcar~experienced mlVal onicer who is given long tenure as
Director All but a Jew of its personnel arc engineers or scientists; these tecl1llical personnel have
been carefully selected for excellence in academic performance and other attributes. Field activities
arc managed as vil1ual extensions of Headquarters; heads of field organizations have extensive
experience at Headquarters prior to their appointment.
The NR organization, so constituted, provides strong technical direction and guidance based on close
interaction with the ensemble of laboratories, industrial contractors, shipy,lrds, and training
establishments that comprise the program. Congress regarded its safety record as outstanding;
independent reviews have substantiated this opinion. 11.I Thus, the program was not placed under the
cognizance of the Board. Even though DOE operates the program jointly with the Navy, there is little
evidence that DOE has studied the program for lessons that might be applicable to DOE's other
defense nuclear programs. For a discussion of the lessons to be learned regarding personnel matters,
sec Appendix C

Principles Whidl Should Shapc DOE Technical Pcrsonnel Needs
There are three large organizations in DOE Headquarters with key responsibilities for the safety of
defense nuclear facilities: two are line organizations: one headed by the Assistant Secretilry for
Defense Programs (DP) and the other headed by the Assistant Secrctmy f()I' Environmental
Management (EM). As line organizations, it is their responsibility to iLcl1;eye safety. 'fhe third
organization is headed by the Assistant Seeretmy fClr Environment, Safety and .Health (EH). Its safcty
responsibilities arc to: (I) independently YO[ll!xm that safety is achieved by the line management
organizations, (2) develop safety standards, and (3) provide "technical assistance" to line
organizations concerning governmental, safety, and health matters (note that in providing sueh
assistance there is a danger of compromising DOE Ell etrectivcness in making objective safety
assessments ofline performance). Supplementing these Headquarters organizations are many Held
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organizations representing DOE to government-fill1ded laboratories and contractors at the sites. The
functions of these DOE tield organizations are of a line character, that is, they arc supposed to be
assuring that safety is achieved.
Each of the DOE organizations cited above must h,lve appropriate levels of expertise "in-house" to
provide technical guidance and direction to laboratories and contractors under their cognizance and
to effectively assess the performance of the latter in technical dilnensions as regards safety To do
this, technical ci\pabilities of DOE personnel must be at a level generally commensurate with that of
laboratory and contractor personnel. DOE itself has stated this in formal policy:

"A level ql'slc!tling and competellce must be provided that is commensurate with
discharging the responsibilities (!( the program . .. Organizations re.lfilmsihle fbI'
D~partm~n! operations need !o have
. pet:W!fIlle! who pm:~e,~\' technical
competence, commitment, discipline, and high standards I!/ pl'(!fes.I'ional and
personal excellence.

!!\ I

Without an equivalent level of technical competcnce, DOE managers cannot effectively engage in
technical dialogue with their laboratory and contractor counterparts. The greater the disparity in
competencc, the greater the technical asccndancy the latter will have over the DOE. In such an
cnvironment, it will be diH1cult, if not impossible, for DOE managers to negotiate effective
agreements with their contractor counterparts on safety-related matters.
There is a need to address, more specifically, the level of DOE technical competence that must be
achieved. The level should be geared to the degree of technical difficulty inherent in the technology
bcing applied and with thc potential severity of the adversc consequences on public and worker health
<md safety that can rcsult f,'om misusing the technology. This is consistent with the tailored approach
to safety m<lnagement discussed by the Board in two recent technical papers. 12, IJ Generally, the
potential for adverse consequences is most acute for activities involving nuclear weapons (such as
their <lssembly, disassembly, and maintenance). Thus, DOE technical personnel responsible for such
activities should have a first-class engineering or scientific education, thorough education and training
in nuclear weapons teclm%gy, and experience in the practical application of such technology
consistent with effective performance of their assigned duties.
Many doubt that it is realistic to expect th,lt such ~I high level of qualitications C,Ul be achieved by
DOE personnel. One rejoindcr to such dOClbts has long been available in the NR program. Ol~icctive
eXilinination of the qualificiltions of all personnel, both civilian and military, in this program would
provide a convincing demonstration that the criteria of excellence cited above are being met -- and
have been met for decades. Until a serious and consistent attempt to meet them is made in DOE's
deJense nuclear complex, success in this area will continue to be limited at best.
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l'rincillles Which Govern DOE's llchltiollship with the Boanl
As will be made evident elsewhere in this report, compensation fi)r many weaknesses and shortagcs
among DOE technical personnel has been provided in recent years by bringing the technical
competence ofthe Board and its stalTto bear directly on the problems at issue On the positive side,
it has been highly advantageous that this capability has been available. On the other hand, there is
need to recognize the scrious adverse dleets that could result 1'1'0111 excessive DOE dependence on
the Board's technical expertise. To be able to understand these effects, it is neeessalY to discuss some
principles which govern the rclutionship between DOE and the l3ourd. These principles have been
discussed by the Bonrd in its Annunl RepOlts to Congress
The Hrst is that DOE l1<1s total responsibility for the safety of its facilities. DOE must have the
technical competence, in substunce and not merely in appenl'ance, to carry out that responsibility
without unduly relying on the independent oversight provided by the Board. The Board has no
authority to assume or share the line responsibility that DOE has for safety. The Board's function is
thut of providing indePellilent salety oversight from a position 9J,)tsi,l{) DOE. It is, by nature, a "backup" flllletion By bringing its staff to bear directly Oil the DOE technical problems, however, the
potential exists for the Board to lapse into an assumption of aspects of DOE's llmetions, both line and
internal oversight. This is most likely to happen in areas where DOE is technically weakest. If so,
it would be accompanied by the following elYects that arc adverse to safety in its larger dimensions:
(I) DOE would no longer be in IlllI control of safety; (2) the independent, external back-up status of
the Board would be COml)romised and vitiated; and (3) specific DOE weaknesses would be "papered
over" and the incentive to correct them removed or lessened. In short, inordinate application of
Board cap<rbility to compensate for DOE technical we<lkness would serve to call1out1age the DOE
weakness and perhaps even compound and reinforce such a weakness.
Secondly, as a well-known Hphoris.n states, "One cannot inspect safety or quality into an activity or
product froJn the outside." As iln outside organization, it is utll'calistie to expect the Board either to
inspect or to assess safety into DOE defense nuclear activities. Some very specific safety
improvements have r~sultecl due to the Board's activities. .However, to be fully et1ective Hnd
enduring, changes must result from DOE "internalizing" Board recommendations and observations
and applying them across the broad spectrum of its dofense nuelear responsibilities. What.l5 to be
expected is that the Board's <lctivity will spur similar, sett:initiated actions on thc P<\I't of.DOE line
and oversight organizations.
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Discussion
IDvidence that a Problem Exists
As noted earlier, the Board has informed Congress, in each Annual Report issued to date, that the
most important safety problem at DOE defense nuelear fitcilities relates to the number and
qu,tlilieations of technical personneL However, these forceful statements have not generated a
commensurate degree of concern and attention in DOE and havc not led to effective corrective action,
[n these circumstances, it is necessary to describe several matters that provide evidence that a SM'ely
problem exists. These matters will be described in summary form below. More detailed discussion
is provided in appendices,
1. l)OE has been slow in clllTying out l\ .let of BOllrd recommendations that clllIed for actions
to remedy DOE technical personnel,woblem.l, In June 1993, the Board issued Recommendation
93-3, Improving nor.; Technical Capability in Defense Nuclear Facilities Programs,'" which
provided a comprehensive set of recommendations to correct technical personnel problems within
DOE. A key provision of the Recommendation is that, for each position requiring a technically
qualified incumbent, a determination would be made both of the requirements for the position and of
the qualifications of the incumbent; then the dilTcrence (or "delta") would be determined.
Determination of these "deltas" is especially important. Objectively made, the determination will
provide the following: (1) increased knowledge of the breadth ,\nd depth of the technical personnel
problem on a comprehensive basis; (2) an understanding of the educillion and training tiM may be
needed on an individual basis; (3) data for developing speeit1e and general programs of education nnd
training that may be required; and (4) a llleans for deciding which individuals cannot be upgraded to
meet the requirements of their positions, and how to make out-placement provisions for them,

Implementation of these "delta determinations" is being initiated only now, three years after the
Recommendation While the determinations were to have been completed and remediation efforts
commenced by December 1995, the "delta dctermination" process did not even ))",gin until then. An
important reason for this is that the preliminary steps adopted by DOE were not completed on
schedule. One such step was to establish generic qualification standards for positions of varying
types, At the site-specific and f~lCility-specific level, many of tilesc standards are~t.iU. not completed,
Until the "delta determinntions" have been made, the Board cannot assess how objectively they h,tve
been made or whether effective corrective actions have been taken,
There are already indieations that the initial DOE efforts to make these "delta determinations" may
prove unacceptable, One indicator is that the sum of the qualit1cation standard requirements (at the
general, department-wide, and site-specific or facility-specific levels), once they arc fully developed,
may not be demanding enough, especially with regard to their technicnl content, Several standnrds
are suspect for being too weak in their technical requirements; among the poorest arc the important
Technical Qualific,ttion Standards for the fimctional areas described as "Technical Manager" ,md
"Project Management" These particular standards are simply Dot written to be technically oriented,
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and they~Jl0l11q be, A second indie(ltor is that the "delt<l determinations" are to be made by the same
supervisors who, in many cases, Imve ,II ready either selected lhe incumbent for his or her position or
otherwise have assessed him or her as well qualitied, A third indic(ltor is that the technical capabilities
of many supervisors are suspect, and the Teehnie,11 Qualification Program does not set higher
standards for these individuals. Identifying these prospective dimeulties and the measures to cope
with them heightens the probability of further delays in making adequate and timely determinations.
When viewed as <I whole, DOE's <Ictions to implement Recommendation 93-3 to date are not
accomplishing the overall goals of the Recommendation and have been uneven in quality and
effectiveness 'faken together, these indications call into question DOB's resolve to address the
shortcomings identified by the Recommendation,
2, DOE hilS bcen ineffcctive in can'ying out thc I'ccommcndations or II DOE intcl'llal staffing
study of pel'sonnelnceds in ol'gallizlltiolls undel' the Assist:mt SeCTctal'Y for Defcnse Pl'ognlllls,

More th<ln a year and a half ago DOE made a commitment to the Board, as part of the
Implementation Pian'S for Board Recommendation 93-6, I'vraintaining /kcess to Nudear We"pons
E'Cpertise in the D~!ense Nudew Facilities Complex,]6 to makc an immediate study to determine the
effect of the loss of personnel on the capabilities of tbe DP organization, Some ~hLlnQ!!.tb_U;l!gr.
tbc fin<ll draft of the plan" stated the following:
•
•
•

A requirement existed for 30 to 40 additional fLIII-time equivalents (FTEs), in addition to the
tell already approved by the Secretary;
The personnel needed to be distributed between nuc/e,lr facility safety and nllckar explosive
safety positions, to increase technical qualific,ltions across the complex; and
The new positions should be equally split between Headquarters and the field.

The report went on to state that the need for additional personnel was acute in both the ,u'ea of
Nuclear Explosive ,Ind Weapons Safety, ,IS well ,IS the area ofNucle<lt' .Facility Safety, Regarding
Nuclear Explosive and Weapons Safety, the report stated:

"IAI numher q!phenomena point to Ihe need 10 in~'rease o,rrenl levels o/nuclear
explosive slifeloll-related technical expertise, .. (1) the loss by ear{v retirement 'if
many qflhe most experienced personnel in the field; (2) the needfi)r improvements
in Nuclear E'Cplosive Sqfety Study (NHSS) technical input documentation; (3) the
requirement/ii!' more rigorous selection, qualifit:ation, training, and certt/kation (!l
Nuclear Explosive Sqfcty Study Group (NE\'SG) participating and reviewing
personnel; and (4) Ihe need l(i improve compliance with Ihe relativel)! new
requirement 10 inc0l7)()rate more rigorous qualitalive risk asse,\~~mt:nt methodologies
into the Nudear Explosive and Wmpons SClfety Program, All thesefilctors support
the immediale rt:C/uirement fi,r additional pt:rsonnel resources with techn";al
expertise in tht: field (if nuclear explosive sqfety and related disdplines. ,,"
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When discussing Nuclear Facility Safety, the conclusions were similar, The report stated:

"jTjwo major areas oldeficlent pe~formance were identified Ihefirst is the slow
pace l!f the ii'((fety Ana~Jlsis Reporl (SAIl) Upgrade l'rogram and the indifferent
quali(JI of the docull1l:11ts developed under the program, Ihe second categOl)' of
problems is the ongoing difJir:ulties encountered in implementing and maintaining
nuclear safety limits, sllch as Operational Safety Requirements (OSI\.\), J(xhnical
Seifety Requirements (I;<"!?,I), administrative limits, etc. , .. Particular emphasis waS
placed on the SAR Upgrade l'mgram, ' , . which is hampered by a significant lack
l!l,l'«jdy analySIS review capability within the IA:partment, lhis has resulled in (I
number If adverse phenomena: (I) lack olan overall management nnders/anding
ollhe needfi)f' this vital S(lf'e()! documelllation, and a subsequent dmwing out (!fthe
schedule ,((ir completion therel!/: (2) absence If a technically competent review
capabill(vf(ir SARI' and other saf'e()!-related documentati()n, resultillg in jilrther
delays and the inability to {!el.fimn adequate quality a.I'SUl'lmce; and (3) as a
consequence lil both of the above problems, II'Iconsislent and inadequate technical
direclion being provided to cOlllmc!ors .. , significant and ongoing problellls exist
with implementation 1!I'new (lnd existing sqfety and opemtmg limits in the field.
]he'~<I.prob.!<I.ln,)' cWl--'NJ!ir~.f.tl)' tlect.!Q.insnjjJeient {~yds oflq/rnt inA!!' J2Qfo,:/jeld
'!t'g(mizati(!!.!J.. Some l!l these problems inclnde: (I) OSR.I/1;,\'Rs/iJljllcl!ilies that
cannot be .I')I/owed as wrillen, ' , , (2) the required periodici(JI for OSRllSR
surveillances Is (iften not met; and (3) non-sqf'ely significant requil'i!t/1ents are
sOlllethnes mixed in with sq!'ety significant requirements leading to (l diminution (il
Impact. 'f 1!<I.,j'? con (iUgf/l(;if,~.contIUI!.IL!J!.J2~,.,I'i,xt b~f((Ucl'e o{i/lcIJJilkiflJJ fll.!.ll11!Wi..JiI
mialilied.. !J}(J.b:.J''acilitY..llfl!tf,~e.liJalive,'iL...Y!!d..J n"'{e(jHate .J~JS Is liLLei:hU./fa/
ITJ!ftti"I'£./!!!.:Jh.em {ojr,JlI b'/(!<.Qn wi!f!iu th.f.IJf2D[crU!1,Q!/.!!.!I., ""1 [Emphasis <ldded]
Nearly a year has passed since OJ' completed its !irst drall of this staffing study and briefed the Board
on its contents, Since then the Board has learned that Dr has hired only cleven safety-related
personnel (i.e" one pcrson more than the original ten authorized by the Secretary); nowhere ncar the
30-40 additional FTEg noted earlier. Further, it required eight months fbI' DOE to provide the Board
with a formal copy of the Dr Staffing Study, which was a deliverable under the Board's
ReC(JlTllnemhttion 93-6. The Study delivered was couched as a proposal to Dr and DOE
management. To the Board's knowledge, it has not been formally accepted by either. These facts
highlight DOE's lack of resolve in executing the findings of the study,
3. A hll'ge number of on-site assessments mllde by the Board's staff h'lve shown a hIck of
tCl,hnical qUlIlilications among DOE personncl. Assessments made by the Board's staff at defense
nuclear fllcilities ollen include evaluations of the qualifications of DOE personnel. Such assessments
arc then sent as trip reports to cognizant DOE otlicials. For example, in mid-199J the Board apprised
DOE ofproblcms at the Amarillo Area Office (DOE-AAO) as follows:
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" .. .Ihere have been on(y modeoi'l advances ill Ihe program 10 idenlify appropriale
Imining in Ihe areas (~j'nJ/dear engineering and nuclear .I<!j'ely I'I:qu;red./;)r Field
q!fic:e and Area q!/ice personnel and Ihere is no plan 10 aGquire Ihallraining and
educaliot/. 'IMs cOlldllion isparlicularly apparent at the Amarillo Area OJ/ice where
Ihere is a relallve lack 0/ personnel wilh lIuclear Mgineumg experience and
training. 1120
A ye,lI' later the following further comments were made in a letter to the Secretmy regarding the
Amarillo Area Ol11ce:

"'Ilie Board wishes 10 mil your allenlion to slaf/ing d~!h;ien()/es (It Ihe Amarillo Area
Office (/D()E~/AA()) Ihal an: advcrsely t!f/iXling Ihe per/ormanGe ()j'sa/e(JI-re!aled
fimelions assiKned Ihal (!ffice. "
"Fl'en with Ihe,w /vaGanlsenior manaKer and engineering positions/filled, il is nol
evidemlhal sld/icient technial! and management competence in middle managemen I
and slat/at Ihe /DOE-/AAO will be avalhrhle 10 supporllhe paGe (faclivilies allhe
site.

1121

It is pertinent to point out that the Amarillo Area Ofl1ce is the DOE tleld oj]1cc located at the Pantex
plant where nuclear weapons are assembled and disassembled,
Prompted by these two reports, and constant pressure hom the Board's Sitc Representatives, DOEAAO did t'lke action and a number of new facility representatives have been hired: a senior technical
advisor to counsel the DOE-AAO Manager on technical matters has been hired, and a senior nuclear
engineering professional has been hired, who has contributed substantially on safety~related matters
at the site,
Another recent example is the Board's Recommendation 94~4, Liefidencies in Crilicality SCf!ely al
Oak Ridge Y-J 2 Planl,'" eoncel'l1ing criticality' safety and conduct of operations detlciencies at the
Y-12 Plant in Oak Ridge, Tenncssee. One portion of that Recommendation focussed on the
performance of DOE site ofl1ce personnel. Since the issuance of Recommendation 94-4, the DOE
OHk Ridge Operations Office I",s taken signitlc,mt measures to upgrade the technical expertise prcsent
at its Y- 12 Site Office (DOE-YSO). Six new taeility representatives Imve been hired and an
experienced criticality safety speciallsl has been brought in to oversee contractor eJl(llts in this
important area.

• 'Criticality' is that condition in which an assembly of nuclear material is capable of
producing a selt:sustaining or divergent neutron chain reaction.

II

Both the DOE" YSO and DOE·AAO examples clearly indicate that, where DOE managers make a
personal commitment to increase the technical capability of their organizations, significant progress
can be made. It is important to remember, however, that both of these instances of technically weak
stall's were identified by the Board and its staff"" neither case was identified or acted upon by DOE
itself. This failure is a technical eompetenee issue in its own right.
Excerpts /i'om Board's stafrtrip reports tl"lt address similar technical personnel problems at several
other field ol11ces arc provided in Appendix 0,

4, nOE managel's wel'e indIective whilc hiring Jal'gc numbcl's of technical pCl'sollllcl in 1994
alld 1995, As noted earlier, Congress called on the Board to "raise the level of technical expertise
in DOE substantially." DOE managers of defense nuclear organizations should, of course, have
adopted this same objective in hiring personnel They appear not to have done so in 1994, when DOl:':
hired 950 individuals to fill positions in organizations responsible for defense nuclear activities, The
Board's staff and its outside expclts analyzcd the qualifications of 445 of these "hires," using
qualifications described by their resumes and other documents, They comp<tred the qualil1cations of
each with the requirements of the position for wbich the individual w<ts hired, The result of such
analyses showed a normal statistic<tl distribution <tbout a mean of only iJYel:(IgQ capability for the
population,
Closer examination of 1994 hires by grade level reveals anothcr characteristic of the hiring process
that was highly countcrproductive with respect to raising the level of DOE technical expeltise. If one
examines the distribution ofthe sources of hires among grade levels, it is clenr that in the higher grade
levels (Senior Executive Service, GS-15, and GS" 14), the most hires, hy a very wide margin, were
either promotions or laternl transfers within DOE (Figurc I), An increase in technical expertise was
not achieved either by promoting individuals of marginal (nverage) cap'lbility or by transferring them
O'om one position to another Moreover, a valuable opportunity was lost. If DOE had used the
opportunity to hire individuals of outstanding capability, the beneficial elTects would have been
twofold: (I) the individuals would have raised the levcl of technical expertise as reflected in individual
contributions, and; (2) II'om positions of higher responsibility, they would have increased thc
eftectiveness of existing cadres,
One is obliged to conclude that the DOE managers involvcd misused a large opportunity to "raise the
level of technical expertise in DOE substnntially" and, instead, augmented its numbers with those of
rrY~L'lge qualifications, 'fhe following arc excerpts from the study made by the Board's Statr
(Appendix E):
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Figure I

"f)()E fai/~d

to t"k~ adV(1ntax~ (1th~ uniqll~ opportunity this hirinx authority
provided to substantial!y raise the technicat capahititi~s I'll the DOE staff
•

Overall DOE hirinx practices did 1I0t result in luring a signi/h:antllulllh~r
<!f technical personnel who were hiXhly qualijied; 110 e.wepled ser)lJ(;e
personnel were hired. [Emphasis added]

•

'lh~

technical applicant screening process used by DO]'; in 1994 tended
IowaI'd selection (if minin/llJly quali/ied candidales, seleclion til highly
qualilied <;afldidat~.I' occurred with flO xreater/i'equef/<y thanlhat expecl~d
through a random process,
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•

'llie selr:elion pf'O(.·ess/bl' those technical individuals hired l~y DOl\' in 1994
did not adequately emphasize the quality '!l candidate technical education. "

The dntn indiente that Board efl'brts to encourage DOE to raise the teehnicnl expertise of the
Department through ncquisition of technically qunlifled individuals were not etTeetive in 1994. A
briefing was given by the Board to the Assistant Secretary for [-Iuman Resources on the results of this
study. Thus filr, there has been no comment flom DOE that questions the analysis, nor evidence that
DOE itself has made II comparable sllIdy. Moreover, a subsequent analysis by the Board's Staffof
470 DOE hires covering the Hrst three quarters of 1995 indicates that the level of COlllpetence is
below, or at least no better than that Itlr 1994.
Unfortunately, there is reason to doubt that the DOE managers understand the impact of their actions.
For example, DOE's report to Congress on its 1994 activities includes the following'

"flie qfliee (!( Envif'Onmental Management has aggressive(y pursued staffing 850
positions a!focated to the.field to support S(!/e and el/icient site operation. As '!l the
end (!l December 1994, almost 600 (!f these positions had been.l)fled(rom a qualified
national pool. For positions at the GS-15 tevel or higher. a process was developed
whieh involved the selecting '!/licial, .field 'dliee Assistam Manager mostly {!f/ected
by the position, and the appropriate Deputy Assistant Secretaty in Headquarters.
Ihis process was approved by the Assistant Secretaries .Ibr Environmental
tvlanaxement and Human Resource.I' as well as the Assodate Deputy SecretmY.liJr
Field Management. the Oflice (!l Environment. Sqfety and Health has/Wed 350/
their 100 new a!focatedpositions. Most '!lthese new hires will assist the contractor
oversixhl.limction, and these personnel will be permanently statiotled at 13.1ield
localiotls. ,."
'fhe impression created by this report is th,lt DOE believes it has done well in increasing its technical
competence for the future when, in thct, it has exacerbated an existing, seriolls problem,

5, DOlI: has relied on the Gourd to an inol'dinute dcgl'(~e

1'01'

techniclli gnidllllce lind assistnnce.

There are many ways in which DOE has done this. For exampIc. DOE has: (I) fhikd to identify
many safety problems and to initiate corrective actions before the Board had to call them formally to
the attention of the Secretary; (2) demonstrated undue difficulty in planning and scheduling specific
corrective actions in response to Board recommendations and safety-related initiatives, in general; and
(3) hHs f1'eqllently hnd difiiculty in carrying out agreed-upon actions on schedule,
By the end of calendar year 1995, the Board had issued 33 fiJrl11al recommendations. Most of them
addressed important safety problems of a broad or generic character; that is, they wcre either
applicable to many facilities and activities, or should have been perceived by DOE as slIeh, If DOE
had identified these problems, and if it had b.~g'ltl to take responsible corrective action, then the
Board, in most instances, would not have felt compelled to make a recommendation in the tlrst place,
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Thus, a Board recommendation is a prim<lly indication that DOE did not have the technical experience
to recognize the problem identil1eel, the technical personnel to eorreet it, or both. The problems that
led to most Board recommendations were neither technically dil1ieult nor managerially complex.
Even a limited technical capability coupled with f()reeful management shoulel I"we sufllced to
recognize the need for corrective measures and set them in motion (Appendix Fl.
DOE has had ditliculty in developing the Implementation Plans that the Secretary is required to
submit to the Board fbr each Recommendation. For instance, Recommendation 90-2, Oesign,

('on.l'true/ion, Operation and Decommissioning Standard.I' at Certain Priori(y J)OF hlCilities,).'\
which was issued in March 1990, called tor DOE to elo the following for high priority nuclear t1\cilities
and activities: (I) identify the applicablc nuclear s<tfety standards; (2) ev,IIu<tte their adequ<tey; ,uld
(3) assess the extent to which they were implemented. This W,IS not a difficult job thlln a technical
perspective; yet, DOE made five unSlicecssn,1 attcmpts to dcvelop an Implementation Plan beforc one
was finally accepted by the Hoard. In the end, the Hoard ftJ\\I1d it necessary to provide DOE the
assistance of its own Technical Director and General Counsel in order to get progress. It took D1pre
tll(lt\..fOUr'y.Q.~rs to develop an acceptable plan.
The Implementation Plan lor 90-2 has not been carried forward effectively for several rensons, which
include, but go beyond lack of technical expeltise. Simply put, DOE docs not yet have the
demonstrably adeqllate, standards-based safety program envisioned some six years ago. This has
cnused the Board to issue a follow-on to 90-2, Recommendation 95-2, Sq/e(v Management. 25 In 95-2
the Board noted that an important attJibute of the integrated safety management program which DOE
is now trying to put in place is that it establishes a c1e~lr need for DOE technical expertise even beyond
that which the department now has "in-llOuse." The inevitable result will fl.lI"ther exacerbnte the
technical personnel problem.
6. RlIdiologiclll protection as prime el'lIl\1ple of inadequate levels of technical el'pertise within
nOE. FUl"ther evidence that ,I problem cxists rclates to Recommendation 91-6, Radiation Protection
fiJI' Workers and the General Public at DOE D4el1se Nuclear hfcilities," which addresses the many
deficiencies in DOE's radiation protection program. In a situation similar to that illustrated for
Recommendation 90-2 above, DOE proved inc,lpable of putting together an Implementation Plan
acceptable to the Bo<trd, without the assistance of senior members of the Board's staff

One provision ol'Recommendation 91-6 was that DOE establish <t board of outside experts to review
its radiation protection program DOE established such a committee, led by Dr. John W. Poston, Sr.,
which reported the results of its study to DOE in JarlualY 1995. 27 The report drew important
attention to the lack of technical expertise in radiation protection in DOE. The following excerpts
relate to technical personnel problems:

'''fhere seemed to be no ''Ol'relation be/ween contractor adivities, number 0/
sites, number (?/ contrae/or personnel, etc., and the number q/ individuals
responsible for radiation protection. 11'1 some wses. the ?xp,,·ti,~€ .. in
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rm!iq!igt/ pl'o!e.f:t!rif/ a(jHq/!JLH'as Ye.,\:!~_d in !!!e.AJIIJPO(fPQlltrac!Qrp(!I'·\·!J.!1IKf
instead of the re.\{JoI'Isible Department st!!!! " [Emphasis added I
•

"file team noted instances where support contractor st'!/Jing sign~ficant(y
exceeded the f)cpartment st'iffing. Sud~_g ...heavy ..reliance f!lI SU"",)!:!.
fQu!ractor.g.Y.I'i.\'Ianf(.fw4d lej"ti/rulelegQ.!i!m of' 1:e.,V/2OJlsibi/1{y'gnd qll/!!qritv
!,1!/1ich D:JIJ}t ""1J.\:i,!:(~Jlt wit/!t[Nj)"!!,lr!(!1snt P()l!fY no!:.l!?.!!!/. besUnl!!-rq{ "
[Emphasis added]

•

"Ille team noted a propensity for hiring individuals Fom within the
Department complex orji'om other government agencies tojill positions in
the radiation protedion organization. Ille team concluded that, in some
cascoi', individuals hired into the positions were not neces'\'ari~y qualified 10
.jimdion e.ffectively within a radiation protection organlzatio(l. "

•

"In contrast to contractor organizalions. the team concluded that, in DOl';',
training (!}len has heen used <IS a substituiejiJr the appropriate educational
background in radiation proiection. "

•

'''Ihe ieam recommeml\' thai qualified radiaiion prolection personnel be
allocated to meet ihe slrategic goals '!lthe Departrnent and the radiation
pl'Oteelion plan. Each posilion related to radiatioll proteclion should lie
cle(lr~ de.jinahle l~yjob litle, qualificalions (i.e., education) and experience,
and joh-.\pecifii: requirements. Each incumbent should meet all of tlu:
requirementsfiJr the position. Il1is ir!jbmwtion should be documented and
maintained wilhin each organization. .."

Finally, almost a ye,u' after the Poston Committee submitted its report to DOE, the Board received
a formal briefing of the DOE's Management Action Plan that responded to the Committee's
recommendations. The proposed Hetion plan did not adequHtely ~lddress or outline actions to be taken
to eliminate st,lf11ng deficiencies concerning DOE personnel with radiological protection
responsibilities.
Another review'" of the numbers and quality of personnel in DOE's radiation protection prognun also
revealed many deficiencies. The defense nuclear complex consists of at least 10 major and numerous
minor sites around the country. To protect their workers and the public at these sites, DOE
contractors employ more dum 3400 radiation protection personnel (more than 1300 of them at the
ITIHnagement or supervisoly level).'" DOE is attempting to manage this prognuTI with just 44 full-time
positions at these 10 sites,:ll thmlgh DOE recognizes this as unrealistic. A report by the Senior
Radiological Protection Officer of DOE's Otlice of Oversight states that these 44 positions "represent
an insufficient Fedeml resource ... ,d2
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The problem goes beyond that of numbers; it concerns quality also. As of mid-1995, the DOE OHice
of Oversight report showed that 1:>r\Jx faux of DOE's 44-person site radiation protection stan' have
been certified by the American Board of Health Physics, These j()ur individuals f(JcUS their activities
at three DOE sites; theref(lre, most sites have no certilled radiation protection professionals among
the federal ranks. By contrast, DOE's contractors average about ten certified radiation pro!essiollals
at e<lch tmyor site, Delving deeper into the qualiticatiolls of the 44 DOE personnel discloscs an cven
bleaker picture, A sampling indicates that 17% of the DOE professlorlal radiation protection staff do
not have a college degree; another 17% have a bachelor's degree, but not in a technical major. Thus,
the sampling suggests that a minimum of one-third of the DOE radiation proteetion pl'Ogmm
pcrsonnel do not have the strong educational background needed to cope e1l'eetively with the agcncy' s
pt'Oblems.
Radiation protection is integntl to proteeting the health and safety of the public and workers,
However, DOE does not presently have the teehnical expertise "in-house" to provide adequate
technical direction for the radiation protection progratns at its v,\rious sites. Ongoing and planned
activities, such as processing radioactive wastes, decontaminating systems and f-~lCilities, and
completing environmental restoration present the possibility for incre,lsed levels of radiation exposure
unless rigorous "as low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA) practices are instituted. Such practices
presuppose that an adeqU(lte level of radiation protection expertise exists within DOE,
There is no better or clearer example of DOE's inattention, or !<lck of dedication, to its responsibilities
f-(lr providing adequate numbers o[teehnically qualified personnel than this one in radiation protection,
which is panunollnt to worker <md public safety,
7. Summary. The above evidence points to a problem of majN proportions regarding DOE
tcchnienl personne! associated with defense nuclear activities, Since the problem coneerns the safdy
of activities at defense nuclear faeilities, this evidence should nlise doubts of suHlcient magnitude to
bring about a thorough inquiry into the matter and the promptest possible corrective action,

Many C,llISeS can be cited for the lack of suHicient numbers of fully qualified DOE technical personnel
in defense nuclear facilities, Most are longstanding cultural prO[l!ems, A substantial number are
interrelated,

l. l>ispositiolllUllOUg DOE manage/'s lIot to /'egllnl stl'OlIg tedlllical education and experience
as essential. Board Members have, ti-om time to time, discussed the technical personnel problem
with DOE managers, These discussions have len the impression that many DOE managers believe
that management qualifications are sufficient unto themselves to enable one to manage nuclear
activities effectively, despite a lack of solid technic'll credentials, This belief has been discredited in
the commercial nudear power industry and in other mature nudear programs, For example, an
important effect of the establishment of the Institute of Nuclear Power Operation (INPO) has been
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to raise the level of technical competence among utility organizations that own and operate
commercial nuclear power plants.
2. Some mllllagcl's nppClU' to believc tbnt snfdy rcsponsibilities, which llccrllC to DOF.: hy law,
cnn somehow be made to devolvc ullon Inbonltol'ies nnd contractors. Because of a I<lek of
technical competence, DOE technical managers havc attempted to abdicate their safety responsibilities
by allowing tilOse responsibilities to be transfened to their I<lboratories and contractors. Belief in the
efficacy of such an ,mangement is the eounterpmi of the conviction that DOE managers of technical
activities need not have strong technical crcdentials. An independent study of the N<ltional Reseilrch
Council, in 1987," criticized DOE for relying on bboratories and contractors as a .sub~titl.lte f()I' DOE
technical expertise. However, as pointed out elsewhere in this report, DOE policy seems to be to
increase this dependence on laboratories <lnd contractors in safety-related matters.
This DOE tendency is deeply ingrained: it represents a tradition of reticence with respect to providing
authoritative technical direction to its laboratories and contractors and to holding them accounwble
to cxecutc such direction, oncc provided. The tendency stems, in important part, lh)m the disparity
in technical eapnbility between DOE and these contractor organizations DOE Orders and standards
are also often impacted, with the DOE role being described as "provide ovcrsight;" which is open to
broad intcrpretation varying from an active to a passive role.
3. IAlck of underst/mding that, in nnclellr activities, accidcnts of disastrous PI"OPol't;ons can
be tl"iggel'cd by incidents of seemiugly small consequcnce. Many key DOE management personnel
do not have technical education and experience. Theretl)re, they do not have a sutliciently developed
underst,mding of how apparently small lapses in discipline of operations, departures from safety
standards, and malfunctions of apparatus can oflen have serious safety consequences. The remedy
tIll' such delicient understanding is developed through reflection upon the two most recent large
nuclear accidents, Three Mile Is.land and Chernobyl. Neither ofthese was caused by one large error -both were the consequence of a number of minor failures, exacerbated by technical and management
misjudgcl11ents. Managers who lack an appreciation 11)r the major consequences that can result n'om
minor deficiencies cannot adequately judge the impact of inadequately qualil1ed technical personnel
upon nuelear program activities.
4, ImlJcdinHmts to out-pladng OOE personnel found deficicnt in tcdmkal qualifications.
Within DOE it is generally regarded as extremely diHlcult to remove personnel whose backgrolllld
or performance is deficient. This opinion has been voiced to the Board by senior DOE otliCillls on
a t1ll1llber of occasions. With time, therefore, the lllullber of poor performers increases The problem
becomes ,lcute when iI remedy of adding qualified personnel is foreclosed <)I' circumscribed by
budgetary constraints. A provision of Recommend,\tion 93-3, and a premise of the DP Staffing
StudY'" was that DOE would develop a method of addressing this problem. Now, some three years
hiler, it appears DOE hns done little about it.
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5. Failure to heed the lessons learned from Three Mile Island. In the allennath of Three Mile
Island, the DOE conducted a comprehensive sel1:assessment of the safety of DOE nuclear reiletors. J5
In the letter to the Under Secretaty which forwarded the report, the ehainnan of the study committee
wrote, "A paramount need is to inerease the number of technically qualified personnel in both
headquarters and field organizations." The report also recOlllmended a study similar to that
completed tor reactor safety be made of the safety of DOE nonreactor nuclear programs. The
recommended study, which presumably would have included defense nuelear flleilities, was not made.
DOE thus missed an opportunity, beginning in 198), to systematically build up its technical manpower
capabilities in nuclear programs to an appropriate level.
6. Failure to lIIulerstand dlllt the added costs of achieving excellelH'c in the technical
qUlllil,cations of personnel are relatively sm•• II. There .'.Itg costs associatcd with maintaining
technical cadrcs of individuals with fligh competence. They include potentially higher salaries, costs
oftormal education, costs of practical tnlining, etc. Such costs wil1not seem worth the price to those
tor whom budgetary considerations transcend all others. However, these costs are not inordinate.
For example, for the past two Ihcal years, the Board's own educational and training expenses have
been less than one percent of their obligations; yet this level of expenditure has permitted the Board
to maintain a staff that is recognized as highly-qualified and continues to grow in educational
qualification.
7. Unjustified conlidence engendered by lack of serious weapons accidents to date. The lack
of a significant number of weapons accidents to date in DOE nuclear activities contributes to an
attitude that the status quo is sufficient (0 ensure against their happening in the future. This attitude
is analogous to that in NASA's space program before c,\tastrophes struck (such as Apollo One and
Challenger), ilnd in the cOl1nnereial nuclear power program before Three Mile Island. Likewise, the
numbers of significant incidents that might have become aecidents at defense nuclear facilities have
not been used as a countervailing meawre to eliminate this attitude.
Few in DOE are now aware that there have been two major fires at the Rocky Flats Environmental
Technolot,'Y Site (previously called the Rocky Flats Plant) -- one in 1957 and the other in 1969% The
first fire started when metallic plutonium casting residues spontaneously ignited in a glove box. The
Hre spread to an exhaust l11te!' plenum, eonsumed a considerable quantity or niter, and dnmagcd the
duct work and fhn system. The fire burned for about a dilY. Plutonium was spreild throughout most
of the building and a portion was probably released through the exhaust system. I'he second fire
started in a glove box in a plutonium foundry linc. The fire burned for about six hours, spreading
combustible material in several hundred interconnected glove boxes in the building. The d,unage to
the building anel equipment was extensive and the building was grossly contaminated with plutonium.
I'he Atomic Energy Commission estimated thnt the financial loss for the damage to buildings and
equipment, including the Cost of decontamination, was about $1 million for the 1957 fire ,1nd $45
million for the 1969 fire.'"
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Other documented exanlples fi'OIn DOE history include: detonations in shaping high explosives for
nuclear weapons;" numerous criticality excursions in the proces~ing of nuclear material~, onc as
recently <IS 1978;"9 and problems during nuclear weapons dismantlement that have led to filcility
contaminations that have yct to be restored.'''' Each ofthesc occurrences was investigated by DOE
(or its predecessor agencies) at the time, and corrective /lctions were t<lken. However, the continued
occurrence of problems of this nature points to an ongoing need for an aggressive, technically
competcnt DOE federal workforce.
8, Unwillingness by DOl~ l)el'sonncl to look 1'01' g\lidance beyond defense \Iucleal' p.'ogl'llIllS,
The programs that guard against ,lceidents in defense nuclear activities sllch as 'lssembly and
disassembly of nuclcar weapons should embody only the best methods of selecting, educating, and
tnlining personnel, the best tecl1l10logy, and the best management methods <lnd techniques. it may
be that laboratories and contractors systematically look beyond their own organizations to Ie,u'n !I'om
others, but DOE orglmizatio,'s tcnd not to. As notcd earlicr, the NR program hIlS had <In outstanding
record of safety for decndes. The organization is espcci<llly well known for its success in selecting,
educating, and developing govcrnment personnel (both militaIy and civilian) who conduct llle
program. Kcy DOE omeials have bccn repeatedly urged by the Board to study this program for
lessons to be learned in tcchnical management practice.

9, .Difficulties of aHrllcting technical expertise to HOE, A difficulty sometimes mentioned as
contributing to the DOE technical personnel problem is that DOE has troublc attracting expeltise.
The problem has two aspects' ODE's poor reputation for hiring technical expettise ,HId using it
effectively, and the potentially limited supply of nuclear-trained personnel with the requisitc
qualilications.
There are many examples of governmcnt organizations eHecting a major relbnn to develop excellent
"in-house" technical talent. An especially relevant one is the major overhaul carried out by DOE's
predecessor, the AEC, in its civilian nuclear powcr program. Thc demand for the overhaul came I)-om
the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy.''' It was cHected with the guidancc and
support of Commissioner Ramey and under the outstanding Icadership and techniclII guidance and
direction of Mr. Milton Shaw. A distinguishing feature of the rcvamped program was a highly
competent "in-housc" c,lpability fbI' technical management of a wide-nrnging breeder rcactor progrnm
that involved many laboratories, reactor plant manufacturers, architect-cnginecring firms, and utility
companies The government talent was assembled by aggressive recruiting, using high standards,
notwithstanding the poor reputation of the AEC for technical competcnce in matters relating to
reactor development
AEC was competing with the commercial nuclear industry for talent during a period of high demand
for the then-limited number of nuclear-qualit1ed personnel. The difliculty today is no greater than it
was then, Moreover, DOE is compcting for expertise against these same kinds of organizations as
AEe was. So, too, are government organizations like the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the
130<lrd itself. Starting with no staff at all, the Board has assembled an outstanding one. As an
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indication of the Board's technical talent, 20% of the technical staff hold degrees at the Doctoral level
and an ,lddition,ll 64% have Masters degrees. Moreover, most technical statY members (except
interns) possess practical nuclear expel"ience gained IrOiTI duty in the nuclear weapons Held, the
conlll1erci,11 reactor industry or the U,S, Navy's nuclear propulsion program. The key to assembling
such a highly qualified technical staff is senior management attention to the task. Acquisition,
maintenance, educMion, IUid trailling of a highly qualified staff have been among the highest priorities,
one to which Board Members have given close and continuous, personal attention, Board Members
themselves review applications for employment. Board Members and the Technical Director
iDI~rvi;'ow.--lliKh,.l!Rl,HcJlnt seen as meriting such consideration,
On several occasions senior
Departmental managers have committed to applying silnilar etrort and rigor to their recruitment
programs.' The results acllieved, to date, do not reflect such a commitment.
But there have been isolated successes, within DOE itself: as mentioned previously, It is particularly
instructive to examine in more detail the case involving DOE-YSO. On September, 27, 1994, the
Board issued Recommendation 94-4, D4)ciencies in Criticality S'i/ety (It Oak Ridge Y-12 Planl.'12
The subject of the technical competence of Federal staHing lI't DOE-YSO was integral to this
Recommendation, which stated, in part:

"(3) J)(}J~ shou!d eV(I!uate th~ experience, training andpet:!ol'llwnce (fkey DOE and
contractor personne! involved in ,,,!/ety-rdated aclivJlies at d4ens~ nue/enrfacilities
wi/hin the Y-121'!ant to determine if those personnel have the skills and knowledge
required to ~xecute their nuclear s(!/ety re,lponsthi!illes, , , " and
"(4) DO!\ take whatever actions are necesswy to correct any d~ficiencies identified
in (3) above in the experience, trainlffg, and pet.1i1rmancc I!/J)()/\' and contractor
personnel. "43

The Board reitenlted its concerns reg,lrcling technical stat1lng at OOE-YSO during a public meeting
held at OakRidge in November of 1994,""
In response to these BOal'd i!ctions, the Mamlger of the Oak Ridge Operations Office negotiated with
DOE Ueadqual1ers and was immediately granted permission to advertise and fill five safdy-related
positions, The Recommendation 94-4 Implementation Plan (11')'15 committed DOE to follow LIp with
det,liled reviews of the stat11ng requirements in DOE-YSO, Within six months alter the Board had
issLled this Recommendation, through a combination of nationwide advertising/hiring and DOE
reassignments, DOE- YSO was able to add eight new, technically competent personnel. These
per'sonnd had extensive nuclear backgrounds and technical degrees -- clear indications of the type of
personnel available if aggressive hiring meaSl!res are taken .In iiI"\' the P.c2.E.:XSD M,lllng,CL,I1Qted

• For example, testimony ofthe Honorable Victor Reis, DOE Assistant Secretary fi)r
Defense Programs, to the Board at a Puhlic Hearing, December 6, 1994,
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tbat th()Je~n90se t9 the J!lltiQ.llW.i<:lQJtltV()I:t.U!.<:.ID()ots nlllc~LinJrad(). jou rl)aJSEi)~ oyerwhcJ III ing,Jill(1
r.",spmes n:91]l this.eIIoEt.hav",-QG()!LPJ:9y!pedJ90th.G.l.:.. tkliLQ!1kes.txy:ingJ9.. f! 11..,s"f9JY,XG.\.Mqlp9siti.<.>tls.
Subsequent to these initiatives, a training assistance team (TAT) was fbrmed in accordance with the
Recommendation 94-4 Implementation Plan, visited Oak Ridge in August 1995, and evaluated the
technical competence of key fedenl! personnel suppoliing the Y-12 Plant. The TAT J'(llllld the
following:
'IT/he base levellilkey Federal personnellechnical expatise and competency at the
Y-12 Site has significantly increased since the September 1994 event. "
"Needed Ia-hllical expertise has been added to . .. Y-12 Sile Office. ,YignifiwfI!
enhancements inelude Ihe addition I!/ !"ac:ili'cY Representatives, inlprovemen/s in
lechnical support 10 the fiilcility Representatives, and improvements in
communication If issues and concerns to the contractor. "'I',

DOE- YSO's efforts to augment staff technical expertise arc a good example of what l;.,\.n be
accomplished when dedicated management utilizes all of the tools at its disposal. In the short space
ofseven months DOE-YSO, working with both DOE Headquarters ,md the Oak Ridge Operations
Oftice, advertised, screened, and selected eight personnel. Probilbly most striking is the fact that
DOE-YSO was able to almost double the number of technically degreed personnel in the oHke by
filling these eight positions. These personnel changes did, in the words of the Board's tasking tI'om
Congress, increase their expertise "substantially"
10. SUUlIIIIU·y. From the above, it is evident that the difficulty in hiring technically competent
personnel perceived by DOE does not hold up under serious scrutiny. DOE apparenlly IHls yet to
learn th,lt acquisition of nuclear expertise mCjuires three things: (l) recognition by top management
that it is needed, (2) high personnel standards, and (3) the willpower to consistently pu~h per~onnel
acquisition as a high priority issue. DOE management appears, based on the above, to have problems
in all three areas
Consequenccs 01' tlH~ P,'oblcm
There are Inany serious, adverse consequences of the lack of suf1icient numbers of technically
qlmlilied DOE per~onnel who are responsible for the sllfety of its defense nuclear facilities
L 00 (!; is unable to c:H'ry out its safety ,'csponsibilities. Without enough qualitied personnel
DOE is unable, with the degree of effectiveness necessary to protect public and worker health imd
safety, to do the following: provide technical guidance and direction to I,lhoratories and contractors,
develop safety standards, know whether Illbornwries and contractor~ have assigned fully competent
personnel and are otherwise performing efi'eetively. Simply stated, DOE cannot act as a
knowledgeable and demanding customer who is lidly qualified to require the laboratories and
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contractors to safely deliver the product and the performance f()r which they are being paid, DOE
is forced to fall back into a relationship in which technical matters ,u'e len preponderantly in the
contractors hands and into a reliance on external oversight by the Board, In matters of public safely,
especially nuclear safety, this amounts to an abdication of responsibility
2. DOli; has resol'ted to the use of a slllTogate to IlIlwage nOI<: contl'llctors lit thc Rocky Flats
I<:nvironment"l Technology Site. FN many years, the DOE and its predecessors proved unable to
obtain effective salety performance frol11 contnlCtors at the Rocky Flats nuelear weapons plant, In
1995, DOE established a new contractor, Kaiser-,LI,ill, at the site for the purpose of"integmting" the
activities of other contractors there, This has the eHect of intcrposing an additional layer of
managemcnt between DOE and the contractors doing the work. It apparently presumes that DOE
itself does not have the technical personnel needed to I11lll1age the site,
3. Sonnd safety mllIlllgement relationships al'e distorted among labol'lltories, contl'llct.ors,
nOE orglillizations, aud the Board. Fundamental safety principles mandate that respollsibility lor
;)~h!~ving safety lie only with one orgiu1ization -- the l\niiLQaWlliultiQI1, and that nothing should be
allowed to vitiate thilt responSibility, This is fully consistent with the Secretary of Energy's own
position, transmitted to the Bourd in response to a May 6, 1994, reporting requirement:" wherein
DOE states,

"71wfimdamental principle governing safi:!,)! management is that line flwnagement
hasjitlll'e,lj)oflsibility afld authority/or the safi:IY of th~facililies, ,n"
Within DOE that line extends from the Secretary to tile Assistant Secretaries, to the opcrations
ollicers in the field, and on to the laboratories and contractors, A backup to the line is provided by
an int~uwI s,gQtyo'Le.'>,igl:!1 organization under the Assistant Secretary for Environment, Safety and
Health,
Properly manned and managed, these two types 01' DOE organizations taken together mllst become
sufficient in and of themselves tor protecting public health and sitfbty, Because they were not,
Congress established the Board and placed it outside the DOE, Referring back to earlier discussion
of the Board\ functions, the Board provides indepel1dent external oversight of salety at delense
nuclear facilities, In eifeet, it provides a second layer of safety oversight. Assessing the perl()l'lnance
ofho_th the DOE linc organizations and the DOE internal oversight organization, the Board makes
recommendations to the Secretary or provides other assistance to correct sutety deficiencies,
The Board assesses whether these DOE organizations maintain their independence l1'om one another.
jf indepcndence is compromised and DOE's internal oversight organization becomes a surrogate for
DOE's line management, then the potential exists for the internal oversight organization to be
assessing their .own el101t5 and their function as it safety bilckup to line management is no longer being
perfbnned, This independence must be maintained, not only by the manner in which line Inanagement
functions arc assigned fonmllly, but also by the manner in which organizations interact with one
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another. The most important threat to safety [)ecurs when blct.1l thc DOE line and internal oversight
perform ineffectively. When these circumstances occur, they could result in Board actions whose
effect is to compensate f(lr DOE inaction or lack of competence, Thc interests of safety may well be
served jn.tllQLpmligtilar iI1st1i!l~, but there are adverse effects such as: (I) the Board's action will
conceal DOE weakness and thereby deprive DOE Inanagement of the opportunity to corrcct it; (2)
the proper l1.1nction ofthe Board ns a secol)dlayer of safety oversight will havc been compromised,
Two cxamples will illustrate the principlcs and problems involved -- one was encountered soon after
the Board began operation ,\11d the other has Insted over a longer period, The Board's first
Recommendation (90-1)''' c,(lIed attention to serious deficiencies in the training of opcrating personnel
for the K-Reactor at the Savannah River Site, (It will be recalled t1mt poody trained operators
contributed to the serious reactor ,lccidents at Chernobyl and Three Mile Island,) It should have
sufficed {br the Board to make its Recommcndation, which prescribcd ,I c1car course of corrcctive
action in specific steps. However, DOE personnel were not competent: enough to complete the tasks
j-j'om there. Bo,lrd Members, st<lfl: and its outside experts had to devote extensive efforts to seeing
that the contractor C<lrricd out thc much nceded operator training and qualitlcation programs, With
its small resources thus tied up at the Sav<ll1l1ah River Site, the Board and its staff could not give <IS
much attention to other sites as it otherwise might have.
Moreover, the Board soon discovered that DOE had not profited fi'om the lesson it should h<lve
learned at K-Reactor. As other facilities at the Savannah River Site were being readied for operation,
the Board repeatedly found it necessalY to use its own personnel to make sure that oper<ltors were
properly trained and qll~llified, The Ba<lrC! was spending too much time doing work that was DOE's
responsibility, but which DOE was not doing due to a Jack of qualified technical personnel.
The second example is the lack of technical expertise in radiological protection in the DOE Richland
Opcmtions Ofrice at the Hanford Site (DOE.RL). In 1990 a DOE Tiger Team reported that "[d]'J.e
to ill<tde.q\late.JQ,~9urC.e.S, DOE-RL health physics branch is not able to provide adequate oversight of
contractor nuelear facilities,nSo [Emphasis ~Idded] This problem was among other nUljor radiological
protection problems identified by the team, "such as poor radiation protection practices and lack of
disciplined operations, [which] have been identil1ed in many ways and have been known fbI' years,'>!1
These deficiencies have been repe<ltedly conl1rmed in ~lSSeSSl11ents made on site by the Board's Staff
At least seven reports ofthe results were Ibrmally transmitted DOE by the Board between May 1992
to August 1995. In November 1995, a team fi'om the Board's Stair again continncd that thc
problems cited above continue.
it is clear fj-om the above reports and lI'om personal observations by both Board Mcmbers and the
Board's staff th,lt DOE-RL has not acquired suf11cient numbers of well-qualified radiological
protection personnel, nor have they properly motivnted Immagers and supcrvisors to become actively
involved with radiological work and safe work practices.
Further, despite continuous
acknowledgment that this problem exists, DOE's internal oversight organizations llave becnunable
to force the line management organil,<ttion to take effective corrective action, This has severely
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hindered the establishment of a work environment at the Hanl'ord Site that properly recognizes
radiological safety. Unless upgrading oftcchnical competence at DOE-RL is aggressively pursued,
a safety-conscious work environment thlly prepared to cope with problems of radiation exposures will
not be achieved.
On October 25, 1995, the DOE-RL Operations Oflice Manager acknowlcdged in a memorandum that
"[m]ost contractor radiological engineers and radiological control technicians, and [DOE-]RL and
contractor personnel do not possess sutlicient education, experience, and training in the areas of
health physics and radiological controls principles to effectively carry out their assigned
responsibilities, without professional health physics support."" IJowever, as of the end of 1995, no
etIectivc action had bcen taken to provide it. As a consequence, serious deficiencies continue to exist
at the J'lanl'ord Site.
Among the points to be emphasized here is that even a l<ll'ge investment of Board resources will be
unavailing if DOE lacks the will and the expertise to bring about corrective action, In the case of
inadequate radiological expertise at DOE-RL, neither the line org<il\izations in bM Headquarters and
DOE-KL, nor internal safety oversight in Ef-I, have carried out their responsibilities effectively,
Efforts to Correct the .Problem

I. Rccomntendllt;olJs that silecifically tal'get the personnel !ll'Oblent, The principal means tlmt
tl\e Board has fbI' effecting safety improvements is through the frmnaJ recommendations that it makes
to the Secretary By the end of 1995 it Imd made thirty-three, Of these, twelve included
recommendations directed toward strengthening the technical capabilities of DOE personnel.
For example, the most recent Board Recommendation, 95-2, Safely klanag~menl, describes a specific
problem of technical expertise <lnd recommended action as follows:

"We I'ecognize that Ih~ various DO!': OIganizationaluniis which may be defega/l:d
review and approval authority for SIRlf)s [Stand,Hds/Requirements Identification
Dl)eUments] and associated Sq/ely Man£lgenwnl Prugrams may not have MOI./gh
individuals wilh qualifications in the lechnical ,Ipeciallie.\ reqUired to cany oul
ejjec/ivefy Ihe streamlined p/'()c~ss being recommMded This means thai technical
assislance may need to be reiainedfi'Otn efl'ewhere to cOI"npensatefor such pel'sonnef
d~f)ciencie,\' where theyexisf. It also means thai J)OI~' n/(~y need to 'fUgment its own
technical expertis~ so liS not to be obliged to conlinue ind4i'nitefy 10 rely on technical
assistllncefrom outside f)()/~."
", . , Therqjilre, the Hoard recommends, thai J)O!'-';
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5. Tirke such measures 118 are required to qISUI'<.L.!hqt [)OF:/(,yi,!jt' ha.yp!:
,t<;YI.(ij·es the.!e{,bn!i;,,!.e>:/!!i.[tise 10 eflectively implement the streamlined
prows.I· recommended. "53 [Emphasis added]
Pertinent personnel-related extracts from other Board recommendations are included in Appendix G.
As nOled elsewhere, it is the practice of the Board to send DOE report~ of assessments made by the
Board's StalI' and outside experts at DOE sites. Many of these have cited specil1c deficiencics among
DOE personnel. Having evidence that these and other measures were not bringing aboLit the
corrective measures needed, the Board sent the SecretalY Recommendation 93-3. which called for
comprehensive actions across the full range ofOOE technical personnel problems. DOE hllS taken
a number ofrneasures called for by its Implementation Plan lor Recommendation 93-3; however, they
have not brought about the results intended by the Board in i~suing the Recommendation.
2. Exccpted Scn,jce Authority. In particular, DOE's el10rts to attract and retain highly tcchnieally
competent scientist~ and engineers in response to this Recommendation have been unsucce~sllli. Jn
a market of limited numbers of highly competent nuclear technology per~onnel, it ha~ long been
evident that government agencie~ have dil11culty hiring and retaining sueh personnelllllder the Civil
Service System. Thus, the AEC, ERDA, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) all were
granted excepted ~ervice personnel authority to hire outside the Civil Serviee System. When the
Board wa~ formed, one of i(~ early, high-priority actions, based on the above and other precedents,
was to seek and acquire it~ own excepted service personnel authority from Congress -- it has proved
essenti,d tor hiring outstanding technic,\l staff
DOE retained such (luthority in limited form (i.e., fiJr 200 positions) when it succeeded ERDA, but
made no effort to use it. Recognizing that DOE not only needed to use it~ existing ~tatutory
authority, but also needed to expand ~ueh authority, the Board recommended (as p,u1 of
Recommendation 93-3) that DOE seek the nece~s,\ry Icgi~i<ltj()n.
DOE accepted the
Recommendation, but showed little initiative and interest in using the available excepted serviee
personnel (ltlthority or in acquiring the legi~lation to expand this IllIlhority ulltil prodded and assisted
by the Board. Moreover, having acquired the authority for a total of 400 excepted service hires, DOE
has been ineffective in using it.
This lack of initiative and interest by DOE in acquiring excepted ~erviee personnel authority and the
failure to use it aggressively and efl'eetively, when acquired, is an imp0l1ant element of the
Department'~ ovenlil failure to address the larger technical personnel problem at deten~e nuclear
facilities. DOE's use of excepted sClv;ce personnel allthority wa~ treated in mom detail in a statement
by the Board's General Counsel at a public meeting held by the Board on the subject ofthe DOE
technic(ll personnel problcm on January 23, 1996 (Appendix H).
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Major Impcdiments to Rcsolving thc Problem
There are several impediments to the kind ofHll'-reaching measures that are needed to resolve DOE's
technical personnel problems.
1. Lack of undershlllding, expcl'ience, Mid Jlcrsonal involvement by nJlper echelons of DOli:

luanagcment. The fact that thc technical personnel problem exists, aller six years during which the
Board hns called frequent attention to it, is prime evidence of lack of top management involvement,
beginning with the Secretary and proceeding on down at other levels, It is evident, notwithstanding
the actions of the Board, that these DOE officials have not treated the matter as one of slltlicicnt
importance to merit their continued, personal attention, Without such direct, personal invo)vemel1l,
there is little hope that the problem can be eorrected.

2. FlIilnre to dcfine sliMy I'csponsibilities. When tbe Board began operations in 1989, the safely
responsibilities of DOE Headquarters technical line ll1<lnagers were in the process of being
strengthened to exercise greater control over DOE field organizations and contractors and to hold
them to <l higher standard of accountability for performance than they had been previously held to. '"
However, Tn April 1993, a new Secretary of Energy announced ,\ major change for the DOE
organization." It was intended, among other things, to assign more responsibility and authority to
the field anel. therefore, away fi'om Hcadquarters, Tn several later discussions with the Assistant
Secretaries for Environment, Safety .mdHealth and for Environmental Management, and the
Associate Deputy Secretary lor Field Management (whose position had been newly created by the
reorganization), B(J(lrd Members tried to find out what specific changes in safety responsibilities had
been m'lde. A key purpose of these repeated inquiries Wl1S to make sure that such responsibilities
were defined, promulgated, and understood by the individuals and organizations involved. l-lHving
filiied for almost .1 year to obtain the infill'lnation sought, the Board was obliged to impose a reporting
requirement on DOE, The Board's letter of May 6, 1994, ~tated:
"7h~ Hoard recognizes that under your lead~l'shlp Ihe D~pl1l'tment has heen
undergoing a major reorganlzatlonwilh re,\jJect to Its management If defense
nuc!e(lrjilCililies, 7his reorganization has I!!/ected the I'oles (lnd responsihilities '!/
the various I?[!ices re.lponsible .Iii!' nuclear sqfe/,Y at /)()l;~ (lnd extendl' to the
contr(lcting process (IS weI! (IS to line management and independent oversight
assignments, 7(> carry (Jut its statutory duty, the HO(lrd must understl/ud in detail
how cerwin aspects !if this reorganization crf/"ct the Department's programs/!>l'
as,lul'lfIg public and worker sq/ety, .Ii>/' minimizing risk to We lind prop~r"v, ondJI>"
protecting the mvironment, ..\6

On June 29, 1994, the SecretalY sent a preliminary response and provided the Board with a newlyupdated Manual ofFunclions, A,sevignments, and Re,ll'0nslbilili~sforNllclear Str/ety (F4R A1I11111al). 57
Updating this manual represented a step forwHrd in providing the information needed. ]-[owever, it
required that many complementary actions be taken by the organizational units alTccted, as well as
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specific action to eorrect numerous discrep<l11cies discovered in the FAR Manual by the Board's Stan'
One of these actions was the issuance of DOE's response to the Board's May 6, 1994, reporting
requircment. That responseS" provided a summary orDGE's approach to the management of safety,
including the roles of line management, safety standards, technical competency, and independent
internal oversight. However, implementation of the approach was inconsistent and oilen indleetive.
By September 1995, the FAR Manual was out-of"date, in part as a result of organiz(llional changes.
The Bo,\rd brought this to the attention of the Secretary, who then direeted the Assistant Secretary
for Environment, Safety and H.ealth to bring the manual Llp-tcHhlte Since this was not being
accomplished, the Board again informed the Sccretary of its continuing concern in December 1995
Again, the Secretary directed that corrective action be taken. As of now, there still has been little
progress. Th~ls, over two and a half years after a major reorganiz,ltion, which affected safety
responsibilities at ddense nuelear facilities, DOE still does not have in place clearly delineated safety
responsibilities, especially as between Headquarters and ficld ofl1ces. This conHicts with wellestablished industry practice; for example, the applic(lble consensus st<lndard states:

"Lines o/authority, respollsiiJility and commullication.!iJr the operating and support
organizations shal! be eSlablished and defined 'f/1ese relationships shall be
dO"umenled and update,/' as appropriate, in the .!(Jrm (!/ organizational ,harts,
.!ill'lctional descriptions If departmental re.l!Jonsihililies and relationships andjo!J
descriptions.!br key personnel positions or in equiva!ent.!orms (i! documentation. ,,'"
This confused situation iii DOE represents a c1car lapse of sound safety management as indicated by
DOE's own policy. Until safety responsibilities are deHned in detail, deploying technical manpower
resources effectively will be difficult, if not impossible. ,
DOE's attempts to resolve the problems of (\ssigning, defining, and engendering understanding of
satcty responsibilities are complicated by ditTering views as to where such responsibilities should lie.
This difference in views especially affects the relationship between Headquarters and Held
organizations due to the continuous statc o[flux of the Orders and standards that they work by. Field
org,\l\izations have had a long histOly ofrelative independence J-i-(H\\ subordination to Headquarters;
thus, these differences are likely to be difficult to resolve. A recent etTott to do so was led by an
action group of senior Headquarters imd 11cld managers under the aegis of the Strategic Alignment
Implementation Group The results of the deliberations by the action group were reported to the
Associate Deputy SeeretalY for Field Management in a memorandum dated June 22, 1995, n'om the
Manager, Richland Operations Omce. The doculnent states that "The Strategic Alignment Te(\l\\
identiHeci the need f(Jr clarity in roles, responsibilities, authority, and accountability betwcen
Henclqunrters [nnd] the operations oHices . . . to improve eoordinntion (\nd eliminate dupliention of
work."'" It offered a plan !(lr doing so. However, the plan was submitted in drall form and, as far as
t.he Board hns been made aware, no action has been taken on it.
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A chronology of thc cff(.lrls by the Board to Rcquire DOE to adequately define nuclear safety
responsibilities is attached as Appendix I.

3. Misphlced orgllllizlltion:1I11ssiglllllcnt of illtcmal nuclear safcty oversight. Under the major
DOE reorganization announced in April 1993, the unit responsible f(Jr internal nuclear s,lfety oversight
(Oflice of Nuclear Safety), which had previously reported directly to the Secretary, was placed under
the Assistant Seeret,uy for Environment, Safety and Health, From the perspective of nuclear safety,
it is believed that this change was imprudent for several reasons,
Given the large dimensions of the technical personnel problem, it should have been brought
continually, fc)rcefully, and directly to the attention of the Secretary by the intennd ovcrsight
organization. The Secretary was being apprised repeatedly by external safety oversight (i,e., the
Board) that the technical personnel problemY{,a.s thG.-,~i{1gk ...!ILQ,~"tilnPOrtalJL~afe.1yprobIeJllat.JiG.tt:J.1so
~'-\l"JPar fil;;jliticl'., It is not evident tlmt internal safety owrsight, now located under the Assistant
Secretary for Environment, Safety and ]lealth, was confirming this forcefully and eontinu,llly to the
SecrctalY and providing detailed supporting inH:mnation, Morcover, as noted elsewhere, DOE has
a serious lack of radiological protection pcrsonnel, a portion of it under the Assistant Secretary f()r
Environment, SaH'lty and Health, the organization to which the internal safety oversight unit reports.
If this unit had been assigned directly to the SecrelalY, instead of to the Assistant Secret my, it would
have been obliged to report to the Seerctmy that the Assistant Secretmy was not corrccting technical
personnel del1ciencies within the EH organiz'llion. The fact is, the Assistant Secretary for
Environment, Safety and Health has an apparent conflict of interest in this specific area,
Also, the Assist<Ult Sccretary for Environment, Satety and Health has a clear responsibility fc)r
identilying the need for corrective action on the widespread technical personnel deficiencies in line
organizations, both <l! Headquarters and in the field ..Had internal safety oversight reported directly
Lo thc SeeretalY, one cannot be certain that reports of these deficiencics would have been Inade to the
Secretary, but thc organizational arrangement would certainly have providcd the responsibility and
hopefully the Opp()rtunity,
GI'OUpS. On FebruMY I, 1995, a report, Alternative l;uturcs/iJr
Ihe Depanmenl Ii! Energy's National Laboratories, was issucd by Mr. Robert Galvin, Chairman,

4. Advicc of Extcrnal Advisol)'

Secretary of Energy AdvisOlY Board Task Force, Regarding DOE technical cxpertisc, the report
states:

"'Ihe 1'001 deficimcy , , , is thc alJSiiflce oj'" sustained, high quality, scientific
techuical repiew capabilily al a high lepel wilhin the DOE as well as a lack ti!
leadership and poor management Ii! the science!engineerinx-operational
inlel./clce,

1I{jJ

Emphasis by tl1e Task Force on this "root deficiency" should have proved helpful in bringing about
correctivc actioll to strengthen DOE techllical expertise.
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IIowever, the report is likely to have a contrary effect. It has been perceived by many as warrant for
the DOE to relnx its cfl(wts to strengthen its standards-bnsed safety prognull. This is due to seventl
negative comments made by the Galvin Report concerning DOE's management of the national
laboratories.
It describes DOE's management style as "excessive oversight and
mieromanage[ment].""·' An entire six-page ,lppendix of the report was given over to anecdotal
infbnnation regarding this perception of excessive oversight and mieromamlgement. The impression
that is len with the reilder oftbe report is that the DOE should leave managem(mt of these facilities
to the contractors who operate them.
On balance, it appears that the Galvin Report will encourage those who seek a more lai,\:l'ez./ili,."
relationship between the DOE and its laboratories and, thus, hamper efforts to cause DOE to acquire
the technical experiencc it needs.
Als!), it is likely that the Report r</the Extemal Members 0/ the Department o/Energy I.aboratOlY
Operations Board, October 26, 1995 will have this same effcct or will be used to hide n'om things
that arc too hard to do. In fact, the Deputy Sccretary of Energy described the purpose of these
external members to the House Science Committee as f()lIows;

"They will help ensure that the Galvin /{/Sk I'(Jr(:e report will not sli/ler the f'tle
mal(Y previous examinations (i!" the f)()E' laboratories. ur,;,

i!!

Paralleling thc Galvin Report, tbe report by the Extcl'lHlI Members states that:

"the f)epartment should continue to identify and tackle excessive administraiive
lIurdens whil;h ii imposes on the lallorotories .....6-\
,md targets,

" .. jimr areas where dramatic: reductions in the paperwork lInrden seem possible. "(;'

The objective ofredueing the administrative burdens on the laboratories is II commendable one. But,
the interpretation being placed on it could cause thc DOE to back away Ii'om constructive technical
interactions with the laboratories and contractors, and also [0 weaken technical requircments that
apply to safety at defensc nuclear facilities.

5. Uncertainty IIbout Department of Defellse (noD) involvement withill DOE's wellilons
l))'ogl'llm. MilitalY Dfficers of the Armed Services bavc had an importllnt role in managing the nuclear
weapons program !)f the DOE since the program's inception. However, changes of significant
proportions and implications have takcn place with regard to thc role of military personnel within
DOE's nuclear weapons program. By using "within" it is intended to exclude the complex
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organizational and other matters in which both DOE and DoD arc jointly involvcd in thc nuclear
weapons program and discuss only military officers assigned to DOE to perform DOE functions
The Atomic Encr",'y Act of 1946 establishcd a Division ofMilitaty Application (DMA) and provided
that it bc headed by a general or flag omcer (normally an 0-8) who managed the AEC weapons
program under thc close, continuing direction of the General Mannger and nve AEC commissioners,
Most of the General Manngers had sound teehnic<11 management credentiuls <lnd muny of the
eommissioners were either engineers or seientists of renown, The officers who heuded DMA were
highly-accomplished members of the Army's Corps of Engineers, all with outstanding ucademie
credentials, graduate degrees in engineering and extensive engineering experience.
Most of the DMA technicnl staff were military otlicers from the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air
Force, Those with the best technical education tended to be Army Engineers and, in lesscr numbers,
naval officers with weapons-oriented postgraduate education, The assignments were considered
attractive and career-enhancing, Special programs wert' established under which some of1]cers
received truining in nuclear weapons technology at the DnE (then ARC) weHpons laboratories,6G
In recent yeHrs there uppears to have been a progressive diminution in stature and rcsponsibility of
the senior-most ofticer assigned to weapons duties within DOE. For Hnumber of years it was a "onestar" (0-7) position instead of H"two-star" (0-8), as it had long been. The attraction for militmy
officers seems oflate to l1ave been closely assoei<Md with the thct that it otfered the opportunity to
meet the requirement of "joint-staLr' duty, Also the length of the prescribed tour of duty appeared
to have been shortened, The avemge tour length for the nrst five Directors of DMA was four years,
For comparison purposes, during the six and a half years of the Board's existence, it has interacted
with ropc different incumbents,
Concerned by the adverse effects on safety of these developments, the Chairman and another Board
Member visited the Deputy Secretary of Defense in July 1994 and urged him to eonsider elevating
the rank ofthe senior DMA military officer and extending the length of tour The Depllty Secretary
took action to return the rank to "two-star" (0"8) and made a tour extension to three years optional ("
DOE itself did not t~lke the initiative to enhance the importance of the assignment and was quite
willing to accept a diminution of its importance.
In recent years there has also been an apparent dilution in the qualifications of other militmy officers
assigned to DOE's nuclear weapons program; espcci<llly when compnred to their counterparts in the
early years of the program One of the reasons has been that the nuclear weapons specialty has either
ceased to exist or is rcgHrded as "not career-enhancing," Also, the services arc no longer encouraging
grHduate education aimed towHrd nuclear weapons as a specialty," Another adversc factor might be
thc termination of the Military Research Associates (MRA) program under which young oflicers
following a nuclear weapons career path could lIcquire experience at DOE's weapons labor<ttories
working on weapons program assignments, During the years 11'0111 1953 to 1990, three hundred and
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twenty-one (32/) individuals completed this program."') The Board expressed its concern on this issue
in a letter to the Deputy Seeretwy of Defense whieh stated, in part:
"'liN f)epartment (!f D4i:nse's contifluing attentiofl to the selection (!l highly
(jualified individuals (ifs/!flicienl stature and commitment to critical f)OE f)4ense
PJ'Ogramspositions will be an e,\~\'ential element in ensuring the continuing serlety (!l
the delense nuclear complex, ,,70

The BO'lrd has no authority to ensure that there be DoD policies and programs which aSSLlre
availability of 0111cers of outstanding competence to the DOE weapons program, But it does have
a responsibility to provide independent oversight of the DOE policies and practices by which otllcers
assigned to safety responsibilities at ddense nuclear faeilities in DOE give assurance that they will be
flilly qualified
It is not clear to the Board whether Congress has been kept informed of the conditions within the

military services themselves which make it difficult lor DOE to draw on the DoD for outstanding
talent: To the extent that DOE cannot rely on the DoD to provide militwy 0111cers of outstanding
capability, it will need to make other provisions. But, DOE should ensure that the intent of Congress
is not being altered with respect to the role of military officers in managing DOE's nuclear weapons
program,
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Summary
This p~lper has shown that the most importllnt lind far rellching l)I'oblem affecting the slifety of DOli:
defense nnclclIr fllcilities is thc lllck of sllllkient numbl~rs or personnel who are tec.hnklllly
l/llllIifkd to pl'Ovide thc mllllagement, dircction lind guidance csscntilll for their sllfl' opcrlltion,

This statement of the problem diflers somewhat fi-om that I.sed by the Board in years past. The emphasis
in previous statements was on DOE's" , , ,dimculty in attracting and retaining personnel .. ,,'11 with the
requisite technical qualifications, While this difficulty remains, it can no longer be called" , , ,the most
important and far-re,lching problem aflecting the safety of DOE defense nuclear filcilities . ,"72 The
reasons should be readily apparent based on the data presented in this report. The more critical problem
today is a lack of sufficient numbers of personnel who arc technically qualified,
Despite repcated Board eflorts to cause DOE to raise the level of technical experti~e in the Dcpartment
substantially, DOE progrcss to date has been inadequate, In order to invigorate its technical personnel,
DOE must Hrst establish (I policy as regards the technical direction to be provided to its contractors, A
DOE policy directive on this matter would clarify the situation; it should include direction with resped
to: (a) the methods for providing technical direction (rules, orders, m(u1llals, guides, etc.), (b) the
appropriate level of detail, (c) the manner in which technical direction is provided (i.e., contractual
nuances), (d) the mechanisms to assure that all important sources of input have bcen used (e,g" thc
field), and (c) the means by which contractor adhercncc to DOE technical dircction and guidance will
be monitored and assured
The intent of the B()i\rd's Recomillendation 93-3 was that the overall level of technical expertise in DOE
be elevated, As shown above, this goal has, by and large, not been met. In order to invigorate the
Recommendation 93-3 implementation process, DOE should pe'-[onn several immedi,lte "benchmarking"
studies, that is, studies of other federal agencies that have consistently bcen able to attract and maintain
highly competent technical and program manageillent talcnt. The organizations used for this comparison
should include, but not be lilllited to, the NR organization within DOE and the Navy's Strategic
I'rogn\lns (51') organization, both of which have garnered consistent praise fbI' their ability to accomplish
complex technical assignments,73 The report should include sueh recolllillendations, as deeillcd
necessary, to achicve a cOlllparably high level of "in-house" technical capability,
When these DOE studies are completed, the Board should review thelll and provide comments and/or
recommendations deemed appropriate to the Secretary of Energy,
Given the lack of progress on the issue ofilllproving the overall technical expertisc of DOE, to-date, the
Board should evaluate whether additional measures, cither formal or informal, need to be tnken Such
measures could rangc fi'om providing informal assistance to DOE in identifYing qualified candidates to
making additional formal recommendations deemed necessary to remedy the situation and/or llrging
Congress to expand the Board's purview in areas associatcd with safety-related personnel in DOE.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A
The Demandiug Customer'

It is a paradox that despite the power of management systems there is so much ditliculty in carrying
out large-scale, technically-complex projects and programs. Such activities are normally conductcd
under contracts between the customer and one or more contractors engaged to carry out the
associated functions. The customer will seldom have all the specialized technical capabilities in the
depth and numbers required to accomplish these tasks, but it will certainly have large financial and
technical interests in assuring effective management of the operations they entail
Direction and guidance provided by the customer for contractor activities can take different forms.
In many instances, the customer will arrange with contractor organizations to perform specific
functions like research and development, design, procurement, construction, testing, and quality
assurance, but will retain management of the total enort. In other instances, the customer will enter
into arrangements where managing the total enort will be assigned to a selected lead contractor. The
latter may still perfllrm functions like those cited or have them provided by other organizations.
Depending on the organizational arrangements involved, there will be one feature common to all -the need for the customer to exercise management across a customer-contractor interface. It is a
difficult terrain. For one thing, customer management cannot use the direct mcasures and techniques
available when the organization docs the job with its own personncl. Few, if any, mcmbers of the
customer's organization will have authority to direct the specific actions of contractor personnel.
Management must be accomplished by other methods. Experience has shown the methods that are
enective and those that are not.
Ihe key princip.l~kthat managemmLmd pther capabilities of the custQ.mer's prganizatiQ!.uhould be
used baSlGuly for one functiQn namely to rQilljjre and Qtherwi.s.e bring abQut effr~tiye manaf,wment
by_the eontractQr QIganizatipn Qr Qrga.!.JizatiQns tQ as!lJJXc perfDrmaneQJn aemrdanee '!!Iiib-1llJ;\
wntraet. The decisive test fQr any action eQntemplated by the eustQmer is whether it is conducive
tQ this objective. Th~_J<Jintipal pitfall is illilLthe eusiQmer '!!Ii1U1Se its capabilities to cpmpensate fur
Qontinuing '!!I.eMnesses Qf thQ cQ.ll1I:ill<1l2!:. Like Qther management principles, this Qne is logically
cQmpeliing but difficult tQ apply. Departures frQm this principle are at the heart of cQuntless
management problems between customers and contractors. Many departures are deceptive in
appearance; their very subtlety calls fQr managerial alertness to recognize them.
A secQnd principle is that the customer sbQuld set forth technical requirements in sufficient breadth
and depth tQ assure that the product will meet custQmer objectives, but IlQt in such degree as will
stifle contmctor management, initiative, and innQvative capabilities. A corollary is that the customer
• The article reprinted here is a condensed version of a previously unpublished paper written
by BQard Member John W. Crawford, Jr.
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needs to be able to adjust requirements, as practicable, to accommodate difficulties being
encountered.
The prerequisite need in applying these principlcs is that the customer have "in-house" capability as
measured by technical competence among its own employees to shape, guide, direct, and assess the
activities ,md operations of its contractors. No one would deny that the customer must have financial,
legal, and administrative capability and that these should be competent enough to negotiate 11'001 a
position of strength with their contractor counterparts. However, one docs not find a comparably
strong consensus on the need for customer organizations to have corresponding strength in technical
management.
In carrying out complex technological programs the customer must makc decisions over a broad
spectrum of technical issues. Help in addressing such issues can often be obtained from third parties.
Even so, it still takes technical competence to know what questions to ask and who can best provide
answers. In the end, the responsibility for making technical decisions (many with large implications
for cost, schcdule, and performance) is a responsibility n'om which the customer can never escape.
Once contractors have becn chosen, the need for a demanding customer capability, both technical and
non-technical, will increase. The objective of intelligently applying the technical capabilities of a
customer will be that the contractor perfbnn at the standards requircd. As a result, there will be a
need for contractors to matcb strength with strength. The converse is also tmc. If the customer
organization lacks technical strength, the contractor will not feel the same pressurc to achieve
excellence. In this world oflimited numbers of strong performcrs, even the best and most dedicated
contractors will have difficulty manning all jobs with cadrcs equal in capability. Thus contractors will
tend to deploy their best talent consistent with incentives to perform which emanate from the
customer. In this respect, a demanding customer capability is the best assurance that a project will
be given priority by the contractor when it comes to the assignment of his most capable personnel.
Having cited the need fbI' strong customer technical capability, it is important to caution against its
misuse. ]]),e general cautiQn is that it shQuld nQt be),J.$ed tQ dQ wQrk Q.Lperfbnn functiQudQr which
ilie..-contractQr is b]<ing paid. This is a selt~evident proPQsition, but it is rcgularly violatcd; for
example, assume the custQmer has engaged a CQntractQr to design a large technically advanced
facility. As elements Qfthe preliminary design are reviewed, system by system, eustQmcr personnel
oHen find it necessary to urge redesign or reconsideratiQn fQr what is pOQr, Qr marginally acccptable,
wQrk. The customer will often be able to reinfQrcc these assessmcnts by advancing bctter cQncepts
and design features than those propQscd by the eontractQr. CQntraetor persQnncl, anxious tQ please
the custQmer and acknQwledging the validity Qf his QbjectiQns, will tend tQ adopt the revisions being
urged. A situatiQn can develop progrcssively in which custQmer technical persQnnei become, in
effect, an adjunct of the contractQr's design revicw organizatiQn.
Many custQmer personnel WQuld nQt perceive this as happening; some would nQt find it objectionable
ifthcy did. Such individuals find professional satisfactiQn principally from making a contribution tQ
the solutiQn Qf problems and, nQt infrcquently, from the appreciative remarks by the CQntractQr about
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such contlibutions. It takes a firm hand to keep them trom subverting the larger interests of their own
organization.
There arc major objections to allowing this pattern of inordinate reliance on the customer to develop.
One is that the contractor will sec no need to improve his deficicnt performance. The contractor will
not be giving the customcr that level of pertlmnance for which he is being paid. The irony is that
customer personnel will have been aiding him in the process. The second is that the customer, by his
intimate involvement, is giving up his position of full objective review. The pattern of activity
described is likely to be most pronounced at middle levels of management. Customcr middlemanagement is otten reluctant to sec that the problem is brought to the attention of contractor NR
management. Thus, the 1(llter arc shielded from the problem while the customer shoulders the task
of solving the problems that arise.
It is the job of customer top management to stop the misapplication oftcchnical talent which has this
effcet. An indifferent management may not be awarc that behind the rapport between customer and
contractor is a design activity which reflects disproportionately more input by the customer than thc
contractor. The dcsign also may be embodied morc in the naturc of compromise than customer top
management would find acceptable if they knew the circumstances. The result is that the customcr's
capability has been used to bring about strengthened contractor management but rather to help
preserve it in a state of weakness.
A demanding customer will insist on dcveloping clear, mutually agreed-upon understandings about
relationships with the contractor True responsiveness by the latter always obliges the contractor to
use his own good judgement in questioning suggestions made the customer staff if the contractor
believes them to be ill-advised. Responsiveness is to be measured, not by the extent to which the
customer responds automatically to ),'Uidanee fi'om customer represcntatives, but rather by the degree
of responsibility exhibited in analyzing such guidance and then in acting on it or recommending
reconsideration as appropriate. It is also to be emphasized that differences in important matters arc
not to be held unduly long at lower levels, where they foster animosity and weaken cooperation.
Instead, they should be raised promptly to higher levels of management for resolution. The objective
to be sought is open, constructive dialogue between the parties, giving the primacy to objeetivc
technical and other considerations and suppressing personal predilection and bias. The message to
be conveyed is that the contractor has been engaged to use his best efforts and resourecs to provide
a product or a service He can be responsive only to the extent that he docs this.
Circumstances may arisc in which the customer, on the basis of its own experience and needs, will
want to insist on courses of action that the contractor would not recommend as the preferred ones.
Both parties should be elear about the matter when this is thc case. They should also assure that the
prerogative to make such decisions as are involved is not exercised on either side by individuals who
are not authorized to make them.
The need for the demanding customer to have "in-house" capability emphatically should not be taken
to imply that the numbers of personnel be large. A customer operating in a sound managerial
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relationship ~1l::Ylli a contractor should be able to provide the needed managerial oversight with far
fewer numbers than the contractor is obliged to use. As problems arise, however, pressurcs often
develop to increase numbers within the customer organization, to better cope with problems. As such
demands arise, continuing vigilance is needed to avoid falling into the trap cited earlier of trying to
compensate for contractor weakness by doing the job for him. :rhe job of customer manllgement i~
1Q...convey assessments of contractor performance \0 contractor management taking problems as high
and as mpidly up the managerial ladder as iiLneeeSSaty to bring about correetive action and results.
The ability to do this depends more on competence than numbers Thus, the objective should be to
keep competence up and the numbers down. It is impossible to place too much emphasis on the role
of customer top management in this process. They must have the competence to satisfY themselves
that their key personnel are qualified to provide direction and guidance to the contractor, hut neYCL
doing his 'Nprk for hun.
The diftlculty which customer personnel often have in keeping the interests of their own organization
in mind can be heightened when the site or sites at which the work is carried out are located at a
distance from the place at which the customer's management, technical, and other capabilities are
mainly located. Under these conditions, a field ofrice will ordinarily be established at the work site.
Here the customer's representatives interact with the more numerous contractor personnel. In
proximity to the contractor's forces, field reprcsentatives easily lose the objectivity so essential to
representing the customer and its interests efl'eetively. Surrounded by contractor personnel, field
representatives often acquire an outlook that more nearly represents the contractor's viewpoints than
judgements consistent with the customer's own interests When this happens, the representative
needs to be replaced.
The matters cited thus far concern interactions between customcr and contractor in line activities likc
design, construction, procurement, and testing. The avenues for assuring effective management
during these activities arc pretty much self-evident. It requires more managerial acumen to be aware
ofthe full potentia] of the opportunities provided by the contractor's quality assurance program. A
strong quality assurance program in the contractor's organization reinforces the efforts of the
customer to assure strong line management. Such quality assurance is at its best when it anticipates
the customer and operates to head off problems before the need arises for customer action.
Operating inside the contractor's organization, the quality assurance organization is usually in a better
position than the customer to discern developing problems and also to get a full understanding of the
contributing causes. Yet managers in customer organizations often fail to appreciate these
advantages and, thus, do not give sufficient attention to making sure that contractor quality assurance
is strong.
Sometimes customer managers may resign themselves to the quality assurance tlmetion within the
contractor being less than adequate. Again, they try to compensate for this contractor weakness by
adding more quality assurance personnel in their own organization. The problem should be attacked
where it is found -- by insisting that the contractor's program be upgraded as needed until it is
performing effcctively. The customer just cannot afford to lose the advantages such a program
provides. The demanding customcr will not do so
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In closing, it may be well to recall that in coping with intractable problems, the temptation is to look
for ever more elegant managerial solutions. Yet the answer is more likely to be found in a return to
basic principles. In coping with the massive problems of building large-scale, technically-oriented
projects, there is the need to return to management fundamentals -- those of the demanding customer.
The greatest need will be to establish an ordered, disciplined, 1Y.QIl-documenled relationship between
customer and contractor. This means a relationship in which the customer, fully endowed with the
capability to manage, uses that capability in all its technical and other dimensions to insist that the
contractor meet the standards ofexcellence agrced upon between thcm. It also means not doing thQ
QQ!J.t[a1,tor's job for him. Accomplishing these very modest objectives of good management may not
bring popularity; however, it will most surely go a long way toward bringing in projects within costs,
on schedule, and meeting technical requirements.
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Appendix B
Excerpts from Selected Stndies of
Department of Energy Performance'

1,

A Safety

A~~essment

oillepartment of Energy Nuclear

lk~,

DOE/US-0005, March

1981,

"An important contributingfilclor [to the lack of adequate attention by DOE
Headquarters' organizations to the nuclear safety aspects of its reactors] is the
lack of s~fficient numbers of highly competent techniwl people in
Headquarter.r' organizations with nuclear safety responsibilities. Field
Office organizations at\'(J sufferfrom this lack."
2,

National Researeh Council Reports:
a,

Safety Issues at the Defense Production Reactors, National Academy Press, 1987,

"lhe commitlee concludes that the Department, both at headquarters and in
its field has relied almost entirely on its contractors to identify safety
concerns and to recommend appropriate actions, in part because the
imbalance in technical capabilities and experience between the contractors
and DOE stq[f is of sufficient magnitude to preclude DOE' from
comprehensive DOE involvement in the operation ofthe production reactors.
lhe commitlee recommendr that the Department acquire and properly assign
the resources and talent necessary to ensure that sqfi! operation is being
attained "
b,

Safety Issues .In the DOE Test aud../Sesearch Reaetorn, National Academy Press, 1988.

"'lhe suitability of the existing [DOE organizational] arrangement is
undermined by the absence ofadequate staff in the DOE line management
who are sophisticated on safety and operational matters .... In effect, the
.Iystem relies almost exclusively on the skills' and competence of the
contractors,"
c. ]'be Nuclear WeapoUiLComplex' Management for Health Safety, aud the Enyironment,
National Academy Press, 1989.

"Constant attention must be paid to the maintenance and improvement of
techniwl capabilities. Concerted efforts are needed to recruit competent

, Most of the excerpts shown here were originally provided as an attachment to Board
Recommendation 93-3,
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technicalpersonnel at all levels; andDOE must maintain an environmentfor
the retention i?femployees by providing challenging assignment.I'. meaningful
participation in decision making, and professional advancement. Strong
training programs are necessmy 10 build a culture in which health, s'!fely.
and environmental considerations are seen GoY an integral component of
operations. ,.
3.

Secretary of Energy letter to the President, December 20, 1991.

"." the technical knowledge and skills qf many DOE managers and
employees are not sllfficientto do theirjob.\: "
4.

Advisory Committee on Nuclear Facility Safety letter to the Secretary of Energy, March 24,
1989.

"We recommend that you S/reamline management to make responsibilities
deal'. that you put knowledgeable people in line poSitions (if responsibility.
and that you give them authority. This is important for assurance (if nuclear
s'!fely. Solving the DOF's problems will require upper management and
operating personnel to work together closely and effectively. 1his will not
be possible if the staff must work through buffers qf people who are not
technically competent. "
5.

Hazard..!! Ahead' Managing Cleanup Wqrker Health and Safety at tbe Nuclear Weapons
.G2mplex, Office of Technology Assessment, 1993.
"11M ... lacks adequate numbers lif qualified staff to develop occupational
health and safety programs suited to EM line operations and has lillie
mpacity to assess contractors' performance in health (md safety mailers."

"The DOE Office (if Environment, Safety and Health (EI-I) does not have
enough qualified stailto monitor contractor operations. "
6.

Alternative Fulwes fOr the D.epartment of Enerw National Laboratories, Secretary of Energy
Advisory Board, February 1995.

Section G. Recommendations.
1.

"Sustained improvements in DOE management and leadership are
needed both at senior levell' in the Department and in positions below
the Deputy Assistant Secretary level." It is clear from the above
material that those portions (if the problems that DOE can control
stem from managerial deficiencies at the top levels in the
Department. "
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Appendix C
Nnvnl Reneto.'s (NR): A Potentinl Model fol' Impl'oved
Pel'sonnel Mnnngement in the Depnrtment of Energy (DOEr

Introduction
The Naval Reactors Program, more commonly known as "NR," was started by a small group of naval
officers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 1946. Lcd by Hyman Rickover (a Capt<lin apparently
ncar retirement), this group was inspired by a concept: thc possibility of using nuclear power to
propel a submarine Within seven years of its inception, the organization that developed out of this
concept would put into operation the nations' first power reactor (the Nautilus prototype), The
following four years would see three more nuclear submarines and two reactor plant prototypes
operating and another seven ships and two prototypes being built. To date, more reactors have been
built and safely operated by the NIl. program than any U, S, program; this record of achievement is
remarkable by any standard. It is now a joint program of the Navy and the Department ofEnergy
(DOE).
What arc the attIibutes that made NIl. so successftll? Much has been discussed and written about core
NIl. management principles such as, attention to detail and adherence to standards and specifications,
The purpose of this discussion is to examine the personnel practices used by NIl., which arc arguably
even more central to the success of the program than the core principles mentioned above, and to
reflect on their possible application to DOE.
There exists, however, a pervasive view that since there are some fundamental differences between
the programs of NIl. and the remainder of DOE, nothing can be learned from studying the methods
by which NIl. has achieved success -- least of all on the personnel front, As in many benchmarking
efforts, it is true that there are fundamental diflerences bctween the organizations, Howcver,
expericnce in Total Quality Management (TQM) has shown the methods that lead to succcss in one
organization can often be used in other organizations,
In the beginning, NIl. recruitcd the majority of its personnel from three sources: the Navy
Enginecring Duty Offtcer (EDO) community, other governmcnt technology programs and the
submarine Lorce. At that time, these selectees from other agencies and programs comprised the
"cream" of the available crop, These personnel had been highly successtbl in their respective fields,
whether in naval engineering and construction, in atomic energy laboratories or in submarines, NIl.
attempted to "skim the cream" fiom those already competitive sources, The importance of this effort,
to select only 11'001 the "cream of the crop," cannot be overestimated In addition, it is believed that

• The article reprinted here is a previously unpublished paper written by Steven L. Krahn,
the Assistant Technical Director for Operational Safety on the Board Staff; formerly an
engineer on the Naval Reactors stan:
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insight can be gained from evaluating the education, training and qualification programs at NR;
programs considered by many to have made a lasting contribution to the Held of nuclear safety.
It is sometimes assumed that the comprehensive personnel management system developed by NIl.

was, somehow, readily available at the outset. This was not the case, either as regards selection or
the education, training and qualillcation areas, The systcm as it exists today was bllilt through vision,
will, and pcrsistence, In addition, it drew upon a number of already competitive Navy cdllcation
programs (e,g., thc Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps, or NROTC scholarship program). A
number of obstacles had to be overcome to reach the point where it is today; maintaining such a
system requires llnremitting top managcment attention to keep further obstacles from arising and old
ones from resurfacing,
The N R organization has had to weather many stomlS, In the process it has developed an integrated
personnel management system and a number of innovative programs to assure continlled success in
recruitment, selection, edllcation, training and qllalification, It is believed that benefit can be gained
by stlldying and evaillating the personnel practices within NIl. for potential use within DOE,

11te NR Program
Three basic elements comprise the overall NR program: (1) NIl. Headquarters, along with its
representatives in the l1eld; (2) the ships and fleet organizations that direct ship operations; and (3)
the support organizations that inelude the engineering labomtories, prototypes, shipyards, and plant
component fabrication facilities, Personnel in the headquarters organization and the officers who staff
the ships are selected by NR and edlleated, trained, and qualified according to NR doctrinc. The third
group is operated almost entirely by industrial contractors, with the exception of government-owned
naval shipyards, All have NIl. Held representatives onsite and are subject to NIl. reviews of their
personnel selection, training, and qualification.
An analogy can be drawn between the NIl. organization and the DOE. All NR activities, including
research, development, design, construction, testing, training, operation, maintenance, and
decommissioning involve elose, technically oriented interaction and dialoguc between NIl. and its
laboratories, contractors, and/or the fleet. This dialogue is clear, open, and above all, two-way, In
dealing with its laboratories and contractors, NR is essentially in the role as the customer or procurer
of goods and services, just as the DOE is in relation to its contractors. NIl. sets the standards and
approves the detailed specifications for the products it procures. The laboratories and contractors
provide the products, as well as technical recommendations,
NR believes that this mode of operation requires the engineering and technical management
capabilities of its personnel to be comparable to the best technical personnel in the contractor
organizations, If this were not the case, NR believes it would be unduly dependent on laboratory and
contractor proposals and recommendations, Vital NR programs wo~l1d be deprived ofNR's internal
ability to discern weaknesses in laboratory and contractor capabilities and, just as important, the

ability to elicit or force actions to strcngthen those weaknesses. Thcre is a fundamental diflerencc
bctween this approach, which is characterized as "technical direction," and the approach used by DOE
and its predecessor organizations often referred to as "management oversight."
Integral to the ability to provide adequate technical direction arc the personnel involved in providing
and receiving such direction. NR has developed a fully-integrated program to ensure that the best
possible personnel are selected, educated to understand the technology that they use, and trained to
opcrate their equipment in a safe manner. The program also ensures that the education and training
are validated by a rigorous qualification program that is commensurate with the responsibilities of the
position. The following discussion will provide an outline of this program and the rational behind it.

I."j~electi()n

The selcction process is probably the most important of the three catcgories mentioned above, i.e.,
of selection, cducation and training, and qualification. An ill-selected person probably cannot be
educated, trained or qualified to a point where they would be suitable for the responsibilities for
supervising the operation of a nuclear power plant or other nuclear facility.
In the case of
headquarters personnel, an ill-selected person will never be suitable for directing and guiding the
technical aspects of nuclear programs. NR's selection process was -- and continues to be -- highly
successful, as the results demonstrate.
When NR was formally established in early 1949, Captain Rickover initially recruited personnel to
staff his program from Naval officers and civilians involved in previous nuclear power development
and other technology programs. Initially due to an insufficient screening process (and, actually,
inability to screen some "holdovers"), the results of this initial staffing effort were mixed and some
personnel were let go. As the organization grew, Rickover (later promoted to Admiral) brought
aboard personnel for additional nuclear power assignments by tapping the national laboratories and
the Navy's EOOs who volunteered for the program. All of these new personnel were individually
interviewed by senior NR staff and then by Rickover.
Rickover realized, early on, that his programs would expand and require more EDOs; therefore, he
arranged for the establishment of a graduate program in nuclear engineering at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) to educate ftlture EDOs for his organization. The availability of this
graduate education program not only improved the capabilities ofthe personnel enrolled, it acted as
a positive recruiting attraction.

Also, very carlyon, Rickover demonstrated his appreciation of the importance of the human element
in nuclear power operations by persouillli' approving all of the original officers and enlisted personnel
who would staff USSNautilus, the first nuclear powered ship. As the nuclear-powered fleet grew,
however, a more formal system for selection of personnel was required. Even so, the Admiral, as
head ofNR, continued to playa direct personal role in the selection of each officer to staff his ships
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and in the selection of the officers and civilians who comprised the headquarters organization, This
process continues today.
Concurrently, NR influences the selection of enlisted personnel by strengthening existing Navy
instructions and standards, To be selected, enlisted personnel arc required to be high school
graduates, volunteers for the program, and have scored highly on both the mechanical aptitude and
intelligence tests, However, insights from the officer and civilian selection process are more germane
to a discussion of recruiting technical personnel for DOE, The point to be made is that the use and
enhancement of existing Navy personnel selection tools for enlisted personnel indicated a willingness
on NR's part to borrow methods that had been elTeetive,

Selection jbr the Neet
Initially, i.e, for Nautilu,I', the onieers to be selected for the ships were chosen from a group of
qualilied, experienced submariners who were college graduates (with technical courses included in
their backgrounds), Their records were generally prescreened by experienced officers in NR and then
nominated by the Bureau of Naval Personnel Their records were then sent to NR for final screening,
The candidates had to have graduated in the upper half of their classes and to have demonstrated
excellence in positions of increasing responsibilities,
As the number of nuclear powered ships increased, the pool of prospective candidates also had to
increase. By 1960, the demand for officers had grown so large, especially with the advent of the
Polaris missile program, that NR could no longer be so narrowly focused in its recruitment. The lirst
steps in broadening the field of potential candidates were to permit the top-ranking graduates from
the Naval Academy, then from NROTC, and finally the Navy's Officer Candidate School (OCS) to
apply to enter the program directly upon commissioning, The success of these recruitment sources
and others added later, such as the Nuclear Power Officer Candidate (NPOC) program, was so
impressive that eventually recruitment of officers from other naval duties was no longer needed and
was eliminated, From that point on, NR chose grow its own in-house capability, By the mid-1960s,
those recruited came from colleges, universities, and the Academy. NR had developed the precept
of "get 'em young and train' em right I"

Selection/or Headquarters
A similar progression can be seen in the personnel chosen to staff the NR Headquarters organization,
As noted above, the first ol1kers Rickover recruited were drawn largely from the EDO community,
i,e" people who specialized in ship and ship system design, constl'lletion, and maintenance, However,
this source of talent soon became inadequate and the focus shifted to top engineering and scicntil1e
graduates of the NROTC program, Offleers aspiring for selection to the headquarters organization
had to bc in the top ten percent of their class in a school of recognized reputation. Some outstanding
personnel from contractor organizations were also added to 1111 particular niches (e,g, reactor
physics). As the program continued to grow, NR had to also look elsewhere for engineering talent
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for its headquarters ftmctions as well. Two factors required this: first, the growing size of thc
nuclcar-powered flcct (already touched upon), and second, thc Navy's promotion system for EOOs.
The career path for a Navy EDO was supposcd to include a number of assignments across sevcral
fields that included design, maintcnance and acquisition of ships. The system demanded relatively
frequent rotation of personnel among the various departments within the then Bureau of Ships (now
the Naval Sea Systems Command) and the naval shipyards. Admiral Rickover believed that it was
impossible to master an assignment in the nuclear field during a standard three- to four-year Navy
tour. He consistently sought, and won, tour extensions for oHicers assigned to NR. However, this
practice doomed his EDOs from the standpoint of promotion. The result was that onicers either
resigned from the Navy to stay with the program as civilians or left NR
As some initial program personnel left, and as the requirements became greater, the ranks were
largely 11JIed with home-grown talent (i.e., personnel who had been recruited and gone through the
NR education pipeline). Thc result of this progression was that, as the program entered the sixties,
NR Headquarters became dedicated to developing its own talent (as had thc Fleet) and eschewed
hiring experienced people from the outside. This aversion was across the board; even instructors for
gcneral subjects (such as mathematics) at Nuclear Power School were interviewed and ,Ipproved by
Rickover from a pool of recent college graduates. Thus, NR adopted the philosophy that when an
organization reaches a certain level of technical strength and maturity, it is highly desirable to start
"growing" the next generation of replacements internally, rather than hiring senior technical talent
from the outside. Procedures had to be put in place to ensure that these technical personnel were the
technical equivalent, or superior, to personnel in other organizational elements

The Inlerview Process
One of the most impOltant aspects of selection was, and continues to be, the personal interview
process. From the outset, Rickover considered that personal interviews were crucial to SUCCess in
his selcction process The importance Rickover attached to interviews was reilected in the attention
he gave to picking interviewers He chose them from among the most senior and experienced NR
staff members (ollicer and civilian). Considerable attention was given to achieving a balance within
the sets of interviewers in order to compile a variety of viewpoints. No duties wel'e acc<l.Ukd
lJ,ighCI' priority than inte.!.:.vlewing. Entire days were set aside at headquarters to these interviews,
with Admiral Rickover himself setting the example Only the most urgent duties (such as
accompanying a ship on initial sea trials) took precedence, and then the interviews were rescheduled.
No one entered the program without an "interview with the Admiral."
The interview process continues virtually unchanged today.
The interviewing process in NR normally consists of three preliminary interviews, largely technical
in nature, with senior onicers and civilians on the NR staff The preliminary interviewers might be
any combination of ollieers and civilians. Again, they come from differing divisions within NR
Headquarters to achieve a variety of outlooks. In combination, however, their intimate knowledge
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of the requirements of the work ensures that they can identity the capabilities the program needs. The
tinal interview, and decision-making authority, remain with the program director, "the Admiral".
No formal criteria or set of questions are imposed on the interviewers. Rather, they are tasked to
judge whether the candidate has those qualifications and attributes that indieate he or she can function
successfully in either thc rigorous technical demands imposed by duty at NR or in the fleet. To guide
their questioning, the interviewers are provided with basic data about the candidates that includes:
college attended, indicators of academic performance such as grade point average and class standing,
and grades in courses regarded as indicative of analytical reasoning ability.
Common questions posed by the interviewers to the potential selectees might consist of the solving
of calcllius problems; cxplaining a principle of thermodynamics, physics, or chemistry; or describing
technical mattcrs pertinent to the candidate's course of study at college. NR does not look for
"bookworms," however. Qucstions about world affairs, hobbies, or extra curricular activities are
frequently pose to candidates to see if they are aware of their own surroundings Interviewers
concentrate on demonstrated reasoning ability and look for certain key attributes such as:
intelligence, common sense, technical orientation, forcefulness, demonstrated leadership,
industriousness, a sense of responsibility, and commitment. While all are important, intelligence and
forcefulness, as well as common sense, are regarded as the most important attributes governing
acceptancc into the program

EduCII(io/l lIml Training

Once the selection process is complete, the process of education and training personnel is the next
area where the concepts that NR established stand ou!. The exact procedures and programs that
comprise the NR education and training systems are not as import,mt to this discussion as the
dedication and systematic approach that NR applies to the process. However, the NR training system
will be described briefly to gain a better appreciation of its thoroughness. The basic precept is that
personnel must recc~ both adclJ).l<lle thcoretical edu~l;ltion and !lands-on, R[ilctical trai.ning for their
positions.
With the dedication to home-grown talent that became the modus operandi at NR came a recognition
that, even given thc excellent pool of personnel that the selection process was designed to ensure,
something further was rcquired. A comprehensive education and training program, as discussed
above, was necessary to help develop the new recruits into technical professionals, whether for the
ileet or for duty in NR itself (Headquarters or field offices). What is described below are the
frameworks for the education and training programs used by NR. Continuing training is also
provided, throughout an individual's carccr in the program that is appropriate to his or her position.
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Education ,md Training at Headquarters
Education and training start early in a junior engineer's carccr at NIl.. During the first six months the
engineers are required to complete an introductolY course in naval nuclear systems. This course is
taught by senior staff and covers all of the fundamental subjects required to understand the nuclear
technology with which the engineer will be entrusted; homework is assigned and tests administered.
The objective of this course is to familiarize the engineer with nuclear technology and lay a base for
future work and education.
Aller successfully completing six to twelve months at NIl., engineers arc sent to the Bettis Reactor
Engineering School (BRES) which is run by one of NR's nLlciear engineering research and
development laboratories. The course provides a complete graduate nuclear engineering curriculum,
focused on the design and operation of nuclear power plants The curriculum consists of
mathematics, nuclear physics, tluid mechanics, materials science, core neutronics, statistics,
radiological engineering and instrumentation and control. Although a small permanent staff is
attached to BRES, the courses were taught largely by working professionals from the laboratory in
order to keep the topics at the cutting edge of technical dcvelopments.
The capstone of this course was a naval reactor design project. This project involved everything from
mechanical design and thernlal-hydraulic calculations through safety analysis. The core had to meet
performance specifications provided at the inception of the project. Safety calculations had to mect
normal NIl. requirements, such as safe shutdown with one control rod stuck out of the core
Upon complction of the BRES curriculum there was another five weeks of practical training. Three
weeks were spent on shill work at a nuclear prototype plant to gain a "feel" fbI' actual reactor
operations. This was followed by two weeks at a shipyard to obtain familiarity with nuclear ship
construction and maintenance.

Education and naining j(ir Neet Personnel
For Nautilus and Seawolj, the tlrst two nuclear powered submarines, officers and crew were largely
trained by laboratory personnel f1'om the Bettis and Knolls Atomic Power Laboratories (more
commonly known as Bettis and KAPL, respectively). Their training progress was personally
monitored by Rickovcr and senior NR engineers. As nuclear power became an accepted part of the
Navy's Ileet, as opposed to a novelty, the need to integrate the needs of nuclear power into the Navy
training pipeline became clear to NR.
NIl. has established a two-phase approach to training personnel to staff the Navy's nuclear powered
ships. The first phase includes theoretical and technical education at Nuclear Powcr School (NPS)
in the subjccts necessary for reactor plant design and operation including: nuclear physics, heat
transfer, metallurgy, instrumentation and control, corrosion, radiation shielding, etc. After successttll
completion, the candidates proceed to more education and hands-on training in reactor plant
operations at one of the prototypes.
Initially, these prototypes were fully-operational,
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power-producing reactor plants, built to prove out reactor designs and operated very similar to ships
at sea. In recent years, submarines have been decommissioned and used as training platforms. NR
firmly believes that operational training on the "real thing" is the only way to ensure that the trainee
is faced with the same operational characteristics and the same risks they will face when fully qualified
and at sea. The curriculum of six months of academic study followed by six months of operating
experience at a prototype was established early in the program and remains constant to the present
Training at NPS and at the prototype is intense. The philosophy established for NPS from the outset,
and as posted at the school even today, is that "At this school, even the smartest have to work as hard
as those who struggle to pass." For most students at NPS, the course is far more difficult than
anything they have ever encountered. The six months of practical training at a prototype are no
easier; there the demands are even greater, both academically and operationally.
Enlisted students qualify on every watch station appropriate to their specialty. Officer students arc
trained on ~ watch station and duty, including enlisted duties, before becoming qualified as an
Engineering Officer ofthe Watch. The officers are expected to have a comprehensive understanding
of each duty assigned to e<lch of their men -- both at prototype and at sea. In addition, the students
are expected to study thoroughly and be examined on the design and operating principles of the
nuclear plant and each component of the plant on which they are training.
Progress is marked by the ability to pass a series of written and oral examinations and by
demonstrating competence through actual performance, including emergency drills Roughly ten
percent fail academically, in.~cit.e of the rigorous selection process. There are fewer officer failures,
in numbers as well as percentages, than enlisted failures. This is primarily because of the intense
selection and interview process. Moreover, no officer is dropped without the admiral in charge of
NR personally approving it; in this manner he can know how and why the system, or the individual,
has failed.

Qualification
Once a eandidate has completed the NR Program's rigorous education and tmining sequence, their
education is not over; in fact, in a number of respects, it has just begun. Lifelong learning is built into
the hierarchy of qualifications present in the NR Program for Headquarters, operational and certain
contractor positions. This commitment to a process of ongoing improvement of each person's
capabilities is a hallmark of the program.

Qualification/or Navy Operators
Training of fleet officer and enlisted personnel does not end with completion of prototype training;
fleet personnel undergo extensive training and qualifications at sea, replete with examinations (both
oral and written) In addition, there is an intense program of advancement in qualification
requirements as personnel progress in rank and responsibility.
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Qualification reqllirements for nuclear operators include written and oral examinations and
demonstrated practical exercises. Thus, the training is performance-based, not unlike DOE's
requirements at nuclear facilities or the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirements at
commercial facilities. Qualification for all enlisted positions and for officers through Engineering
Oflicer of the Watch is repeated within each individual's ship, even after complete qualification at a
prototype However, officers advancing to Engineering department head (or "Engineer Officer") are
examined by written and oral examinations at NR Headquarters.
Subsequently, prospective commanding officers of nuclear-powered ships are required to attend a
three-month course of instruction at NR Headquarters replete with extensive written and oral
examinations, more comprehensive than the Engineer Officer examinations. This course is conducted
at NR and is taught by NR senior staff engineers. It includes in-depth instruction, study, and
examinations in: reactor design and physics, thermodynamics, metallurgy and welding, radiological
control, shielding, chemistry, and operating principles. "The Admiral" makes the final decisions
regarding sueccss or failure at each step of tile process during these advanced qualifications for Chief
Engineers and new Commanding Officers.
There are tllne limits for an officer's advancement through these qualifications. Those not qualifying
are separated from the program and will never return. Betore this ultimate failure, intense efforts are
undertaken to help the candidate succeed. However, continued Jack of performance or a clearly
demonstrated lack of ability to grasp the fundamentals of advanced qualifications, by either written
or oral examinations, will result in this weeding out process. It does happcn at both the officer and
enlisted levels; personnel are consistently weeded out as they attempt to advance (in spite of the
rigorous initial selection process) as they reach the limits of their capabilities.

Qua1ificutionfor Nt? Headquarters Personnel
Personnel in the headquruters organization do not operate the rcactors and, therefore, a qualification
program as predominantly performance-based as that for l1eet operators is not appropriate.
Nevertheless, a program exists at NR Headquarters for performance observation and reviews fhat
is as comprehensive as that employed at sea. However, its focus is different, its primary focus is on
the ability to provide technical direction that is based on NR's standards and a sound technical
understanding of a given problem or situation. Since the impact of such decisions on safety can be
quite significant, they should be made by personnel every bit as qualified to perform their f1.llIetion as
the fleet's personnel are to operate reactors.
Therefore, there are steps in advancement that require that the technical staff undergo evaluation and
"qualiHcation" within the job performance at headquarters. These processes include technical
assignments to develop personnel and reviews by senior engineers of individual accomplishments.
The junior engineers are examined on the principles of their assignments and the elfeet of their
decisions on the fleet. A common sense approach is considered almost as important as the technical
background. Throughout, consideration of safety is held paramount.

The penultimate qualification for NR engineers is to be granted signature authority. This authority
permits the engineer to approve proposals on behalfofNR and has the effect of imposing direction
and decisions by the NR engineer upon fleet operating procedures and nuclear propulsion plant
systems. Various levels of signature authodty exist; the importance of signature authority varies with
level. In addition to signature authority, assignment to certain difficult, high-prome tasks is a wellunderstood signal that you have "made it." Such tasks includcd: participating in audits of contractor
and shipyard performance, participating in operational rcactor safeguard examinations of naval ships
and prototypes, and other similar reviews. The ultimate sign of having "made it," however, was
being assigned to a position that reports dircctly to "thc Admiral."
The progrcss of technical personncl at headquarters is reported to the highcst levels of m<ln<lgemcnt
within the organiz<ltion including the admiral in charge. Personnel who exhibit difficulty in advancing
or who do not perform adequately, are givcn help at NR Headquarters, as are the opcrators at sea.
ll~ however, thcy continue to demonstrate that they cannot succeed in a position, they will not be
asked to stay on aftertheir initial tour; in a sense this initial tour (two to five years) as a junior officcr
is viewcd as a trial pedod. If they are past their initial tour and having problems, even after extensive
cfforts on their behalf, they are either transfcrred to a job where they can succeed or rcmoved

NR Ilml its Contractor.•
As with DOE, much of the work performed in the NR program is actually performed by the
contractors. Thc Bettis laboratory is run by Westinghouse; cores arc m<lnufactured by Babcock and
Wilcox; primary components are made by a number of vendors, under the dircct supervision of arms
of the Bettis (or KAPL) organizations; and the rcactor plant, as a whole, is assembled at private
shipyards and overhauled and refitted at Naval Shipyards.
From the above, it can be seen that a number of similarities cxist between the management scneme
within NR and that which exists, in principle, in DOE. There are also, however, significant
differences that are instructive to explore.
NR has had long-term relationships with its contractors: Westinghouse has run the Bettis laboratory
since the inception of the program; Electric Boat built Nautilus and has been building submarines for
NR and the Navy ever since; Newport News has built all of the nuclear carriers; and the list could
go on Most of these contracts arc awurded on a sole-source basis after tough negotiulion between
NR and the contractor.
This stability, along with the technical competence of the NR Headquartcrs stall: has led to
extraordinary and effective working relationships between NR and its contractors. The contractors,
by and large, do not make major personnel changes without first discussing it with their respective
NR customers On the other hand, NR works closely with contractors and keeps them well informed
if any cutbacks will be required due to budgetary constraints or completion of a ship class. This
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excellent working relationship has permitted NR to be successful in maintaining the program's
technical expertise, even in a downsizing environment.
For some contractor employees who play pivotal roles in nuclear safety, the NR program has
established selection, training and qualification program criteria that it requires its contractors to
adhere to. Examples of such positions include test engineers at private and naval shipyards; startup
physicists, provided by Bettis and KAPL for rcfuelings and initial core criticalities; joint test group
members fl'om Bettis and KAPL, who monitor reactor plant test programs; and a number of others
The basic requirements fbr these positions are explained in technical directives developed and issued
by NR Headquarters. 'fhe implementation of these directives is monitored at the vendors site by a
special categOly of NR Headquarters personnel: the NR Field Representative.

The Role (if the "FieldRepresenlative"
NR has placed a Field Office to monitor the contractor's performance at each vendor site. The head
of each of these numerous ollices is an experienced headquarters engineer specially selected, trained,
and qualificd for the position.
In order to be selected as a Field Representative, an engincer had to have an outstanding track record
within his or her specialty; have shown the desire and capability to contribute in the broader areas
of the NR program; and, of course, have consistently exhibited the highly-valucd attributes of
intelligence and tbrcetlllness. Being selected as a Field Representative is highly sought after and
considered to be a clear mark of distinction. Most of the top level management at NR has been "in
the field" at one time or another.
A specifie training and qualifieation program was established for prospective Field Representatives.
They were exposed to all the important divisions within NR Headquarters (to understand the entirety
of the headquarters role) and then spent one to two years as an assistant at a Field Office. During
their time as an assistant, they are required to complete a qualifieation program specitic to the site.
This program includes selt~study, coursework, and on-the-job training, along with regular written and
oral examinations. Only after garnering the respective Field Representative's endorsement would the
individual be reeommended back to headquarters for assignment as the head of their own ficld otnce
However, the program does not end there. It was understood from the outset, that assignments to
the Held were of limited duration, and eventually the incumbent would be rotated back to
headquarters; after a successful tour a senior management job could be expected.

Philosophy

It is clearly understood that there are ditl'erences in the overall mission between DOE and Naval
Reactors. However, both have nuclear safety responsibilities. The exact personnel management
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methods applicable to one, for instance, the NR "field" and Headquarters, may not be totally
appropriate to the other; however, the philosophy behind these methods is basically the same. The
discussion of interest is the philosophy and the methods behind ensuring technical excellence of
personnel.

Philosophy behind Fleet Procedures
What were the reasons for the emphasis by NR on personnel selection, education and training, and
qualiflcation? NR had its handS full in designing nuclear propulsion plants suitable for shipboard
operation and then guiding their eonstruction and testing. However, these plants had to operate
reliably and safely in intense tactical situations, as well as in the vicinity of large cities whcn entering
or leaving port.
Foremost in NR's goals was technical qualiflcation. The ships often operate at sea on independent
operations with a requirement to maintain radio silence. In order to eontinue to operate the reactor
plant safely under such circumstances, the onboard operators have to Llllderstand how the plant is
physically designed, the physics behind power plant dynamics, and the reasons for each step in the
operating procedures If the plant ever exceeds normal operating limits, the operators have to know
how to return it to normal conditions and what potential harm may have resulted. Tn extreme tactical
situations, the operators have to know the f\.tlllimits of the plant's safe operations in case these
margins have to be called upon.
NR is ofthe philosophy that shipboard omcers havc to be as technically competent in all aspects of
plant operatlQ.Q as the most senior chief petty otlkers. In addition, the senior 01l1eers (Captain,
Executive Oflicer, and Chief Engineer) must achieve technical qua!jfications above anyone else on
the ship. This is because in emergencies these officers have to make the correct decisions on the spot
and immcdiately. These dccisions have to bc based not only on the expcrience of these officers, but
on the theoretical knowledge of plant dynamics and the limits to which the plant is designed. Thus,
the selection process continues to be oriented toward identifying those personnel who can
demonstrate clear thinking under stress, perseverance, hard work, a quest for excellence, proven
academic ability and intelligence, and the willingness to accept the responsibility for making decisions.
Following selection, the education, training, qualification, and requalification processes have to be
equally demanding and thorough.

Philosophy behind Headquarters Procedures
The same principles that govern fleet operations are true for the engineers who comprise the NR
Headquarters organization. They have to design plants and develop maintenance programs for these
plants that will be subjected to extreme operational demands and, no matter the age, must pertorm
as designed. The Captain and Chief Engineer at sea, as well as the laboratories and contractor
facilities that support the Naval Reactors organization, know that 1@ center for technical expertise
and backup exists at NR Headquarters.
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Fleet operators know that they can call NR at any time from places such as Guam or Diego Garcia
in the Indian Ocean and get full tcchnical support. Whatcver the nature ofthc question, usually an
answcr via the telcphone is all that is necded becausc of the technical competency of the operators
(however, all telephone approvals arc followed up in writing within 24 hours). Thc organizations in
the "field," such as the prototypes and laboratories, rcalize that NR Headquarters is the source of
direction and the tina! approvill for answers to cngineering questions. In addition, NR provides
technical direction to, and conducts reviews of the laboratories that conduct naval reactors-reIatcd
busincss and vendors who pcrfonn nuelear componcnt work, as well as to the nuclear-powered ships.
These evaluations could not be meaningful without the continuous technical dircction and
management rcview providcd by headquarters based on consistent technical compctcnce.

Conclu.~i()n

The NR methods of selecting, training, qualitying, and rcqualifying its personnel are, in principle, very
similar to those outlined in DOE's Ordcrs and directives. The philosophies of the programs, whether
practiced within the Naval Reactors areas of interest or at DOE nuclear facilities, are not so dissimilar
as to limit adapting some lessons learned at one operation to the other. There are parallels between
the naval nuclear propulsion program and the DOE nuclear programs.
While the immediate responses by at sea operators and (at times) NR engineers generally may not be
required in day-to-day DOE operations, there are times when the DOE organization is called upon
for technical support and decisions. In addition, both organizations supervise and take a leading role
in safety reviews offield operations. Thus, not only are the philosophies and methods similar, sa are
the requirements and procedures.
If existing personnel selection, education, training and qualit1cation standards are not adequate to
yield the level of technical personnel necessary, then they should be enhanced and followed by
institutionalizing the changes tor lasting value. In the end, the jobs at DOE Headquarters, just as the
jobs ,It NR Headquarters, necd to be considered both attractive and prestigious. This is required if
personnel are to be retained in the organization after they arc qualified and have gained meaningful
experience.
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APPENDIXD

Appendix D
Exce"pts from Selected Trip Reports Sent by the Boal'd
to the Depa.'hnent of Energy (1993 and Latel')

Letter, Chairman Conway to Assistant Secretary Reis, dated J J/15/93
[encl] Trip Report of Order Compliance Review at the Nevada Test Site (NTS)
"It appears that inadequate attention was given, in some instance,l; to the
qualification (If the personnel coordinating or conducting the [order compliance self·
]a,,,~essment. In one example, (lI'Ilindergraduate intern was tasked to coordinate the
/JOE·NVOO [Nevada Operations OtHce] self-assessment and compliance with DUE
Order 5820.2A, Radioactive Waste Management .- an Order with a signijicant
degree (I! technical complexity."

Letter, Chairman Conway to Assistant Secretary Grumbly, dated 0 l/27194
[end] Review of K-Basins at Hanford
"In a recent review, the Office of Nuclear SCI/ety (EH-l0) indicated that neither
DOE·IIL [Richland Operations Office] nor WI1C [Westinghouse Hanford Company]
fiJily understood the potential problems associated with these [K-Basinsl/<:/cilities,"

Letter, Technical Director Clillningham to Mr. Whitaker, dated 10121/94
[enc1] Report on Development and Implementation of S/RIDs .It Hanford High Level Waste Storage
Tanks
"DOE-RL [Richland Operations Office] personnel stated that their rev/(iW (1 WHC
[Westinghouse Hanford Company] SllIIDs [Standards/Requirements Identification
Documents] was I/ot necessary to ensure adequacy."
"J)Olc-m~ did not review any

SIRIDs.... No plans or ,speCific milestones are in place
to ensure DOE-ilL personnel reView the SIRIDs/or technical content and adequacy,
DOE-HI. personnel stated that their review is not necessary to ensure the SIIII]).\' are
adequate, but could not explain how they will ensure SI/UDs are Implemented at the
site without benefit of a technical review (1 the content,"
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Letter, Technical Director Cunningham to Mr. Whitaker, dated 09/21/94
[cncl] Rocky Flats Plant - Trip Report on the Review of Building 371 Seismic and Systems Design
Bases, Special Nuclear Material Storage, and Systematic Evaluation Program Status

"However, neilher EG&G nor DOli-RFO [Rocky Flats Operations O!11ce] had a
slff[icienl understanding to discuss Ihe details I?f the site conditions or the analyses
performed by the original architecl-engineer, 11 is particularly nOled Ihat the
foundation design is nol understood by DOll~RFO or EG&G. There was not enough
information that had been reviewed and understood byEG&G or DOE-RFO 10 make
an indcpendent assessment (!f the adequacy of Ihe struclurctl analyses,"

Letter, Chairman Conway to Assistant Secrctary Grumbly, dated 09/05/95
[encl] Implementation of Recommendation 93-4 - Richland Operations O!11ce Technical
M,magement Plan, Report of Site Visit, August 1-3,1995

"Specifically, Ihe [Technical Management Plan] IMP fails to identify Ihe
requiremenls necessary for DOl'; ',I' lechnical management (!f the environmental
restoration contractOf; Bechtel flaf![imJ, Inc, (8111). DOE'-R1- [Richland Operations
Of!1cc] Environmental Restomtion (DOE-ER) personnel demonslraled a poor
undentanding I?fRecommendation 93-4 and have done lit/Ie to effectively implemenl
the IMP, The Board '.I' stqff also lound Ihat the technical capabililies and
involvement of DOE-ER personnel are inadequate to allow for sound technical
mmwgement ofBH!."
"Weakne,I:\'es in the DOE-R!, hiwironmental Re,,'toralion organization were evident
to the Board's st'lffin several areas relalive to Ihe TMI' and the management (if the
environmental restoration contractor at Hanfbrd Prominent among these
weaknesses were a nOled lack !!f technical and managerial capabilities, a lack (!l
understanding (!! Recommendation 93-4 and a lack I?le.ffective implemenlation of
the assessment program selforth by the IMP."
"The Hoard's staff noted evidence that Ihe DOli-ER stqff lacked the expertise and
managemefll involvement to effectively manage Bf/I."
"DOE-ER field oversight (!f the contractor was also fiJl/nd
infrequent. 7i
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"Conversations with Washington State Department (if Ecology personnel, DOE-I\N
Resident Impeclors, DOE-RI. internal a,I:\'eSSors, and a representative of the
Environmenlal Protection Agency, Region 10 confirmed staff observation ,"
regarding DOE-ER abilities, Hased on their personal observations, all (i Ihese
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representatives echoed the concern that DOE-Ell personnel lacked program
management tratning and qualifications and techntcal background to ej!ee/ively
manage the activities Ii BHI."
"DOR-ER personnel acknowledged a lack I~f expertise in many ofthe technical areas
to be n\;~e.';\'I:d Their proposed solution to this problem was to enlist the assistance
1~/'Bfllto perform combined assessments ofBHI activities."
"I·;xamples qf I'oor DOE-EIIl'eljbrmance:
" .. 'lhe cognizant DOI';-i'-R Project Manager acknowledged that she did nol
understand the concern [poor radiological work practices] as she had no
prior experience or training in radiological control~."
"The DOlc~i'-R I',/citity Representative... acknowledged he does nOI have the
background or training to readily complete the DOP;-RL Facility
Representative program in the suggested twelve month period."
"The DOF-RL Assistant Manger for l>'nvironmental Restoral/on...
acknowledged thatfew <?f her sll!!! understood Iheirjobs adequately."

Letter, Chairman Conway to Assistant Secretary Grumbly, dated 05/11/93
[enel] Fernald Environmental Management Project - UNI-I Neutralization Project Review Trip
Report (April 21-22, 1993)
"The f)N!'SB st'l!! believe that the f)epartment l!llinergy Fernald Pield Office
(DOE-FN) and its new environmental restoration managemenl contractor, Fernald
Rnvironmentalllestoration Management Corp0l'lltion (I'ER.MCO), have a serious
problem ill communicating technical and programmatic informal/on. FERMCO
started up the UNH neutralization process withoul conducting a required readiness
review andwilhout if!forming DOE-J'N. 'lhe UNf{ neutralization process opel'llted,
withoul DOE-RN knowing, fbr one week before the process was shut down. II was
apparent thai f)OR-F'N personnel did not understand the FERMCO o/'ganizal/on. ..."
"The Jack qf nOE Facility Representatives has resulled in a lower level l?flechnical
vigilance by f)OE and the removal ofan important layer I~f defense."
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Letter, Technical Director Cunningham to Ml'. Whitaker, dated 05/13/94
[enel] Trip Report - Review ofhnplementation ofDNFSB Recommendation 93-5 at the Hanford
Site, March 28-31, 1994

"The Department (!lEnergy (DOE; is not providing adequate technical management
oversight ofthe pmgram. As a result, critical decisions regarding characterization
strategy, sqlety criteria. and required cOf!fidence levels for decisions are being made
by WHC /Westinghouse Haflford Company] with little input from the Department of
Ene/xy Richland Opera/iot/s q[(ice (DOE-Rl) or the responsible headquarters line
organization (EM-36, EM-30, or EM-I}."
"J)OI,'-Rr is not providing the technical direction required to succe.14ully carry out
the characterization program. Subsequent discussion with a representative from the
responsible hrmdquarters (!lfice (1\'M-36) confirmed that he was aware (d' this
problem but had not intervened effectively to correct it."

Letter, Chairman Conway to Assistant Secretary Reis, dated 1 1/25/94
[enel] Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) - Review of Chemistry and Metallurgy Research
(CMR) Facility Hot Cell Upgrades and the Fire Resistant Pit (FRP) Test Program

"Based on discussions with IANr [Los Alamos National Laboratory] regarding
re.lponsibilities and accountability, it is unclear who at rANI, is re.lJ!onsible and
accountable/or a.lcluring that the hot cell seismic upgrades will pe(form their stated
jimctions. Other than budgetary responsibility, LANL management responsibility
/br these upgrades is diffuse."
"The design review process used by JANI. to review the hot cell seismic upgrade
design was weak and ineffective. Hased on DNJ';'}!J staff review and discussions with
LA NL during the presentations concerning the technical substance of a design
reView, the DN1;;\'H .\1Qff observed that the comments generated by IANr personnel
were essentially non-technical in nature. They did notfi)cuS on whether or not tbe
.Ii/cilify upgrade was adequate to prevent initiation of collapse mechanism.l~ as weil
as minimize and mitigate the PUP [Fire Rcsistant Pit] hazard~ and consequences. In
particular, the comments (!f the LANL seismic reviewer merely requested that the
comments previously prepared by the DOE reviewer be resolved This suggest that
JANI, has not prOVided technical overSight (i its contractors."
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Letter, Chairman Conway to Acting Assistant Secretary Beckner, dated 05/03/93
[enel] Observations from a Trip to the Albuquerque Field Office, February 22-24, 1993

"For example, there have been only modest advances in the program to identify
appropriate tmining in the areas (?!nuc!ear engineering and nuclear sqfety required
for Field Office and Area qffice personnel and there is no plan to acquire that
training and education. This condition is particularly apparent at the Amarillo Arw
Office where there is a relative lack of personnel with nuclear engineering
experience and training."

Letter, Chairman Conway to Secretary O'Leary, dated 07/20/94

"The Board wishes to call your alleMion to staffing deficiencies at the Amarillo Area
Office (AAO) that are adversely q[fecting the pe~frlrmance qfsafety-relatedfunctions
assigned that (ijfice. "
"... the Bmrd's leiter ofMay 27, 1994, stated that the current overall /JOE technical
stafling situation is already 'below a level wbLr:;hJ.b.e Board believes [(LlN necessary
./ilr continue?U;ufgiJ!.. on
"Even with these [vacant senior managcr and engineering positions] filled, it is not
evident that sl!fficient technical and management competence in middle management
and stalf at the AA 0 will be available to support the pace ofactivities at the site. "

Letter, Tcchnical Director Cunningham to Mr. Whitaker, datcd 09/27/95
[eneI] Pantex Site - DNFSB Staff Report - Conduct of Operations and Training and Qualification
Program Review

"J)e.lpile DO/i-AAO 's [Amarillo Area Office's] recruiting e[forts, it has been difficult
to altract quality candidates tofill the positions. h;ven with the issuance ofthe DOEHR [Office of Human Resources] manual Manairel' 's Guide to Administrative
Flexibilities, J)OE-AAO reported diUiculty obtaining travel pay, hiring bonu.\'es,
"double-dipping" approvals, excepted service authority, and upper steps
authorizationsfor GS pay grades. For example, DOE~AAO submitted a requestfor
one excepted servi~'e position. The initial request was rejected (documentation
inadequacies); the resubmit/al reqUired siX weeksfilr approval. Due to the urgency
'ilthe need/or an individual in the position, DOE-AAO was./brced /0 fill the billet
using the standardpersonnel ,Iystem. "
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Letter, Technical Director Cunningham to Mr. Whitaker, dated 07/05/95
[enell Review of Implementation of Board Recommendation 92-4 and Hanford Tank Farms
Activities

"Improvements in ihe iechnical competence q! DOE-RL [Richland Operations Office]
personnel re.\]Jonsiblefor TWRS [Tank Waste Remediation Systeml are also behind
schedule and to date have had no efJecL "
"Upgrading the technical compelence ~! DOE-RI, TWRS personnel is required by
the 92-4 Implementation Plan and is planned to be c'oordinated with similar actions
taken in response to Recommendation 93-3. DOE-Rl, DireClor (if the qffice C!f
Training staled his qffice does not have Ihe jimding 10 implementlhe sile ,Ipecific
initiatives 0/93-3 at Ihe site level.... Consequently, progress to dc/te at the rwus
level is poor.... n

Letter, Technical Director Cunningham to Mr. Whitaker, 07/28t95
[enel] Nuclear Explosives Safety Study: Arming & Firing and Timing & Control (A&F/T&C)
System for Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Devices at the Nevada Test Site

"DOI\'personnel re.\ponded to the minority [NESSG report] position by slllting that
they did not believe that it was valid 7ltis decision was b<lsed strictly on the
experience qf the DOE personnel. Teclmicaljusti!icationfor the decision was not
documented. "

Letter, Technical Director Cunningham to Mr. Whitaker, dated 12/15/94
[end] Pantex Site - DNFSB Staff Trip Report - Emergency Preparedness Exercise Review

"Weaknesses were noted inPantex 's and DOI\' '.I' ability to evaluate the exercise."
"f)uring a participant's critique held immediately (!f!er the exercise, only minor
d(//ciencies were identified and the Emergency Preparedness Manager slated that
he felt performance was good. Oblective application Ii Ihe exercise evaluation
criteria, prepared by Pantex, indicated that.five significant ol!jectives were not met."
"The f)NI'SB sla[! re viewed the Pantex and Albuquerque Operatiotls ()jfice AfterAction Reporl". 'lite report" were supeffici<ll, and did not present a critical
evaluation (i the exercise. Specifically, the reports did not identify the many
technical issues raised by the DNI'SB stqff"
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Letter, Technical Director Cunningham to Ml'. Whitaker, dated 04/10/94
[encl] Report on the Radiation Protection Case Study of the Dismantlement and Decontamination
Project at the Old HB-Linc

"Although DOE and WSRC [Westinghouse Savannah River Company] admit the
efforts in old HIJ-Une have signijicant worker risk, WSRC notes that no DOE-SR
[Savannah River Operations Office] or DOE Headquarters personnel have actually
been in thefucility to observe operations. This lack of DOE line management und
headquarters oversight attention indicates that DOE has 110t taken un active role in
the resolution of the problems thai have occurred."
"DOI\ and WSRC management have not taken an active role in the completion (!f the
D&D [Decontamination and Decommissioning] qfthis,Rlcility. Although the workers
pe~jimning thts D&D are at a significantly higher risk than are most other workers
on the site, DOE and WSRC management personnel have not adequately reviewed
the work that i.v being pelformed to determine what actions wuld be taken to reduce
Ihe risk, or to ensure thatfi.ilure D&D work at the SRS does not result in the same
riskl' to the workers. Despite the .Rlel that work can nol be adequately monitored
from outside the fucility, DOl·; personnel have reportedly not entered the highly
contaminated'ireas (!f the facility since the work began 10 years ago."

Letter, Technical Director Cunningham to Mr. Whitaker, dated 07128/94
[encl] Trip Report for Stafl' Visit to NTS, April 28-29, 1993

"Kev /'(monnel: The DOE TC [Test Controller] and LablDNA 'l'D [Defense Nuclear
Agency Test Director] play pivotal roles in coordinating sale and qfleclille test
preparotion and execution. However, no dqj)nite tmining and qual![imtion
requirements were presented fiJI' Ihese personnel, or for the members (!l the
Containment Evaluation Panel (CBP). Many ()l the highly-experienced people
currentlyfilling these positions muy soon retire. It is unclear how the currentleve!
of competence will be maintained without an established program to tran\fer
experience. It i,l' also unclear how competency is being uniformly maintained with
the current incumbents."
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Letter, Technical Director Cunningham to Mr. Whitaker, dated 08/10/94
[enel] Training, Qualification, and Conduct of Operations Review at the Fernald Environmental
Management Project, April 11-13, 1994

"The I)NI;:\'B tew/! reviewed DOI·;-PN's [Fernald Field Office's] ae/ions associated
with DNI'SB Recommendation 93-3. It was/bund that the held q[fice is waitingfor
Headquarters guidance with little action being taken to improve the technical
capabilities of the stq[!"
"In re.lponse to Recommendation 91-1, DOEcPN has defined key personnel positions
and set forth tentative education and experience recommendations for technical
support, oversight and assessment positions. No data were available comparing
these recommendations against the backgroundqfincumbents. The briefer indicated
that no .system existed to ensure these recommended requirements were adhered to
in current hiring.s· and in fact were frequently not met."
"
Concurrently, the J'leld Office had developed education, experien('e und
required training/or some DOL'-PN management positions. As above, DOI\-PN
personnel expressed uncertainty in eliforcing any new education and experience
requirements in new hirings."

Letter, Technical Director Cunningham to Mr. Whitaker, dated 07/15/94
[enel] Report on Review of Hanford Facility Representatives Program

"Two Site Representative candidates were observed in the performance of their
duties. Neither candidate demonstrated an integrated knowledge (~ftheil facility;
nor a strong understanding lif the concept (if nuclear sqfety inspections. Neither
candidate could answer specific que.I'Iions concerning technical safety requirements
(iSRs)/br their /acilities. One candidate was not familiar with the physical layout
qfhisfacility."
"... EM-25 [Offiee of Operations Assessment] noted that qualification cardl' were
being developed and signed by individual candidates/ilr their own qualification;
DOE-RI. [Richland Operations Office] personnel stated that the written and oral
examination banks currently being used to qualifY Site Representatives are
inadequate.... Never-the-less, these banks are still being used ... "

Letter, Chairman Conway to Secretary O'Leary, dated 05/11/94
[enel] Report on the Radiation Protection Program at the Hanford Site

"... the DOE fRichland Operations OjJiee! contingent supporting Radiation
I'rotection, previously noted by DOE-HQ to be inadequate in size to safi.~factorily
oversee contractor activities on a day-to-day basis, has not been augmented ..."

Leller, Technical Director Cunningham to Mr. Whitaker, dated 04/10/95
[enel] Savannah River Site (SRS) - Review of Preparations for the Decontamination and
Decommissioning (0&0) of the Separations Equipment Development (SED) Facility

"The development of the authorization basis for the SE/) [Separations Equipment
Development] D&D [Decontamination and Decommissioning] project, including
DOE approval, is less than adeqllate. 'there is lillie evidence that !X)/<,'-SR
[Savannah River Operations Office] conducted an adequate technicat review iilthe
SEU D&.D .\'alety analysis, including an asse.\~\ment (!t'technical assumptions, such
as I'll release fractions."

Letter, Technical Director Cunningham to Mr. Whitaker, dated 07/15/94
[enel] Defense Waste Processing Facility Trip Report July 6-8, 1993

"... /)OE qualification requirements/or the position (if I'lre Proteelion Engineer are
less them those established by the NRC [Nuclear Regulatory Commission]."

Letter, Technical Director Cunningham to Mr. Whitaker, dated 08/14/95
[enel] Trip Report - Review of the Department of Energy - Richland Operations Office (DOE-RL)
Oversight of DOE Order 548021, Unreviewed SCI/ety Questions, March 28, 1995

"The Board also noted a lack ofmonitoring and overSight of the USQ [Unresolved
Safety Question] process by the Richland Operations o.tfice [DOE-RL]. DOE-HL
acknowledged these deficiencies and identified .\peci/lc actions to correct them.
Even so, during the eighteen months since these deficiencies were iden/((ied, little
progress has been made in strengthening DOE-HL 's monitoring and oversight ql
contmctor USQ activities."
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Letter, Chairman Conway to Assistant Secretary Grumbly, dated 09/08/95
[end] Review of Procedures at the Hanford Site

"Richland Operations Office (lJOE-Rf) involvement in corNcling the known
HW?ford Site procedure problem remains minimal, deopile their own program
indicaling the problem persisls."

Letter, Chairman Conway to Secretary 0' Leary, dated 09/24/93

"Obserllations during these \!I~\'its haw led the Board to focus considerable allenlion
on DOE's need to improve the selection, Iraining, and quulification ofpersonnel
m;\'Ociated with the defense nuclearfacilities, especially the weapons complex, on Ihe
premise that properly trained and qualified personnel are essenlial for the protection
(!f public health and sq/ety. The board has made eight sets of Recommendations
since 1989 which address selection, training, and qualification problems.... "
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APPENDIXE

Appendix E
Boal'd Staff RelIOI't:
Review of DOE 1994 Technicnl Personnel Hiring Data

DEFENSE NUCLEAR FACILITIES SAFETY BOARD
August 8, 1995

MEMORANDUM FOR:

G. W. Cunningham, Technical Director

COI'lES:

Board Members

FROM:

Timothy 1. Dwyer

SUHJECT:

Review of DOE 1994 Technical Personnel Hiring Data

1.

Purpose: This memorandum discusses a review of 1994 technical personnel hiring data from
across the Department of Energy (DOE) defense nuclear facilities complex. This review was
conducted by members of the Defense Nuclear Facilities Salety Board's (Board's) statl:
Timothy 1. Dwyer and Robert F. Warther, and outside experts John F. Drain and
Ralph W. West, Jr. This review did flol involve any evaluations of technical personnel
performance in the field.

2.

Summary: Throughout calendar 1994, DOE continued its efforts to improve the technical
capabilities ofthe DOE staff, in response to Board Recommendation 93-3. In parallel with this
etlort, the Secretary of Energy authorized the hiring of nearly 1200 personnel. A few highly
talented, well-qualified individuals were hired; however, many senior technical positions within
DOE were filled by individuals drawn from a DOE technical population considered by several
high level reviews to be deficient in personnel of exceptional technical qualities Thus, DOE
failed to take advantage ofthe unique opportunity this hiring authority provided to substantially
raise the technical capabilities of the DOE staff.
•

Overall DOE hiring practices did not result in hiring a significant number of technical
personnel who where highly qualified; no excepted service personnel were hired.

• The technical applicant screening process used by DOE in 1994 tended toward selection
of a minimally qualified CQndidate; selection qt highly qualified candidates occurred with

no grealer.frequency than thai expected Ihrough II random process.
• The selection process for those technical individuals hired by DOE in 1994 did not
adequately emphasize the quality of candidate technical education.
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In short, the data indicates that Board efforts to encourage DOE to "... raise the technical
expertise of the Department [DOE] .. "through allocation of technically qualified individuals
to federal positions in the defense nuclear complex were not effective in 1994.
3.

Background: The technical capabilities of DOE and contractor personnel have been an
ongoing concern of the Congress, the Board, and numerous independent review groups for a
number of years. The United States Senate Report accompanying the Board's enabling
legislation states that the "Board is expected to raise the technical expertise ofthe Department
[DOE] substantially.... " The Board has repeatedly stated, in its annual reports, that" ... the
most important and far-reaching problem affecting the safety of the DOE defense nuclear
facilities is the difficulty in attracting and retaining personnel who are adequately qualified by
technical education and experience to provide the kind of management, direction, and guidance
essential to safe operation of DOE's defense nuclear facilities" Several other prominent
organizations, including the National Research Council. the "Aheame Committee," and the DOE
itself have also weighed in on this matter with similar concerns. In this vein, Recommendation
93-3 was issued iii June 1993 to recommend improvements in the recruitment, retention,
education, and training of DOE's technical personnel. In fact, this Recommendation specifically
called on DOE to "... establish the attraction and retention of scientific and technical personnel
ofexceptional qualities [emphasis added] as a primary agency-wide goal."
DOE's Implementation Plan for Recommendation 93·3 was submitted and accepted in
November 1993. Throughout calendar 1994, DOE labored to implement the various portions
of this plan. In parallel with this effort, the Secretary of Energy authorized the various defense
complex DOE Offices (most notably the Office of Environmental Management (EM), and to a
lesser degree the Office of Environment, Safety and Health (El-I)) to hire a total of nearly 1200
personnel. Therefore, in early J 995, the Board's staff requested that DOE provide data that
would permit an evaluation of DOE's effectiveness at attracting highly qualified scientific and
technical personnel. It is emphasized that the documentation provided by DOE was the only
source material used in this review. No evaluations of personnel performance in the field were
conducted, nor were any intervicws, reference checks, or other information gathering techniques
employed.

4.

Discussion.
a.

Overall 1994 DOE Technical Hiring Data. The data provided by the DOE to conduct
this review consisted of 467 Standard Form 17ls (SF-171s) and their associated Position
Descriptions (PDs), in some cases, augmented by their Vacancy Announcements, each set
representing one individual who had filled a previously vacant technical DOE billet (either
as a llCW hire, lateral transfer, or promotion) during calendar 1994. This data was not
representative of all DOE hiring in 1994; rather, it concemed only technical personnel hired
at the following DOE defense complex offices: the Office of Deflmse Programs (DOEDP), DOE-EH, DOE-EM, the Albuquerque Operations OHlce (DOE-AL), the Idaho
Operations Office (DOE-lD), the Nevada Operations Otike (DOE-NV), the Oakland
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Operations Office (DOE-OAK), the Oak Ridge Opcrations Office (DOE-OR), the Ohio
Operations Office (DOE~OH), the Richland Operations Office (DOE-RL), the Rocky Flats
Operations Oflice (DOE-Rfo'), and the Savannah River Operations Office (DOE-SR). Data
on 17 technical DOE defense complex senior executive service (SES) billets filled in 1994
were also included as part of the 467 SF ~ I71 s/PDs, but were treated separately. Of the
467 SF-171s/PDs submitted, 22 were discarded upon initial review as not related to
technical billets (or containing insufficient data for classification or use in the review),
yielding an overall sample size of 445.
The types ofbiUcts defined as "technical" included those identified as chemical cngineers,
civil engineers, electrical engineers, mechanical engineers, nuclear engineers, facility
representatives, fire protection specialists, occupational safety specialists, radiological
protection specialists, technical program/project managers, etc. The final data set included
billets ranging from the GS-S to the SES levels.
Figure I provides an overview of the number oftechnieal billets filled (less SES's) in 1994
at each of the locations for which data was provided. Also depicted is the subset ofth"t
number already employed in DOE prior to accepting the new technical billet.

It is significant to note the DOE had difficulty collecting and providing this data. ]nitial
DOE figures concerning 1994 hiring totaled 77\ individuals, 291 technical and 480 nontechnical. DOE later revised these figures to 470 technical, and 505 non-technical (975
total). Based on a review ofthe SF-l7J/PD data provided, the number of technical billets
filled in the DOE defense complex in 1994 was 445; the fidelity of the DOE figure for nontechnical billets (505) is questionable and is most likely valid only as a floor value
Based on the data collection difficulty encountered, it is concluded that no mechanism
existed for DOE senior managers to receive feedback on the efficacy of DOE technical
personnel hiring efforts. This lack of feedback is indicative of a failure to adequately
manage the process. Despite Board admonitions to DOE senior managers that they
become personally involved in the process of hiring scientific and technical personnel of
exceptional qualities, and that the intention to fill 1200 billets in the DOE dcfense complex
provided a rare opportunity to raise the technical expertise of their Offices, it is obvious
that DOE did not take full advantage of this chance to improve the technical capabilities
of its staff,
Further, despite the fact that DOE had the authority to recruit 200 exceptionally qualified
senior personnel through an excepted service program, and received authorization in
October 1994 for 200 additional technical excepted service billets, /10 excepled service
position.\" were filled in 1994.
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1994 DOE Technicnl Hires
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b.

.Evaluation of the Technical Qualifications of 1994 DOE Technical Hires, The 445
SF-171/PO sets were evaluated to determine the degree to which the SF·171 of each
individual hired satisficd the specific Eligibility Requiremcnts, Ranking Factors, and Dutics
and Responsibilities of the PO (and Vacancy Announcement, where available) under which
the individual was hired. It is important to emphasize the fact that the standard used to
evaluate each SF-171 was the same PO used by DOE to determine that the individual in
question was the best-qualified candidate for the job,
For each SF-I7l/PD set, a grade was assigned, ranging from one to five, A grade of one
signified that, based solely upon the SF-171 data, the individual did not meet the criteria
of the associated PO, and accordingly, was not qualified for the assignment. A grade of
three signified that the individual was probably qualified to the minimum criteria associated
with the PO, A grade offlve signified that, as described in the SF-I?I, the individual met
or exceeded all criteria associated with the PO, and appeared to be an excellent match for
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the billet described. (See Attachment A for further details on the method of evaluation
used) This data was collectcd for all 445 1994 DOE technical hires and is dcpicted in
histogram form in Figure 2,

Qualification of 1994 DOE Tech Hires
With Respect to Position Description
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Figure 2
Note that the data approximates a normal (Gaussian) distribution the data mean is 3,08,
with a standard deviation of 1,04, In fact, it is strikingly similar to the smooth curve
(Figure 2) that plots the normal distribution obtained for 445 data points with a mean score
0[3,00 and standard deviation (1,14) fixed such that scores outside the range (of one to
nve) are limited to approximately one percent of the sample size, The significance of the
similarities between the two plots rests on the fact that the smooth curve represents a
hiring process in which the desired outcome is selection of an individual who probably
meets all of the criteria of the PD (i,e, a score of3), with selection of an individual who
does not meet the criteria (e,g" a score of I) or selection of an individual who is wellmatched to the criteria (e,g" a score of5) occurring with a frequency dictated by a random
proce,\:\' centered on 3. Simply stated, analysis of the qualifications (relative to their PDs)
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of 1994 DOE technical hires reveals that the hiring process tended towards selection of the
minimally qualified candidate, and selection of a highly qualified technical candidate
occurred with no greuter frequency Ihun Ihul which would be expeeled (if a random
seleclion process,
A more telling compalison can be made by considering how much improvement is required
of DOE to begin raising the technical expertise ofthe DOE staff substantially, This would
require that DOE not hire any technical personnel who would score below minimally
qualified(i.e" hire only for scores oflhree (0 five), To accomplish this, DOE would have
to develop a hiring process that actively screens applicants to not select unqualil1ed
candidates (scores of one or two), Had this criteria been applied, fully 30 percent (134 of
445) ofthe 1994 DOE technical hires would not have been selected, Note that, from the
1994 DOE data, only 37 (less than 10 percent) of the 445 SF-I?l siPOs were scored as
highly qualil1ed technical matches (score of 5) for the position in question,
The observed distribution of
Qualification of 1994 nOE SES Hires
qualification scores for individual
With Rc,~llcd to Position DC!lcl'iption
candidates did not improve even
for the more senior positions
filled in 1994, Figure 3 depicts
,i'
the qualification scores obtained
I
\
if SES data only is extracted from
/
the data set.
Once again,
I
overlaid on the data is the normal
/
curVe that represents a hiring
."-./
process in which the assignment
r'·
I
of technical SES applicants to
Quulification Score
available technical SES billets
selects the minimally qualified
Figure 3
candidate,
The comparison
indicates that even at senior
management levels, 1994 DOE performance did not result in hiring a significant number
of technical candidates highly qualified with respect to their PDs, (This subject is discussed
further in Section 4,d of this memorandum.)

.'"

)

/

c.

Evaluation of the .Educational Background of 1994 DOE Technical Hires. The 445
SF-I?I s were further reviewed to evaluate the educational background of the 1994 DOE
technical hires, In this review, the objective was to develop a snapshot of the technical
educational background of the entire data set: in the aggregate, the quality of the
educational background of a workforce is generally indicative of their technical capabilities,
(Technical is defined to include the fields of Engineering, Science, or Mathematics,) An
independent standard was chosen as the yardstick by which to score educational quality:
Ihe Gourman ReporL. the Gourmun Report is an objective evaluation of degree program
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curricula at individual colleges/universities, based on such factors as faculty, standards,
admission requirements, and, most importantly, student performance following graduation.
Using both the undergraduate and graduate versions of this document, the educational
background (including both curriculum and school) presented on each SF-171 was
converted to a standardized quantitative score These scores varied on a scale of zero
(VCly poor at the undergraduate level, unacceptable at a graduate level) to five (very strong
to excellent) for each level of degree (i.e., Baccalaureate, Masters, Doctoral) (See
Attachment B for further details on the method used to evaluate educational quality.)
The first striking piece of data
Educational Blickground
that falls out of this analysis is
1994 nOI!: T(!(;hl1icI111l11'e~
shown in Figure 4. Over 10
percent (49 of 445) 1994 DOE
technical hires did not have at
least a Baccalaureate technical
degree. Nineteen had no degree.
This is significant in that the
Office of Personnel Management
(OPM) minimum standard for
hiring a GS-5 employee is foul'
academic years beyond high
school leading to a Bachelor's
degree; a GS-7 should have a
I.'iglll'C 4
Bachelor's degree with at least
two years of Superior Academic
Achievement, or one year ofgraduate education.' Yet all 19 were hired at the GS-7 level
or higher -- nearly two-thirds were hired at the GS-12/13/14 levels. It is clear that these
personnel, plus the other 30 lacking a technical educational background, will be limited in
their ability to provide technical expertise to DOE.
Further information developed through this review of educational backgrounds is depicted
in Figure 5. To understand the data presented, it must I1rst be pointed out that The
(Jourmon Report does not rate schools in the range 0.0 to 2.0. Any school that would be
scored below 2.0 is considered "not adequate" and is defaulted to a score of 0.0. Thus,
there is a natural gap between 0.0 and 2.0. For purposes of this review, the following
values have been placed in this gap: the range 0-0.5 has been used to count individuals
lacking a four year technical degree; and the rangc 0.5 1-1. a has been used to count
individuals whose degree was obtained at a school not scored by The Gourman Report (in
most cases, because the school was not in the U.S.). As can be secn, the distribution of

• Us. O1'M Operating Manual: Qualification Standards/or General Schedule Positiof/s,
General Policies and Instructions.
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education quality scores at the baccalaureate level is spread rather uniformly across the
spectrum from 2,5 to 5.0. This is indicative of a hiring selection process that is not
screening for highly qualified technical educational backgrounds. Using the scoring
catcgories employed in The Gourman Report (sec Translation of Grading Scales in
Attachment B), educational programs must be scored 3.6 or higher to be merely "good."
"Strong" technical educational programs arc scored as 4.0 or higher. The absence of a bias
toward the lasttwo columns (4.01-4.5 and 4.51-5.0) in the J 994 DOE data indicates that
DOE did not place adequate emphasis on scientific and technical educational backgrounds
as criteria for personnel selection.
The data depicting the educational quality of 1994 DOE technical hires educated to the
Masters level generally reveals the same absence of bias towards the higher end of the
scale, although there is definitely an increase in the proportion of "very strong" educational
backgrounds at this level. It is only at the Doctorallcvel that the educational quality data
reveal a bias toward selection of highly tcchnically qualificd individualS; however, as was
seen in Figure 4, this population represents less than four percent (16 of 445) of thc 1994
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DOE technical hires, Furthermore, the universe of available doctoral programs is already
naturally skewed toward higher rated schools.

d.

Evaluation of the Source of 1994 .oDE Technical Hires. The 445 SF-17 Is were
examined to determine the souree of the 1994 DOE technical hires, That is, for each
individual, the job which he left to accept the DOE position in 1994 was categorized as
either in DOE, in some other government agency, or outside of government (i,e" recruited
from industry or school), For those SF-171s source categorized as in DOE, a further
distinction was drawn as to whether the transfer to the new position was lateral or involved
a promotion,
As depicted in Figure 6, overall,
Sour(;cs of 1994 DOE Tc-chnicnl Hires
approximately 45 percent (203 of
445) of the J 994 DOE technical
hires were already employees of
DOE when they accepted their
new position. Approximately 30
::-,:::::,.::::'::::::::::::/:::::::::-::::::::}::.:::,> /I A~eml from 'IX)!": 85
/
percent (136 of 445) transferred
Oursklc (h
fi'om other government agencies,
and nearly 25 percent (106 of
445) were recruited from outside
of government. Thus, nearly half
of the 1994 DOE technical hires
were drawn from a pool
considered by several prominent
Figure 6
review groups as lacking in
scientific and technical excellence
(see sources cited in the Background section of this memorandum, as well the letter from
the Secretary of Energy to the President, December 20, 1991)

(P;,~;;;:;;;:;,J);i;;'l;.a

The longer-range aspects of this observation can be illustrated by examining the data
relating to the senior levels of management in DOE Figure 7 depicts the distribution of
hiring sources for 1994 DOE technical hires at the G5-14, GS- J 5, and SES levels, As can
be seen, more than 80 percent (127 of 158) of the 1994 senior level technieal hires were
drawn from this DOE population, Thus, even if (contraly to the findings presented in
Sections 3, band 3,c of this memorandum) the DOE technical personnel hiring process was
successful at bringing in scientific and technical individuals of exceptional capabilities, they
would be under the leadership of senior managers responsible for the culture that
engendered Board Recommendation 93 -3,
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Source of 1994 DOE Tech Hires
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.J?\Iture Staff Actions: The Board's staff will continue the evaluation of DOE technical
personnel hiring through analysis ofquarterly DOE data Hom calendar year 1995. The Board's
staff is also considering evaluating DOE's staff (and contractors' stafl) in their performance of
safety functions at defense nuclear facilities.
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Appendix E (cont)
Doa.'d Stafi' Report:
Review ofnOE 1994 Technica' Personnel Hiring Oata

Attachment A
Method or Evalnation:
Technical Qnalifications versns Positions Description

Individual DOE Position Dcscriptions were reviewed to ascertain the following:

• Grade Level:
progression.
•

as-hired grade level or (if an intern/management ladder position) grade

Eligibility Requirements: e.g., specific degrees or licenses, time-in-previous-grade, etc.

• Ranking Factors: an operationally defined, measurable knowledge, skill, or ability that the
hiring authority has determined is necessary for successful performance in this position. DOE
is required to develop at least three ranking factors tbr each Position Description.
• Duties and Responsibilities: specific job requirements, which can be translated into necessary
knowledge, skills, or abilities.
Individual SF-I7l s were then compared to the associated individual as-hired Position Descriptions,
taking into account the criteria specified above. Grades were assigned to each Position
Description/SF-I?I pair based on the following criteria:
5

This individual is an excellent match for the Position Description, meeting or exceeding all
criteria. As a hiring authority, this individual would be scheduled tbr an immediale interview,
regardless of transportation requirements/schedule conflicts.

4

This individual is a good match tbr the Position Description, and appears to meet all criteria.
As a hiring authority, this individual would be scheduled for an interview with the next group
of candidates to be evaluated.

3

This individual probably meets all criteria in the Position Description As a hiring authority, this
individual might he scheduled for an interview ifhe was local (i.e., no transportation costs) and
no schedule conflicts exist
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2

This individual requires additional training or experience in order to meet all criteria in the
Position Description. As a hiring authority, this individual would more properly be considered
for the position two or three yearsfrom now.

I

This individual does not eurrently meet all criteria and will not meet all criteria in the near future.
As a hiring authority, this individual would likrdy never be considered for this position.

It is important to note that this review did not take into account any information other than that
presented on the documentation available, and that both the Position Description and SF-I7l were
aecepted at face value. No data verifieation, reference checks, or interviews were eonducted in
evaluating the candidates. Further, the Position Descriptions supplied were highly variable in quality,
especially between sites. Some Position Descriptions clearly specified the dutics of the position, and
the level of education and experience required to fill the position. Others were so vague as to be only
of marginal value.
To account for the fact that multiple reviewers were conducting the individual SF-171/Position
Description evaluations, all reviewers jointly evaluated, discussed, and scored the first five SF17l/Position Description pairs to arrive at consensus grading criteria. The next 17 SF-17 J/Position
Description pairs were individually evaluated and scored by each reviewer, with post-evaluation
discussions to aid in achieving significant correlation. [As this accounted for approximately five
percent of the data sample, and corrclation factors of approximately +.90 between reviewer grades
were realized, it was determined that multiple or joint grading would not be required for the
remainder of the data.]
As the evaluation process proceeded, 12 additional randomly selected SF-I7l/Position Description
pairs, as well as a mid-point group of 8 SF-17l/Position Description pairs, received multiple
scorings, using this individual evaluation system, to ensure that correlation between the revicwers
remained high. [Because the SES data was treated separately, these 20 data sets amounted to
approximately ten percent of the remaining data sample.) In all cases tor which multiple, individually
evaluated scores were developed, the flnal score assigned to an SF-171/Position Description pail' was
the mean ofthe individual ev,duator scores, rounded to the nearest whole number (upward from .50
on).
All SES SF-17l/Position Description/Vacancy Announcement data was evaluated jointly, to arrive
at consensus grades.

,.
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Appendix E (eont)
Boal'd Staff Report:
Review of DOE 1994 Technical Personnel Hiring Data

Attachment B
Method of Evaluation:
Qnality of Technical Edllcation

Evaluation of the quality of the technical education of 1994 Department of Energy (DOE) Technical
Hires was based upon a recognized independent rating system published by National Education
Standards Undergraduate and Graduate Programs are rated separately in two books:
The (iOURMAN REPORT: A Rating of Undergraduate Program,~ in American &
International Universities, Seventh Edition [Revised], National Education Standards, Los
Angeles, CA, 1989; and
The GOURMAN REPORT: A Rating ofGratluate and Profe,~sional Programs in American
& International Univer,~ities, Fifth Edition [Revised], National Education Standards, Los
Angeles, CA, 1989.
As stated in the reports themselves, The Gourman Report is an ~jye eyaluatiQJ1 designed to
synthesize complex data into a "deceptively convenient" numerical rating, on a scale ti'om zero (0,
very poor) to five (5, excellent). Fourteen specific criteria are taken into consideration in the
evaluation process, including:
•

Faculty qualifications, experience, intellectual interests, attainments, and professional
productivity (including research);

• Standal'ds and quality of instruction;
• Curriculum and curricular content of the program or discipline and division;
• Basis of and requirements for admission, both overall and by individual discipline; and
•

Stl/dent performance as measured by quality of scholastic work and records of graduates both
in graduate study and in practice. [Note that this data is developed through proprietary methods
used to make projections of the success of graduates from given institutions and disciplines in
the "real world," subsequently validated against actual experience.]
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For each 1994 DOE Technical Hire, information concerning schools granting degrees, and the fields
in which the degrees were granted, were obtained from the SF-I7l's. Using this information, a
quantitative score was developed according to the following criteria:
UND~:RGRADUATI~

D.EGREE SCORING, using The GOURMANREPOR1:' A Rilting of
Undergnulllilte Programs in American & International Universitie.~:
No Degree =
Non-Technical Degree (not Engineering, Science, or Mathematics) =
Technical Degree, but less than foul' years (e.g" A.S) =
Technical Degree, but school not listed in The GOUl'man Reporl =
Foul' Year Technical (Engineering, Science, or Mathematics) Degree =;ii~¢;~:¢f~w
Enter the Gourman Report using the major field of study to find the appropriate Usl of Leading
Inslilulions. SCORE the school value in the list, usually in the range 4.0 to 5.0, occasionally in the
range 3,0 to 5,0.
- if not found Enter the Gourman Report using the school to find the appropriate section of the Raling of
Undergraduale Schools in Engineering on Ihe Approved Lisl of Ihe Gourman Reporl, SCORE the
major field of study value in the list.
- if not found If the degree is in Engineering, enter the Gourman Report using the school to find the appropriate
section of the Raling ofSchools in Engineering. SCORE the overall engineering program value in
the list, not to exceed the floor value for that major field of study previously found in the Lisl of
Leading Inslitlliions,
- if not found, or if the degree is in Mathematics or Science Enter the Gourman Report using the school and SCORE the school value in the Overall Academic
Raling ofAmerican Undergraduale Instilulions, not to CllQl<ed thl< floor value for the appropriate
major field of study previously found in the Lisl of Leading Inslilulions,
- if not found This school is not rated in Gourman Report, use default scoring of 1.0 [see list above]
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GRADUATE DEGREE SCORING, using Tlte (,'DURMAN REPORT: A Rating ofGraduate
and Profes.l·ional Programs in American & Intemational Univer.~ities:
No Degree =ii<it scor~~i
Non-Technical Degree (not Engineering, Science, or Mathematics) =
[Note that Engineering Management/Business Administration/Law Degrees
were treated separately; no score was developed for this examination of
technical graduate degrees.]
Technical Degree, but school not listed in The Gourman Report =
Technical (Engineering, Science, or Mathematics) Degree =::~~~i$'~19»i
Enter the Gourman Report using the Graduate or Professional field of study to find the appropriate
List (~f Leading Institutions SCORE the school value in the Jist, usually in the range 4.0 to 5,0,
occasionally in the range 3.0 to 5,0,
- if not found If the graduate degree is in Engineering, enter the Gomman Report using the school to find the
appropriate section of the Rating of Graduate ,)'chools in Engineering. SCORE the overall
engineering program value in the list, not to exceed the flQQr value for that field Qf study previously
found in the List ofLeading Institutions.
- if nQt fQund, Qr if a Mathematics Qr Science Graduate Degree Enter the GQunnan RepQrt using the school and SCORE the sehQQI value in the Rating Rf United
States American Graduate Schools: Academic and Selective, not to exceed the flQQL\::~ for the
apprQpriate majQr field of study previQusly found in the List ofLeading Institutions,
- if nQt found This sehQQI is nQt rated in Gourman RepQrt, use default scoring of I ,0 [sec list abQve]
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Translation of Grading Scales Used in the Gonrman Reports:

For UNDERGRADUATE ENGINEERING PROGRAMS:
very strong
4.51 to 4.99
4.01 to 4.49
strong
good
3.61 to 3.99
301 to 3.59
acceptable plus
adequate
2.00 to 2.99
For UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS OVERALL;
4.41 to 4.99
strong
401 to 4.40
good
3.51 to 3.99
acceptable plus
adequate
3.01 to 3.50
2.01 to 2.99
marginal

For GRADUATE ENGINEERING PROGRAMS:
very strong
4.51 to
401 to
strong
good
3.61 to
acceptable
3.01 to

4.99
4.49
3.99
3.59

For GRADUATE PROGRAMS OVERALL:
very strong
4.51 to 4.99
strong
4.0 I to 449
good
3.61 to 3.99
acceptable plus
3.01 to 3.59
2.51 to 2.99
adequate
marginal
2.01 to 2.49
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APPENDIXF

Appendix F
Excerpts from Board Recommendations to
the Secretary of Energy Which H1ustrate
the Nature of Problems Addressed

IkcommelldattQ_n 90-4. OjJercltiwllll Readine.... l].eview (It
Problem

th~.Bockv

Hat.• £!J.mt

Stat~um.t:

"in several visits to Rocky Flats, the Board and its experts have reviewed a.lpects of
operations and m:tlvities. These reviews have been directed toward ensuring
adequate protection ofpublic health and s'lfety and concern mailers that have an
important bearing on resumption qfplutonium processing operations. The Board's
reviews have included such operations-related aclivities as reconstruction (if
drawmgs (if.lystems important to s'lfdy ('red-lining j, development and validation
(ifplant operating procedures, and training and requalification l!lplant operators
in plutonium processing operations.
"Several lif these contractor activities, which would ordinarily be conducted in
sequenlial manner, are being carried forward concurrently. Because qf the
interdependence of these activities, the Board has not yet been abli: to predict their
adequacy at the time ofproposed resumption ofplutonium processing operations.
For example, (1/ the time (!f our most recent visit, no lraining lesson plans had been
approved and less Ihan one-Ihird had been ,Iubmilledfor review. Training materials
thai were reviewed conlained extensive on-the~job examination and peljbrmance
requiremenls leading to requalif/catio//. This process will be lime-consuming.
.. Usual praclice in restarting a nuclear facility r!fler an extended outage is the
conduct lifa comprehensive operational readiness review. Aware of the ben~f/ls of
Ihis practice in ensuring that public heallh and s'lfety are adequately protected, and
in view of Ihe situation, the Hoard recommends that ,Iuch a readiness review be
carried out at Rocky Mats prior to resumplion of operations."
Comm.!:.llt:
Note that "usual practice in restarting a nuclear facility after an extended outage is the conduct of a
comprehensive operational readiness review." [Emphasis added] DOE should not have had to be told
this by the Board.
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R~I:Qllllllcndation

93-1, St.antlllrtl,~ Utilizatjol1

fiQ.bJ!ill! Stllt\mtcnt:

"7!1e Board has noted significant progress by DOli in the issuance (!f new and

revised nudear s'!/e!y orders thut more explicitly delineate requirements in such
ureas as: unreviewed ,1~lfety question determinutions, technical sqfety requirements,
nuclear sqfety analysis reports, design requirements and nuclear criticality sqfety,
However, the Board's ongoing review of the use of standard~ in d~fense nuclear
facilities hus disclosed a number (!jjJOtential inconsistencies in the manner in which
DOE Orders related to nuclear s'!/ety are upplied at facilities thut produce and
processji,I;I'ile muterials, relative to those Jilcilities that U,I:\'Cmble, disassemble, und
test nuclear wecq)(!I1s, The Hoard notes that DOE orders differentiute between
nucleur sqfety und 'nuclear explosive s!!fety, ' (the latter is d~jined by !JOE Order
5610, II, Nuclear Jixplosive SClfety); however, the Board considers that certain basic
safety principles upply to the handling (ilfissile materiall', regardless (il the form
thut the material is in.
"hir example, a number oforders related to nuclcur s'!fdy are expliGit6!.J!xcluded
from applicability tofacilities that assemble, disassemble and test nuclear weapons,
while others are applicable only to 'nuclearfacilitie,l; , (as defined by DOE' Order
5480.5, Safe(y ofNudmr Facilities). Those that apply to 'nudcurfucilities do not
nece,\;mrily apply tofacilities thut a.\:\'emble, disa~;\'Cmble und test nuclear weapons.
In other technical arcus, such as quality as,11mlf/Ce, essentially diflerent programs
have been put in place (i.e., DOE-AL directives QC-l and QC-2, as opposed to DOE'
Order 5700. 6C).
"lhe Board is committed to ensuring the level (ifsafety assurance at those facilities
that assemble, disassemble and test nuclear weapons is at least as rigorous us that
required at other defense nuclearfacilities and that it can be measured to compare
with the level (if scifety assurWKe provided 10 the public and site workers by
commercial nudeur material processingfuGilities."

DOE should have been able to see on its own the need to assure the consistency of the DOE Orders
applicable to nuclcar safcty at facilities that producc and process fissile materials and at facilities that
assemble, disassemble, and tcst nuclcar wcapons,
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Recommendailiu\ 91-6, Radiation Protection forJ10rkers and the Genem1.J!HJJJic at DOE

IklrJ1.\'e Nuclear Facilities
fmb.km Statcmcnt:
"The Howd and its staff have conducted extensive reviews of radiation protection
programs at DOE Headquarters and several DOE sites in the defense nuclear
faetlities complex. In particular, the SRS health and radiolof{ical protection
programs have been reviewed on several occasions,
"After an inquily into worker exposures to tritiated water from a moderator water
.1f!ilI at the site, the Board tmnsmitted a report to the Secretwy (?lE'nelgy on May
31, 1991, that reviewed the management and radiation protection issues, as well as
other jtlctors that DOE and its contractor identified as root causes (f the spill.
Before completion til that report, the Board had directed its staff to continlle the
review (if technical radiation protection issues that had been sw/aced during the
inquiry. In October, 1990, the Hoard's staff reviewed the SRS radiation protection
prof{ram, that is included by SRS within what are commonly referred to as Health
Protection (HPJ proW"am and Health Physics program. Board st'll!' conducted
follow-up reviews in February and April 1991. Stailreports based on the October
1990 and Februwy 1991 trips were provided to DOI\' '.I' D~fense ProW"ams personnel
in lettersfrom the Board dated November 1, 1990, and June 10, 199/, respectively.
In its transmittal letter of June 10, 1991, the Board indicated it was giving
consideration to the possibility (1 developing recommendations to the /ieeretary of
Enerf{Y in the radiation protection area after further Board review.
"On June 20, 1991, representatives from DOE '.I' Defense Programs, the DOE
Savannah River Site Special Projects Olfice, and the operating contractor at SRS
bri~fed the Board and its st(!Ifon radiation protection program issues, As ajti!lOWup to that briefing, the Board conducted a site visit at SRS in July 1991. During that
visit, Board Members interviewed SRS HI' personnel and supervisors.
"the l1Iost recent Board staffa.l'I'e.I:lme/1/ (1 DOF '.1' radiation protection program and
the operatinf{ contractor's HI' program at SRS occurred during the period
September 27 through October 10, 1991, The Hoard's skiff reviewed relevant
document,l; attended briefings and discussions with DOE and operatinf{ contmctor
personnel at DOE Headquarters and at SR,S: and observed selected evolutions at
reactor and non-reactor facilities.
"Other independent organizations and committees have documented required
improvements in DOE' '.I' radiation protection program, including the Institute/ilr
Nuclear Power Operations (INPOJ in December 1990, the Advisory Committee on
Nuclear Facility Sqfety in Section 5 tilits/inalrepON dated November 13, 1991, and
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the/inal DOE Opemtiorml Readine.\:\· Review (ORR) team in its report for Savannah
River '.I' K-reaclor, dated November 1991.
"Primarily as a result of these assessments at Savannah Wver, but also because (if
other reviews at Rocky nats Plant and elsewhere in the d~!elJSe nuclear facililies
complex, the Board has found a need/or increased DO/~ allention infive major
areas: (1) DOE management and leadership in radiation protection programs; (2)
radiation protection standards and pmctices at d~!ense nucleClr facilities; (3)
training Clnd competence iif Health Physics technicians and supervisors; (4) Clnalysis
t!! Reported Occurrences and correction t?f radiation protection program
dcficiencies; and (5) understanding and allention to radiation protection issues by
individuals in DOF and its contractor organizations."
Comment:
DOE had sufficient evidence of its radiation protection problems to have instituted a comprehensive
program of corrective action on its own initiative. Moreover, note that DOE was informed by letter
in June 1991 that the Board was considering the possibility of developing recommendations.
Recommendation 91-6 was not isslIed until December 1991; DOE therefore had six months in which
to take the initiative, but failed to do so.
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APPENDIXG

Appendix G
Excerpts from BOa/'d Recommendations to
the Secretary of Energy Rehlted to Personnel

Recommendation 91-1, SlIruglm:nin¥..1.!Je NucieaLSatety Standards !:?rogram fur DOE's I)etense
lli!&J.ear Faeililli:s:
"

Th~r~fore,

the Board rec:ommend~':
4. that the Depurtment critically r~exumine its exisling ir!!rastrucl1lre for
standurdl' developmmt and implementation at Heud-quarters 10 determine
if organizational or managerial changes llI'e neede([ to (I) emphasize the
priority and importance {!!standardl' 10 assuring public health and safety;
(2) expand the program to facilitale Ihe rapid development and
implementation (ifstandurd\'; and (3) streamline the DOli approval process
fbr standurdl'; and

5. that the Department reexamine the corre,lponding organizational units at
DOE's principal Operations and Field Offices and DOE contmctor
orgunizations to determine if those organizations' .I'tundardl' infmslructure,
r~,~p(msibilitie,I' and re.wmrces would also benefit from change.~ to r~flecl
improwments 'It fleadquurters which strengthen and expedite stimdardl'
development and implementation." [Emphasis added]

Recommendation 91-6, Radiation Protection for Workers and the General publie at DOE Defeo.:;,e
Nuclear Facilities:
"... Ihe Board hasj(JlInd a need/br increased DOE altenlion infiw miljor areas: (1)
DOE management and leadership in radiatioN proteclion progmms; (2) radiation
proteclion stundardl' and praclices at defense nudearfacilities; (3) training and
competence of Health Plty,~ics tec/miduns (/tid ,wtpervisors; (4) onalysis (i/
Reported Occurrences and correction (if radialiof) protection program deficiencies;
and (5) understanding aflll attention to filililltion protection i'y,me.~ by individUllis
in DOE lind its contractor orgllniwtions. " [Emphasis added]
"'Jher~fbre,

the Board recommend~ that:
2. DOE review existing radiation prolectioll tmining programs, and develop
and implement a plan for on expanded training program thot includes
consideration ,!fthe.fiJllowing elements:...
iJ. J)elineation (!! the level (if knowledge, skills, abilities, lind other
qUlllifications necesswy for eoch generic radiation protection
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personnel position within the DOE complex, based on pl'Ofessional
and industry standard\' and guidance.
This should include
association and/or interaction with pr()fessional health physics
organizations such as the Health Physics Society and American
Board ()fHealth Physics ct:rtificationfor appropriate pr<!fessionals.
c. Determination <!f the current level of knowledge of radiation
protection managers, pr()fessionals, supervisors, and technicians, by
means of written, oral, and pmctical examinations.
d Delineation oftlte cxi,~ting and supplemental training neces.Wlry to
en.mre (JUlt /'(/diation protection personnel meet the qualijicutions
oftheir /'cspective positions.
e. Evaluation <ifindillidaals qfter supplemental tmining to ensure that
they meet the qualifiClltio/lsjiJr their po.~itio/ls.
3. The Deportment critically examine its existing infrastructure for radiation
protection program development and implementation atlJOE lIeadquarters
to determine if re.wmrce, orga/lizational, or /IIanagerial changes are
needed....
4. The Department examine the corre.lponding radiation protection
organizational unils at DOE;\' prinCipal Operatiof/.\' and l'ield C?ffices and
DOE contractor organizations to determine if those organizations' radiation
protection programs' inf/'(/.~tructttre, respon.\'ibilitie.~, antI re.WlUrce.~ can be
.~trengtlte/ted.... " [Emphasis added]

Recommendation 92-2,

~lltjyc

Program at 12.dimse Nuclear Ea\j~:

"Tht:refore, the Board recommends that for defense nuclearfacilities:
/. 'lhe Secretary of the Department of Energy expeditiously carry out a
comprehensive analysis ()f the existing DOH Facility Representative
programs....
b. ... Consideration should be given to evaluating:
(1) Qualific{ttion requirements and recruitment practices
employed in ,~electing prospective DOE Facility
Representative.~:

(6) DOE per.wmnel practice.~ and procedures that provide
incentives and impediments to making the position ()f DOE
Facility Representative allractive and career-enhancing. At
a minimum, restraints imposed by the practice <!fmeasuring
rewonsibility predominantly in terms of numbers of
individuals supervised should be addressed ...
d. At the conclusion <!fthe analysis, an estimate .\'hould be prepared {if
the personnelallll management resource,Y that would be required
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to establish and maintain an effective DOE Facility ReJiresentatil'e
Program, and which reflects Ihe resulL.I' qf Ihe analysis,
2, Utilizing Ihe resulls of Ihe comprehensive analysis, Ihe Secrelmy of Ihe
Deparlmenl ql Energy establish (( formal program to select, train, and
a.~sign DOE Facility ReJiresentativesfbr Ihe d~/i:nse nuclearfacililies.
a, In eSlablishing Ihis program. DOE should be prepwed 10 modify
personnel practiees and program.~ as nece,~.wlry to establislt a
beneficial ami effective DOE Facility Representative Program,
b. ihis program should give consideralion 10:
(I) Delineating DOE Facility RefJre.~entative selection
requirements, including specified ,~tandards ofe(lucational
achievement, profes.~ional experience, tecltnical aptitude,
andforcefulness.... " [Emphasis added]

Recommendation 92-4, Muiti-Fuillitjon Waste Tank Facility at the HanfQLd....S.ire:
"... The DOE organization re.lponsihle for the projeci need.~ to have technically
quali/hu[ personnel in number.I' sufficient to provide direction and guidance to
cmltractors perfiJrming all phases (?f the ~/JiJrl and 10 assess Ihe ef/i:cliveness of
contractor ejlbrts.
"ihe Board's view (if the Hartford MW'IF's conceptual design pe(!()rmed to dule is
thaI the design does nol clearly present and delineate those aspects thai ensure thaI
the public health and sq/i:ly can adequalely be protected. In particular. the MWn;
appeurs 10 be a project I) without a well-d~fined mission orjunclional requiremenls
(e.g., wal'le Ireatment or storage), 2) predetermined to consisl (?f .limr
one-mil!ion-gallonlanks regardless (!f their inlended uses, and 3) managed without
.wl.{ficient regal'lilor technical is.mes and engineering involvement,
"... However, to ensure thai appropriate nuclear safety characleristics are included
in Ihe design ~[fi:Jtls, Ihe Board recommend\' Ihe following to the Secretllry (?f
Ei'ICrgy:
I. Establish (/ pilln and methodology Ihat re,17~lfs in a project management
organizalionforlhe MW'll"project learn that assures that both DOE and
tlte contractor organization have per.wmnel of the technical and
managerial competence to ensure effective projec:t execation." [Emphasis
added]

Recommendation 92-5, Discipline OfOpSI<11ion in a ChlJJ:!£ing Defense NJl~lear
"Injurtherance (if thi.I' view it is recommended that:...
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Facilitic~:

2. Where afacility, ttfler a long period Cifidleness for whatever reason, is being
readied for new use or reuse, special care .~hould be taken to ensure that the
line organization, both I)OE and contNtctor, has the technical and
managerial capability needell to carty out its responsibilities." [Emphasis
added]

Recommendation 92-6, Qperational,Rcadiness Reyiews (QRRs):

"The Board bdieves that among the features of an aC'ceptable OR!? are the
following: ...
(d) The DOE rel,iew slumld inelulle a,~.~e.~.~ment of the technicul and
managerial qual{ficatiom oftllOse in the DOE.field organization who have
been as,signed re"1'om'ibilitie,~ for direction and guidance to the contractor,
including the Facility Repre,~entative.... " [Emphasis added]

Recommendation 92-7, Training and Qualification:

"Primari{y as a result (if assessments conducted by the Board's staffat the [-Iar!ford
Site, the Pantex Plant, the Savannah River Site non-reactorfacilities, the Oak Ridge
Y-12 Plant, and the Rocky Nats Plant, but also because ql reviews conducted
elsewhere in the defense nuclear facilities complex, the Board believes there is a
need.tbr DOE to take action to further strengthen tmining lif technical personnel
at defense nuclear facilities.... ThereftJre, in keeping with the Board's statutory
requirements and recognizing the priority DOH has placed on the facilities listed
above, the Board recommends for these sites that:...
2. Where it isfimnd to be nece,l:lnry, the Department strengthen organizational
unit,~ re"1'onsi1lle for training and qualification at the DOE Field q[fices,
I)OE Area qfflce.~, and contractor organizations re.lfJOnsible for defense
nuclear facilities at these sites, especially to inelulle the appropriate
technical qualijication.~ lif the personnel as,l'igned to defen,.e nuclear
activitie.~....
3. the Department accelertlte effort.~ internlll to DOE to improve training and
qualification progrilm.~ ofoperation,., maintenance, and technical support
personnel at defense nuclearfl1cilities. An infegml part olthis effort should
be an asses.\ment ofthe roles and eilectiveness oftechnical oversight groups
to ensure that these groups' reviews, at all organizations and levels within the
d"fi!tlse tluclearfacilities complex, appropriately recognize the importance
oftraining and qualification to public health and sCllety, 'lhe Department's
program should also consider restructuring on-site technical over,.ight
groups to en.~ure that training and qualification are aifbrded adequate
attention and team members P()s.~e.I·.~ tlte teclmiml e.xperti.~e necessary to
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effectively evaluate training and qualification programs
maintenance, and technical support personnel."

I?! operations,

Recommendation 93-3, Improving DOE Technical Calla!lility in Defense Nuclear Faci.llii!<s Programs:

"", Neverthele.l;s', the level of scientific and technical experti,l'e in the DOE l!f
dr;fense nuclearfadlities and operations has been declining, lhe Defense Nuclear
Facilities Sqfety Board in its last three annual reports has observed that:
'." the mo.~t important andfar.reacJling problem (ifleeting the s£!fety of
DOE defense nuclearfadUties is the difficulty in attracting and retaining
personnel who are adequately qualified by technical education and
experience to pl'Ovide the lfind of management, direction, and guiflance
essential to safe operation ()fDOE',~ defeme nuclearfacilitie,~.'
'7he Board has not been alone in calling allention to the problem, Congressional
perception <?fthe nee(1 to upgnule DOE technical expertise is evident in the Board's
enabling legislation. lhe need for such upgrading is further underscored by
(l.s:wS\1nents made bya number l?f other groups over the past decade, as the attached
excelptsjrom their reports indicate."
[NOTE: the "attached excerpts" referred to above were provided as
an Attachment to Recommendation 93-3. They have been included
in Appendix B to this report and are therefore not reprinted here]

"lhe Board believes that a more aggre.~sive, broad-based, and well-coordinatcd
progmm directed at the enhancement ofthe technical C(1pabilitie.~ ofthe DOE stl![f
.~JlOuld be dr;fined and implemente(l .More specifically the Board recommends that
DOE:
I. Establish the attraction and retention of,~dentific and technical personnel
ofexceptional qualitie,~ as a primary agency-wide goal...,
3, Develop a broadly based program, giving consideration to the following:
a, DOh' Internal Initiatives,
(I) Develop a set (i! mutually supportive actions which DOE
could take, within existing personnel structures, to enhance
capabilities. Measures that could be considered include:
(q) Plan and execute a ,Iystem for using attrition to build
technical capability""
(e) Establish initiatives designed to take advantage l?f
skills fif marginal technical pe~!ormers and retrain
them,
(f) Expand fieadquartersll')eld personnel exchange
programsfor highly qualifiedjunior technical stq[! to
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promote understanding qj' all mpects '?f technical
issues including their resolution ...
c. !JOE Internal Assessments.
(I) Perform an in-depth assessment (if educational and
experience requirements of key positions and develop both a
short-term and long~term plan for key personnel
development. Such w:l'essment could include:
(a) Identification !if qualil/cations (education and
experience) required in key positions (above G8-14)
in !JOE Headquarters and field organizations with
responsibilities for safely carrying out the defense
nuclear program.
(b) Evaluation of incumbents for their ability to meet
such qualification reqUIrements.
(c) l~valuation (if current availalulity within DOE (irfully
qualified personnel tofill these positions.
(2) Develop an aelion plan to meet needs thus identified."
[Emphasis added]

Recommcndation 93-4, Health and Safety FactolS Associatc.d.with DOE's Mana~em~ot and Dircs;llim
.QLE.m:,ironmental Restoration Management Contracts:
"lhese reviews at Fernald have shown weaknesses in DOE's technical directiof! of
contractor performance, the contractor's conduct (if operations, and the level (if
knowledge of personnel. With respect to the first weakness, a lack of technical
vigilance on the part ofDOE-Fernald (DOE-FN) allowed the ERMC contmctor to
start operations at the UNH prqject in April 1993 without (I) conducting a
J)O{<.'.FN-required readiness review and without (2) informing and obtaining the
approval qj'either the DOE-I'N manager or the DOE headquarters project office to
slart the operation.
"lhe incidents at Fernald and at other sites, taken together, also suggest that DOE's
technical management and over,sight structure for ERMC contracts are in need of
upgrading.... Based upon o!Jservatiofl.\' (ilthe Fernald project, the Board has
concern stemmingfrom health and sqfety considerations that (I) DOE may not hUl'e
sufficient number,~ of competent, truined headquarter.s and field per,~onnel to
technic(tlly manage such contmcts, arid (2) contmcts may be negotiated and signed
bej()re DOE has developed internal plans on how to carry out its technical
management and oversight re,lponsibilities,
"lhe Board is aware that you have recently announced initiatives to reform DOE
contract management.... the Board would encourage, in the interests o.fpublic and
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worker health and sCifety, that the planned review (If contracting mechanisms and
practices also encompass the DOE technical direction and oversight structure. The
Board believes that competence and effectiveness in technical aspects of
management are essential to assure that contract services are provided in a manner
which meets health and safety oNectives.
"... The contractor /shouldJ normally not be allowed to commence operations
involving radioactive materials until DOE's plan for technical management (i/site
activities has been put into eIfec·!. This means, among other things, that the relevant
DOE ,I'ite lind headquarter.• I!fjlce,. have been adequately staffed with qualified
per.. ons to provide competent technical direction, guidance, and OI'er"ight {if the
contmctor'.• operation".
"TherefON. the Board recommendl' that:...
6. DOE immediately e,.tabli.•h a group of technically qualified Facility
Representative.• at Fernald to monitor the ongoing activities (If daily
operations at the sit!!...." [Emphasis added]

Recommendation 93-5, .!lillJfQfd Waste Tauks Characteri<:illion Studies:

"lherefore, the Hoard recommendl' that 1XW:
1. Undertake a comprehensive reexamination and restructuring of the
characterization effort with the objectives (?f accelerating sampling
schedules, strengthening technical management of the effort, and
completing sqfety-relatedsampling and analysis {if watch lis! tanks within a
target period q!two years. and the remainder of the tunks by a year later...."
[Emphasis added]

Rccommendation 94-4, Deficiencies in Criticality Safely at Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant

"Accordingly, the Board recommendl' that:...
(3) DOE evaluate the experience, training, and pet:formllnce {!( key DOE and
confractor per,wmnel involved in sl!fely-related activities at defense nuclear
facilitie,. within the Y-12 Plant to determine if those per.wmnelhave the
,.kills Imd knowledge requirell to execute their nuclear s{!fely
respon,.ibilitie,. (in this regard, reference should be made to the critical
safety e!!!ments developed m' part of DOE's re,lponse to the Hoard's
Recommendation 93-1)....
(4) DOE take whatever actions are nece.•.w!ry to correct any deficiencie.r
identified in (3) above in the experience, training, and pe,jormance {i DOE
and contractor personnel." [Emphasis added]
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Recommendation 95-2, Safety Management:

"We recognize th(l{ the various DOE organizational units which may be delegated
review and approval authority jiJr SIRlDs and associated Safety Management
Programs may not have enough individual.~ with qualijicutions in the technieul
.\pedalties required to cany out effectively the streamlined process being
recommended This means that teclznicul u.~si.~tunce may need to be retuinedfrom
el.~ewhere to compensate for such per.wJn"':/ dejidencie.~ where they exist. It also
means that DOE may need to augment its own technical expertise so as not to be
obliged to continue ind~jinitely to rely on technical assistance from outside DOE.
"... Therejl,,,e. the Hoard recommel1d\~ thai DOF:...
5. Take such measures as (/re required to ensure that DOE itself has or
aClluires the techniCllI expertise to ~ffectively implement the streamlined
process recommended" [Emphasis added]
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APPENDIXH

Appcndix II
Statcmcnt of Robcrt M. Anderscn
Gcneral Counsel
Dcfensc Nucleal'Fllcilities Safety BOllrd
!'ublic Mccting, Jallua,)' 23, 1996

l.

INTRODUCTION

A.

Congrcssional alld Technical Basis for Board Action on DOli: Technical Compctcnce
The lack of a sutlicient number of technically-qualified program and oversight officials
underlies all of the health and safety problems at defense nuclear facilities, Recognizing this,
Congress, in its report of the Senate Armed Services Committee on S, 1085, stated that the
Board is expected to raise the technical expertise of the Department substantially, to assist
and monitor the continued development of DOE's internal Environmental Safety and Health
organization, and to provide independent advice to the Secretary, Congress expected the
Board to raise the levcl of critical expertise, technical vigor, and a sense of vigilance within
the Department at all levels. S. Rep, No, 232, 100th Cong" 1st Sess 10,20-21 (1987),
Applicablc rcquirements of the Board's enabling statute implicitly mandate that the Board
address the technical compctencc of DOE's personnel. For example, the Board is required
to (1) review the content and implementation of safety standards and (2) investigate events
or practiccs which either adversely affect or bave the potcntial of adversely affecting public
health or safety 42 U,S,c. § 2286a, To be effcctive, these Board reviews must consider the
technical competencies of those who develop and implement safety standards and procedures
and direct operations at DOE sites, The Board must then make recommendations it deems
necessary to adequately protect public health and safety to the Secretary of Energy, or in
appropriate cases to the President of the United States.
In each of its tlve annual reports, the Board recognized that the most important and farreaching problem affecting the safety of DOE defense nuclear facilities is the difficulty in
attracting and retaining personnel who arc technically qualitled to provide the management,
direction, and guidance essential for safe operation of DOE defense nuclear facilities. [n my
opinion, it remains the most critical problem today,

n.

IrnpOJ·tanec of Qualified

001~

Tcchnical Staff

The deficiency hinders DOE in providing fully effective technical direction and management
of its contractors, The Board discllssed this problem in each of its Annual Reports, A
nlllnber of earlier independent assessments also noted the same deficiency, including the 1981
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Mile Island DOE review of the safety of its reactors (the Crawford Report) and
the 1987 Report of the National Academy of Sciences. Both the current and former
Secretaries of Energy have acknowledged the problem and have committed to solving it.
The Board recognizes DOE's attempts to correct the problem. Unfortunately, they have not
been effective enough, and the problem persists. The Board addressed the qualH1cations
problem in several of its formal recommendations, and frequently communicated its concern
on this matter to senior DOE officials over the past five years.
The problem is pervasive. Deficiencies exist to varying degrees not only in organizational
units in Headquarters but also in the field organizations of DOE. The Board believes that a
root cause of this shortcoming in DOE staff qualifications lies in a deep-seated conviction
among many senior DOE career managers that program management capabilities, and perhaps
only general technical familiarity, arc adequate. Those who hold this belief elevate financial
management, project scheduling, cost accounting, and other administrative managemcnt
capabilities above technical competence in assigning people to positions of responsibility for
managing technological programs of DOE. As a result, too many individuals without
adequate technical qualif1cations arc assigned jobs crucial to the safety of defense nuclear
facilities.
Contributing causes include: limited capability of DOE to attract technicnlly competent
professionals to nuclear weapons activities and assignments as career choices; the failure to
effectively use "excepted service" hiring authority by DOE, particularly for key technical
management and direction positions; lack of an aggressive recruitment and retention policy
for tcchnical career personnel within DOE; insufficicnt attention by internal monitoring
clements of DOE to this problem as a contributor to off~normal events; and the lack of an
el1'ective program for interchange of technical stafr between Headquarters and field
organizations within DOE
The Board recognizes that it is much easier to identify this problem than to correct it. The
Board also recognizes that some senior DOE technical managers are indeed very well
qualified and that those managers usually share the Board's fiustration in coping with the
problem. Until that problem is solved, DOE will continue to have diff1culty in developing and
applying nuclear standards, in assessing the performance of contractors, and otherwise
carrying out its responsibilities for assuring safe operation offacilities.
C.

History of BoaI'd Involvement in (i;nhancing DOE Technical Capability
Since its inception, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board has emphasized that a wellconstructed and documented program for training and qualifying personnel and supervisors
for operations, maintenance, oversight, and technical support is an essential foundation of
operations and maintenance and, hence, the safety and health of the public, including the
facility workers. A substantial portion of the Board's efrorts has been devoted to on-site
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observation and review of personnel and supervisor selection, training, qualification,
certification and facility operation.
Despite the long-standing requirements of DOE Orders, neither DOE nor the contractors
have provided sufficient management attention and resources for training and qualifieation
commensurate with the health and safety implications of their defense nuclear programs.
Each of the sites evaluated by the Board has demonstrated wcakncsses in contractor training
programs that have potential ncgative safety consequences.
The Board's first Recommendation 90-1, issucd in February, 1990, called for thc development
of an cffcctivc training program at Savannah River Sitc K-Rcactor. Despite the successful
application of Recommendation 90-1 to K-Reactor, and application of its principlcs to the
Replacement Tritium Facility, DOE did not follow up with improved training of
corresponding technical personnel at somc other Savannah River Site defense nuclear
facilities. Also, thc Dcpartment has been slow to extend the undcrlying principles of Board
Recommendation 90" I to other defense nuclear sites.
On the basis of assessments conducted by the Board's staff at the Hanford Site, the Pantex
Plant, the Savannah River Site non-reactor facilities, the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant, and the
Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site, and, to a lesser extent, reviews conducted
elsewhere in the defense nuelear facilities complex, the Board determined that DOE needed
to take aetion to further strengthen training oftechnical personnel at defcnse nuclear facilities.
Therefbre, the Board, on September 22, 1992, recommended that several strong aetions be
taken to improve qualification and training at these specifie sites. The Secretary responded
and accepted the Recommendation on January 21, 1993. DOE's initial Implementation Plan,
submitted in June 1993, was determined by the Board to be unacceptable as a means for
aehieving the needed improvements.
DOE did not correct the deficiencies in this Implementation Plan until the initiatives of
Recommendation 92-7 were embraced by an even broader-based Board proposal
(Recommendation 93-3) for improving recruitment, retention, education, and training of
DOE's technical personnel. Previous annual reports have cmphasized thc importance of
attracting and retaining tcchnically- educated and experienced personnel to provide thc
management, direction, and guidance essential to safe operation of thc defense nuclear
facilities
Unlike other fcderal agencies which rely upon tcchnical competency, such as the Nuclear
Rcgulatory Commission, the National Science Foundation, and the Board, DOE did not have
excepted appointment authority. It was seriously encumbered by antiquated civil service
restrictions that discourage bright, technically-qualified persons from being initially hired and
subsequently promoted to positions ofresponsibility.
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Recommendation 93-3 urged DOE to take dramatic action to attract and rctain scientific and
technical personnel of exceptional qualities, The Recommendation addressed concerns of the
Board regarding the technical capabilities of personnel within the Department, both at
Headquarters and in the field, Among the steps the Board urged were the following DOE
initiatives:
1,

Est,lblish the attraction and retention of seientitk and technical personnel of
exceptional qualities as a primary agency-wide goal.

2.

Take the following specific actions promptly in the interest of achieving this goal.

3,

a,

Scek excepted appointment authority for a selected number of key positions
tor engineering and scientitic personnel in DOE programmatic omces, in other
line units, and in the oversight units responsible for the defense nuclear
complex,

b.

Establish a technical personnel manager within the Omce of the Secretary to
coordinate reemitment, classification, training, and qualification programs for
technical personnel in defense nuclear facilities programs,

Develop a broadly based program, giving consideration to the following:
a.

DOE Internal Initiatives

(l)

Develop a set of mutually supportive actions which DOE could take,
within existing personnel structures, to cnhance capabilities.
Measures that could be considered include:
(a)

Plan and execute a system for using attrition to build technical
capability

(b)

Review the per/annance appraisal system for technical
employees for its effectiveness in determining basic pay,
training needs, promotions, reductions in grade, and
reassignment/removal,

(c)

Review and improve programs for training and assignment of
technical personnel. (This activity would be coordinated with
actions taken, planned to be taken, in response to Board
Rccommendations 90-1, 91-6, 92-2, and 92-7),

(d)

Explore with the Secretary of Dcfense the possibility of
assigning to DOE defense nuclear facilities activities a number
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of outstanding officers with nuclear qualifications who may
now be surplus to DOD needs.

b.

Establish initiatives designed to take advantage of skills of
marginal technical performers and retrain them.

(f)

Expand Headquatters/Ficld personnel exchange programs for
highly-qualified juntor technical stafl' to promote
understanding of all aspects oftechnical issues including their
resolution.

Independent External Assessments
(1)

c.

(e)

Use respected, independent, external organizations such as the
National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences, and
the National Academy of Public Administration to assess DOE's
ongoing and planned actions directed at attracting and rctaining
personnel with strong technical capabilities and to make
recommendations for enhancements. Such assessment could include:
(a)

Government-wide and/or DOE personnel recruitment and
development policies and practices that may be effective
inducements to government service.

(b)

Comparison of DOE methods of building a qualified technical
staff with qualifications comparable to those of other
government agencies with predominant technical missions.

DOE Internal Assessments

(I)

Perform an in-depth assessment of educational and experience
requirements of key positions and develop both a short-term and Jongterm plan for key personnel development Such assessment could
include:
(a)

Identification and qualifications (education and experience)
required in key positions (above GS-I4) in DOE Headquarters
and field organizations with responsibilities for safely carrying
out the defense nuclear program.

(b)

Evaluation of incumbents lor their ability to meet such
qualification requirements.
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(c)

(2)

Evaluation of current availability within DOE oftully qualified
personnel to fill these positions,

Develop an action plan to meet needs thus identified.

The 93-3 approach conceptually contained several key elements: (I) engaging high level DOE
involvement in correcting the problem; (2) hiring individuals from outside DOE to raise
technical capability; (3) establishing technical qualification standards for key DOE technical
personnel, assessing incumbent knowledge, skills, and abilities against those standards, and
then raising incumbent capability by effective training and education; (4) using objective
intcrnal and external reviews of DOE programs to identify improvements in recruiting,
retaining, and educating qualified technical personnel; and (5) implementing corrective action
plans using every personnel management tool available.
To address several overlapping elements of Recommendations 92-7, which covered
qualification and training of technical personnel, and Recommendation 93-3, the Secretary
proposed, and the Board accepted, that a single Implementation Plan be developed for these
two important inter-related Recommendations. After extensive joint effOlt by the DOE ,md
Board task groups, DOE submitted a comprehensive combined Implementation Plan that was
accepted by the Board on November 5, 1993.
Some of the actions recommended by the Board in Recommendation 93-3 were completed
before the close of 1993, Both of the last two Secretaries of Energy have formally committed
themselves, and the highest level of DOE management, to achieving a fully-qualified technical
staff A senior and broadly experienced DOE technical management expert was named to
coordinate all of the technical personnel initiatives and to manage implementation of the plan.
The Secretary issued a policy statement emphasizing the important link bctwccn tcchnical
competcnce and safcty at dcfcnsc nuclcar facilities, Unfortunately, DOE did not move
expeditiously enough to request Congressional authorization for excepted service
appointment authority for key personnel during 1993. As will be discussed in detail later,
DOE subsequently obtained excepted appointment authority, The Department has also
recruited two classes of outstanding individuals for its technical intern program.

In the two most critical areas however, recruiting and hiring qualified individuals, and closing
the gap between technical requirements and incumbents current abilities, progress has been
slow and frustrating, For example, during the recent Board oversight of DOE's revision of
nuclear safety Orders and mles, it was abundantly clear to myself, Dr. Ettlinger and other staff
that DOE's standards effort suflered from an insufficient number of qualified technical experts
in decision-making positions. Other members of the staff will provide the details of why we
reach these conclusions,
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U.

FOCUS ON DOE EFI"ORTS PURSUANT TO EXCEPTED APPOINTMENT
AUTHORITY

In Recommendation 93·3, the Board asked the Department of Energy to seek excepted appointment
authority from Congress for a selected number of key positions for engineering and scientific
personnel responsible for the defense nuclear complex. Congress subsequently provided such
authority to DOE in Section 3161 of the National Defense Authorization Act for 1995. Section
3161, codified at 42 USC § 7231 Note, authorizes the Secretary of Energy to appoint up to 200
scientif1c, engineering and technical personnel to positions relating to safety at defense nuclear
facilities. The rates of pay for the positions arc not to exceed the rate of pay for Level IV of the
Executive Service.

A.

Definition of Excepted Sel'Viee
To avoid confusion, 1 think it is important to begin with the def1nition of what excepted
service is. Simply put, excepted service is appointment of professional staff to positions
within the federal government without regard to civil service laws and restrictions regarding
adveltisement, appointment, hiring, and pay contained in Title 5 of the United States Code.
Long ago it was determined that the rigid pay, hiring, and classification requirements
contained in the civil service laws were not well-suited to hiring and retaining certain
professional employees. The federal government found it diflicult to recruit individuals such
as scientists, medical doctors, lawyers, engineers, and other professionals because of the
rigidity contained in the civil service laws. Therefore, many of the agencies whose work is
dependent upon highly-qualified professional and technical talent were given excepted
appointment authority. Those agencies include the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), the National Science Foundation (NSF), and the National Institutes
of Health (NIH), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), among others, which Congress
authorized to hire, pay, and manage such individuals without following the procedures
contained in the civil service laws. This flexibility allowed those agencies to attract highquality technical talent and is very evident in the quality of the technical staff the Board has
been able to attract using its own excepted service authority.

B.

Seope of DOE's Excepted Appointment Authority
Obtaining this legislative change for DOE took many months and the combined efforts of the
Board and some within DOE. Even though DOE accepted the recommendation to seek
excepted service for technical and managerial personnel, some DOE officials were reluctant
and slow to initiate action. The Chairman of the Board met with the Secretary of Energy,
officials in the Congressional Affairs Office, and the Assistant Secretary of Energy for Human
Resources on numerous occasions to try to jump start the proposal. Mr. Conway used every
opportunity to testify before Congress regarding the need for DOE excepted appointment
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authority and the Board's successful use of its excepted authority in attraeting fully capable
people to statl' positions.
The Board's General Counsel and General Manager slowly overcame opposition to the
proposal within DOE, the Office of Management and Budget, and OtTIee of Personnel
Management. A dratl legislative proposal was prepared and given to Do.E.
Prior to enactment of the National Defense Authorization Act for 1995, the Secretary of
Energy already had limited authority to appoint scientific, engineering, professional and
administrative personnel without regard to the civil service laws. Section 621 of the
Department ofEnergy Organization Act, 42 USc. 7231, states in part:
(d) In addition to the number of positions which may be placed at GS-16, GS17, and GS~18 under seetion 5108 of tide 5, United States Code, under
existing taw, or under this Act and to the extent the Secretary deems such
action necessary to the diseharge of his functions, he may appoint not more
than two hundred of the scientific, engineering, professional, and
administrative personnel without regard to the civil service laws and may fix
the compensation of such personnel not in excess of the maximum rate
payable for GS-18 of the General Schedule under section 5332 of title 5,
United States Code [5 DS.C. @ 5332 Note].
Section 316/ of the National Defense Authorization Act for 1995 provided additional
authority for the Secretary ofEnerf,'Y to appoint scientific, engineering and technical personnel
to positions relating to safety at defense nuclear facilities. Section 3161, codified at 42 U.S.C.
7231 Note, states:
(a) Authority. (I) Notwithstanding any provision of title 5, United States
Code, governing appointments in the competitive service and General
Schedule classit1eation and pay rates, the Secretary of Energy may -(A) establish and set the rates of pay for not more than 200 positions in the
Department of Energy for scientific, engineering, and technical personnel
whose duties will relate to safety at defense nuclear facilities of the
Department; and
(B) appoint persons to such positions.
(2) The rate of pay for a position established under paragraph (l) may not
cxeced the rate of pay payable for level IV of the Executive Schedule under
section 5315 of title 5, United States Code.
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(3) To the maximum extent practicable, the Secretary shall appoint persons
under paragraph (1)(8) to the positions established under paragraph (1)(A)
in accordance with the merit systems principles set forth in section 2301 of
such title.

• • •
(d) Termination (I) The authority provided under subsection (a)(l) shall
terminate on September 30, 1997.
(2) An employee may not be separated from employment with the Department
of Energy or receivc a reduction in pay by reason of the termination of
authority under paragraph (I).
The plain language of DOE's statute places a singlc limitation on DOE excepted appointment
authority: pay may not exceed level IV of the executive schedule, which is the same cap
placed on compensation for members of the Senior Executive Service. The statute does not
place any limitation on the use of excepted service for hiring technical managers with
scientific and engineering education; in fact its reference to the high pay scale indicates that
Congress expected such individuals to be hired. Congress and the Board expected DOE's
excepted appointment authority to be used for key technical personnel, including decisionmakers and managers.
A comparison of Section 3161 with comparable excepted appointment provisions for NSF,
NASA, NRC, NIH, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety Board also clearly shows that the excepted appointment authority contained
in Section 3161 can be used to fill managerial, supervisory, or policy positions in technical
areas similar to thosc in Senior Executive Service or Supergradc positions. See Appendix.
Section 3161 limits the maximum rate of pay for exccptcd positions to that of Level IV of the
Executive Service and requircs that, to the maximum extent possible, persons shall be
appointed in accordance with the merit systems principles of 5 USC § 2301. The merit
systems principles of 5 USC § 2301 apply to all Federal agencies and include such general
principles as recruiting from qualified individuals and not discriminating on the basis of
political affiliation, race, religion, national origin, sex, or handicapping condition. The merit
systems principles do not address the level of position to be filled. The only limit placed by
Section 3161 on the level of the positions to be filled using excepted appointment authority
is that the rate of pay for the positions shall not exceed LevcllV of the Executivc Service, thc
same as GS-18 of the General Schedule.
Excepted appointment provisions for the Environmental Protection Agency permit
appointment without regard to thc civil service laws to positions with rates of compensation
limited to the maximum rate payable for GS-18 of the General Schedule. 42 USC § 300j-1O
The legislative history lor the EPA excepted appointment authority states that thc provision
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provides EPA with additional Supergrade and equivalent positions, 1977 U S Code COllg.
&. Admin News 3663, Excepted appointment provisions for the Defense Nuclear Fae,ilities
Safety Board also limit the rate of pay to that of the maximum rate payable for GS-18 42
USC § 2286b(b)(2), The Board has determined that its excepted appointment authority, like
that of the EPA, permits personnel to be appointed to Supergrade or managerial positions
similar to Senior Executive Service positions, Based on comparisons of DOE's excepted
appointment authority under Section 3161 with the excepted appointment authorities of EPA
and the Board clearly shows that the DOE authority can be used to fill Senior Executive
Service positions and that the guidance contained in the November I, 1994, DOE
memorandum is unnecessarily restrictive,
Neverthcless, during a brieflng to the Board on October 5, 1995, Mr, Archer Durham
(Assistant Secretary for Human ,Resources and Administration) stated that the excepted
appointment authority provided under Section 3161 would not be used to appoint individuals
to positions with management responsibility within DOE, Direction provided to the heads
of departmental clements conceming excepted service personnel authority in a memorandum
dated November I, 1994, from Mr. Durham states that the excepted appointment authority
provided by Section 3161 "shall not be used to make appointments to Senior Executive
Service positions,"
The legislative history for Section 3161 is clear that it was the intent of DOE and the
Congress that the excepted appointment authority provided by Section 3161 apply to
scientific, engineering, and technical personnel in management positions as well as such
personnel in purely technical positions, Such appointments need not be made directly to
Senior Executive Service positions using SES procedures, A comparison of Section 3161
with excepted appointment authority provisions for other agencies also elearly shows that
Section 3161 was intended to permit appointments to Supergrade 01' positions with duties
similar to Senior Executive Service positions but with heavy technical or scientific
responsibilities, Guidance issued within DOE which does not permit the use of excepted
appointment authority under Section 3 j 61 for high level management or positions which
perlorm technical management similar to Senior Executive Service positions is unnecessarily
restrictive, and not driven by legal requirements
In Recommendation 93-3, the Board reiterated its observation of the previous three annual
reports that:
the most serious and far-reaching problem affecting the safety of DOE defense
nuclear Rlcilities is the difliculty in attracting and retaining personnel who are
adequately qualifled by technical education and experience to provide the kind
ofmanagement, diITtliQllJ.lru;!.£J,IidlmQl< essential to safe operation of DOR's
defense nuclear facilities, [Emphasis added]
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The Board went on to specifically recommend that DOE seek excepted appointment authority
for a selected number of key positions for engineering and scientific personnel in DOE
programmatic offices, in other line units, and in the oversight units responsible for the defense
nuclear complex. The Board did not recommend that the excepted service authority be
limited to non-managerial positions. In fact, given the above statement by the Board, it is
clear that the Board intended that excepted appointment authority be used to attract qualified
personnel to provide management, direction and guidance for DOE's defense nuclear facilities
and that the authority not be limited to non-managerial positions.
The Senate Committee on Armed Services subsequently reported out the National Defense
Authorization Act for 1995 with the requested excepted appointment authority. In reporting
on what would become Section 3161, the Committee stated the following:
The committee recommends a provision that would amend the Department of
Energy Organization Act to allow the Secretary of Energy to hire and employ,
without regard to civil service laws, up to 350 [later reduced to 200]
scientific, engineering, technical and professional personnel.
The committee has long been concerned that many of the problems at the
Department of Energy over the past years have been related to the inadequate
number of highly skilled and trained professional engineers, scientists and
other technical individuals who can perform oversight and manaw;aurut
functions at the Department. [Emphasis added]

• • •
The provision recommended by the committee expands existing excepted
hiring authority to inelude the addition of 350 [later reduced to 200] more
positions. The committee believes that this will be adequate to comply with
the recommendation of the Safety Board. S.Rpt. No. 282, J 03d Cong., 2d
Sess. 278-279 (1994).
1t is clear from the legislative history for Section 3161 that DOE and the Congress understood
that the excepted appointment authority would be used for scientific, engineering, and
technieal personnel who perform management functions as well as such personnel in technical
and oversight positions. Furthermore, in prepared testimony for the Senate Committee on
Armed Services, Subeommittee on Nuclear Deterrence, Arms Control and Defense
Intelligence, Assistant Secretary Grumbly stated that:

Based on the DNFSB's Recommendation 93-3, we are requesting excepted
appointment service authority. This authority would allow the Department
greater tlexibility to reeruit and keep teehnically trained individuals, and is
pivotal to obtaining the technical IUKLnmnageL\al expertise needed for this
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program. [Emphasis added] S.Hrg. No 765, Part 7, 103d Cong., 2d Sess 16
(I 994).

Ill.

DOE PROGRESS IN IMPLEMENTING

RECOMMl~NDATION

93-3

To provide a balanccd view, DOE progress in implemcnting 93-3 must also be noted. DOE made
notable progress by eventually obtaining additional excepted appointment authority as recommended
by the Board. Section 3\63 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1995, Pub.
L. 103-337, authorized DOE to establish up to 200 additional excepted service positions for
scientific, engineering, and technical personnel whose duties will relate to safety at defense nuclear
faeilities. Obtaining this legislative change took many months and combined efforts ofthc Bomd and
DOE. Appropriate pay levels may bc set, and individuals may be hired to fill such positions, without
use of the procedural steps which eneumber civil service. Excepted service anticipates all of the
essential features of the National Performance Review (NPR), is fully consistent with the goals and
specific recmitment programs called for in the NPR, and will easily dovetail into the Administration's
program if NPR legislation is eventually passed.
DOE designated an excellent Technical Personnel Program Coordinator and recruited an excellent
group of technical interns. DOE attempted to improve the Department's ability to recl'llit and retain
technically-competent personnel by issuing an Administrative Flexibilities lIandbook, developing new
guidance related to career planning, and developing a qualification program for technical personnel.
Contractor training and qualification have improved, as shown by morc timely approval of the
contractor's Training Implementation Matrices and improvements in the training of operators at
facilities such as the Savannah River Site Replacement Tritium Facility and at the Pantex Plant.
Additional effort is required to extend this success to facilities across the complex.
On thc othcr hand, DOE has made much less progress in actually hiring qualified technical pcrsonnel
for key OtTtce of Defense Programs (01') line and oversight positions. The hard-won authority to
hire technical personnel under excepted appointments has been little used to date. Failure to
immediately begin using its excepted appointment authority is one of the central obstacles to
developing a technically qualified staff at DOE The Offices of Environmental Management (EM)
and Environment, Safety and Health (Ell) have recruited and hired technical personnel, although
without full consideration of the goals and standards callcd for by Recommendation 93-3.
Additionally, it is unclear what percentage of the new hires will be devoted to technical positions
involved with nuclear safety At thc public hearing on December 6, \994, the Secretary of Energy
and other high-level DOE otTtcials told the Board that additional excepted service positions would
be allocated to DP organizations. Few hires have been made to date. DP is challenged to increasc
the number of well-qualified technical personnel at a time when DP's organization staft1ng level is
being decreased. Current staffing levels, as well as the skill mix of DOE, laboratory and contractor
personnel, appear to be inadequate to meet the requirements of the existing defense nuclear safety
program. These deficiencies have been highlighted by the Board on several occasions, but have not
been corrected. Most notable is the lack of suft1cient numbers of trained safety analysis personnel.
This contributes to Safety Analysis Reports that are incomplete and unapproved, Nuclear Explosive
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Safety Studies (NESS) that are out of date ,md unapproved, and Nuclear Explosive Risk
Assessments, initially required in 1990 for every NESS, that are not yet fully implemented.
As part of a broad-based program for improving the qualification of its technical personnel, DOE is
now developing and implementing technical qualification standards for DOE employees. However,
technical personnel qualification standards that have becn dcveloped by DOE and reviewed by the
Board and its staff lack the ligor necessalY to cause a signif1cant upgrade in the technical competence
of DOE. A baseline external review of DOE's technical personnel initiatives has been completed by
the National Academy ofPublic Administration (NAPA). Unfortunately, the review fell far short of
the plenary review anticipated by the recommendation since it was restricted to DOE headqualters
and did not include field operations.
While preparing the Implementation Plan for Recommendation 93-3, DOE officials stated a
preference for curing technical deficiencies by education and training of the existing workforce as
opposed to hiring new talent. This preference appears to be even stronger due to mandated personnel
reductions, but progress on training and education lags. DOE's education and training efforts
reviewed by the Board and its staff, however, are off-target. They are directed towards a superficial
level of knowledge rather than a fundamental understanding of nuclear systems and processes. Full
implementation of the Board's recommendations to upgrade DOE's level of technical competence
is in jeopardy due to a lack of buy-in by DOE line management.
To maintain the capability to perform criticality experiments as recommended by Recommendation
93-2, DOE has performed a systems analysis to identify the necessary resources and personnel needs.
In the limited area of criticality expeliments, DOE has identified the resources and funding necessary
to support current and anticipated requirements for conducting critical experiments and for training
criticality experts and has established the Nuclear Criticality Experiments Steering Committee
(NCESC) as a standing committee to oversee and coordinate the DOE criticality experiments
program. The NCESC is addressing key issues regarding nuelear criticality experiment capabilities,
identifying resource requirements, and justifying neeessalY fimding.
Recommendation 93-6 addresses retention of weapons-related technical expertise, particularly at the
national weapon laboratolies, in a down-sized weapons complex. DOE prepared the Implementation
Plan to complement the Stockpile Stewardship Strategy and the Stockpile Management Plan, which
it also was developing. The Implementation Plan provides for a formal Integrated Safety Skills and
Knowledge Platform (ISSKP) to identify the skills and knowledge needed to disassemble, modifY,
and test nuclear weapons. That pialtOI'm will identify and record needed skills and knowledge. DOE
intends to integrate the ISSKP with weapons testing and disassembly procedures, and plans to
implement a program to document skills and knowledge by March 1995. DOE also has initiated a
review of administrative controls and engineered safeguards which ensure nuclear explosive safety
at the Nevada Test Site. DOE plans to validate and update weapons disassembly procedures by
September 1995. DOE also committed to review the engineered safeguards and administrative
controls for the Nevada Test Site and incorporate any necessary changes by February 1995.
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By failing tD satisfactDrily complete many Df the ncar-term initiatives identified in the
RecDmmendation 93-6 ImplementatiDn Plan, DOE has placed the overall schedule in jeopardy.
However, DOE's ability tD capture and preserve expertise as identified in Recommendation 93-6 has
been strengthened by the recently-enacted SectiDn 313 1 Df the National Defense AuthDrizatiDn Act
for Fiscal Year 1995. This sectiDn authDrizes DOE to conduct a stDckpile stewardship recruitment
and training program at the national laboratories and tD establish a "retiree corps" of retired scientists
who have expertise in nuelear weapDns research and development.
Other problems in the recruitment, retention, and training Df persDnnel persist throughout the
Department. DOE has hired few new managers either at the mid-level or at more senior levels of
management, where the initiatives of Recommendation 93-3 can have the most effect. Further, no
cDnsideration has been given to using the Technical QU<llification Standards being developed under
this recommendatiDn as an integral part of the hiring process.
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EXCEPTED SERVICE (>RQYISIONS FOR SELECTKrLi\GENCIES

I. Environmental Pmt!:.ytion Ar:ency The Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency
has .limited excepted appointment authority as provided in 42 U.S.c. @300j-1O which states:
Appointment of scientific, etc. personnel by Administrator of Environmental
Protcction Agency for implementation ofrcsponsibilities; compensation
To the extent that the Administrator of the Environmental Protcction Agency
deems such action nccessmy to the dischargc of his functions under title XIV
ofthc Public Health Service Act [42 U.S.c. @ 300f et seq.] (relating to safe
drinking water) and under other provisions of!aw, he may appoint personnel
to fill not more than thirty scientific, engineering, professional, legal, and
administrative positions within the Environmental Protection Agency without
regard to the civil service laws and may fix compensation of such personnel
not in excess of the maximum rate payable for GS-18 of the General Schedule
undcr section 5332 of title 5, United States Code.
2. National Science FoundatLQIl. Excepted appointment authority for the National Science
Foundation is provided in 42 U.S.C. @1873 which states:
Employment of personnel
(a) Appointment; compensation; application of civil service laws; technical
and professional personnel; members ofspecial commissions.
(1) The Director shall, in accordance with such policics as the Board
shall from time to time prcscribc, appoint and fix the compensation of
such personnel as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this
Act. Except as provided in section 4(h), such appointments shall be
made and compensation shall be fixed in accordance with the
provisions oftitlc 5, United States Code, governing appointments in
the competitive service, and the provisions of chapter 51 and
subchapter III of chapter 53 of such title [5 U.S.C. @ 5101 et seq.,
533 I et seq.] relating to classification and General Schedule pay rates:
Provided, That the Director may, in accordance with such policies as
the Board shall Ii'om time to time prescribe, employ such technical and
professional personnel and fix their compensation, without regard to
such provisions, as he may deem necessary for the discharge of the
responsibilities of the Foundation under this Act. The members of the
special commissions shall be appointed without regard to the
provisions of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in
the competitive service.
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3. ~<lL-~lllatory Commission. Excepted appointment authority for the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission is provided in 42 US.c. @2201 which states:
General Duties of the Commission
In the performance of its functions the Commission is authorized to -(d) Employment ofpersonnc1
Appoint and fix the compensation of such officers and employees as may be
necessary to carry out the functions of the Commission. Such officers and
employees shall be appointed in accordance with the civil service laws and
their compensation fixed in accordance with chaptcr 5] and subchapter III of
chapter 53 of Title 5, except that, to the extent the Commission decms such
action ncccssary to the discharge of its responsibilities, personnel may be
cmployed and their compensation fixed without regard to such laws:
Provided, however, That no ot1lcer or employee (cxcept such ot1lcers and
employees whose compensation is fixed by Jaw, and scientific and technical
personnel up to a limit of the highest rate of Grade ] 8 of the General
Schedule) whose position would be subject to chapter 51 and subchapter III
of chapter 53 of Title 5, if such provisions were applicable to such position,
shall be paid a salary at a rate in excess of the rate payable under such
provisions for positions of equivalent difficulty or responsibility. Such rates
of compensation may be adopted by the Commission as may be authorized by
chapter 51 and subchapter III of chapter 53 of Title 5, as of the same elate
sueh rates are authorized for positions subject to such provisions. The
Commission shall make adequate provision for administrative review of any
determination to dismiss any employee;
4. Nllti.QDill.Al:l:.cmautics and Space Administration Excepted appointment authority for NASA is
provided at 42 US.C @2473 which states:
Functions of the Administration

• • •
(c) In the performance of its functions the Administration is authorized--

• • •
(2) to appoint and fix the compensation of such officers and employees as may
be necessmy to carry out such functions. Such officers and employees shall
be appointed in accordance with the Classit1cation Act of 1949, except that
(A) to the extent the Administrator deems such action necessalY to the
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discharge of his responsibilities, he may appoint not more than four hundred
and twenty-five of the scientific, engineering, and administrativc personnel of
the Administration without regard to such laws, and may fix the compensation
ofsllch pcrsonnel not in excess of the highest ratc of grade 18 orthe General
Schedule orthe Classification Act of 1949, as amended, and (B) to the extent
the Administrator deems such action necessary to recruit specially qualified
scientitlc and engineering talent, he may establish the entrance grade fro
scientific and engineering personnel without previous service in the Federal
Government at a level up to two grades higher than the grade providcd for
such personnel under the General Schedule established by the Classification
Act of 1949, and fix their compensation accordingly;
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APPENDIX I

Appendix I
Efforts by the Board to Require DOE to Deline
Uesponsibilities for Nuclear' Safety: A Chronology

03/1 3/90

Secretary ofEnergy issued memo directing action bc taken to identitY nuclear safety
functions, assignments, and responsibilities,

12/22192

DOE issued revision 0 of the Mat/lial ofhmctiot/s.
for Nuclear Safety (FAR Manual),

04/02/93

Secretary of Energy announced a major reorganization for the Department.

05/06/94

Board issued reporting requirement to the Secretary requesting DOE provide
information regarding the establishment of a Nuclear Health and Safety Management
Program and the definition of Nuclear Safety Responsibilities and Organizational
Arrangements.

06/29194

Secretary of Energy issued preliminary response to the 05/06194 Board reporting
requirement and provided revision I of the FAR Manual, dated May 25, 1994,

10115194

DOE issued revision 2 of the FAR Manual

10/21194

Secretary of Energy signed the final response to the 05/06194 Board reporting
requirement including a commitment to tie senior management perJormance appraisals
to their environment, safety, and health (ES&H) responsibilities

12/02194

DOE requested by the Board's staff to provide clariHcation of statements made in
FAR Manual regarding the assignment of responsibilities at DOE headquarters (HQ)
and in the field.

12/02/94

Secretary of Energy issued memo to the Department requesting field and HQ
elements to acknowledge their responsibilities as stated in the FAR Manual and
committing to use of the FAR Manual.

12/09/94

Board staff meeting with Principle Deputy Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs
(DP-2) on the FAR Manual to discuss information request of 12/02194,

05/26/95

Department issued memo from Assistant Secretary for Environment, Safety and
Health (EH-l), Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management (EM-I), and
Associate Deputy SccretalY for Field Management (FM-I) to field clements assigning
several safety and health responsibilities to the field and area office managers,

I-I

Assigt/m~nts,

and Re,lponsibilittes

06/15/95

Meeting between a Member of the Board, the Board's staff, and representatives from
EM, DP, and EH to discuss progress on updating the FAR Manual.

06/16/95

DOE issued Implementation Plan for assigning ES&.H roles and responsibilities
throughout the Department (SAI-30 - one of the DOE Strategic Alignment
Initiativcs),

06/22/95

DOE tasked the Manager of the Richland Oporations Office to lead a team to address
the division of roles and responsibilities between HQ and the field (SAI-l3 - one of
the DOE Strategic Alignment Initiatives)

07/2]/95

DOE submits the Implementation Plan for Recommendation 94-5, DOl,; Nan for
Management tifStandards-Related Activities. Included is a commitment to deliver
an approved, revised FAR Manual by February 1, 1996, or 60 days '1fta issuance (if
10 CFR 830,

08/1 0/95

Quarterly meeting between the Secretary and the Board, Included discussion about
the need to deline roles and responsibilities within the DOE,

09/07/95

Meeting between Board Members and the Deputy Assistant Secretary for the Office
of Nuclear and Facility Satety (EH-3) to discuss progress on the FAR Manual update,

10/03/95

Meeting between Member of the Board and EH-3 to discuss progress on the FAR
Manual update,

10/04/95

Board issued letter to the Secretary imposing a reporting requirement on DOE
relative to Recommendation 93-4 that included a requirement to reconcile several
eflblts purported to define responsibilities within the Department.

12105/95

Board issued letter to the Secretary imposing a reporting requirement on DOE to
provide the status, schedule, and milestones that will culminate in the update to the
FAR Manual being completed and delivered by February 1, 1996,

12/14/95

Quarterly meeting between the Secretary and the Board. Included discussion about
the need to define roles and responsibilities within the DOE.

12/19/95

Meeting between Member of the Board and EH-3 to discuss progress on the FAR
Manual update,

12/28/95

DOE issued response to the 12/05/95 Board reporting requirement stating that every
etlbrt will be made to complete the update by February I, 1996 or 60 days after the
issuance of nuclear safety rules.
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01117/96

DOE issued response to the 10/04/95 Board reporting requirement stating that every
effort will be made to define roles and responsibilities by February 1, 1996 or 60 days
after the issuance of nuclear safety rules.

01/30196

By a letter to the Secretary, the Board reemphasized the need for an update to the
FAR Manual on a definite schedule.
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